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Abstract 

Although ice-induced vibrations (IIV) resulting from dynamic ice-structure interaction have been 

reported as infrequent occurrences in nature, the catastrophic consequences of these events makes 

them a fundamental design consideration for structures in ice-prone regions. Over the last 50 years, 

these events have affected a wide range of structures, including bottom founded lighthouses, 

channel markers, jacket and caisson retained structures, and have led to operational shutdowns, 

human discomfort, and even complete collapse of the structure in some cases. Rigorous 

experimental investigations and theoretical modeling approaches over the years have provided 

valuable insight into the physical mechanism of the process; however, a significant amount of 

uncertainty in identifying the conditions associated with IIV and its severity still exists. The 

primary source of the uncertainty comes from the complexity of the ice failure process, since it is 

highly influenced by the interplay of different competing mechanisms, such as fracture, damage 

and microstructural changes. One of the fundamental components of compressive ice failure is the 

development of ‘high-pressure zones (hpzs),’ which are responsible for transmitting the majority 

of the loads in ice-structure interactions. As the properties and dynamic behaviour of hpzs exhibit 

similar characteristics over a wide range of scales, efforts to link hpz mechanics with the 

occurrence of dynamic ice-structure interactions is seen as a promising approach.  

During ice-structure interaction, the ice failure process is highly influenced by different interaction 

parameters. An uncertainty analysis with self-excited vibration modeling approaches was 

performed first to identify the critical parameters and how their effects can propagate through the 

dynamic ice-structure interaction process. Based on the simulations, ice temperature, interaction 

speed, and interaction area were identified as the key parameters affecting the dynamic ice-
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structure interaction process. A medium-scale ice crushing dynamics test program was then carried 

out to study the influence of these parameters on the dynamics of hpzs under controlled conditions 

with variable structural compliance. In general, more severe dynamics associated with failure 

behaviour were observed to be more pronounced for colder ice, smaller interaction areas, higher 

interaction speed, and lower structural compliances.   

The observed dynamics of a single hpz was then used to develop a simplified ice-structure 

interaction model. The behaviour of the hpz was estimated using results from previous triaxial 

tests, which showed a non-linear relationship between hpz stiffness and the nominal strain, with 

the degree of softening depending on the average strain-rate. Two distinct failure processes were 

assessed in the context of the periodic sinusoidal response of the structure using the model. First, 

such responses can result from the vibration within the layer of damaged ice when the formation 

of the damaged layer and the extrusion process become cyclical in pure crushing. Theoretical 

calculation from a previous study was adopted to estimate the equilibrium layer thickness that can 

result in such vibrations, and the model showed reasonably good agreement with the calculations. 

The other failure process considered was for spall-dominated interactions with occasional crushing 

events. Such a failure process can result in frequency lock-in of the structure; however, these 

responses were observed to be highly sensitive to interaction speed and structural parameters. This 

was identified as the primary reason for the infrequent observation of frequency lock-in in full-

scale interactions. Although the simplified modeling framework presented here shows promising 

results, further experimental investigation and modeling refinement are required for a full-scale 

implementation. 
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Chapter: 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Ice loads are fundamental design considerations for fixed structures operating in the Arctic and 

sub-Arctic regions, as the extreme forces in some cases can exceed 100-year wave loads (API, 

1995). Historically, the lighthouses and channel markers for ship navigations, and platforms for 

hydrocarbon explorations and productions were the primary types of structures prone to dynamic 

ice-structure interactions. However, as the offshore wind farm developments expand into ice 

covered waters, wind turbine towers designed for the sub-arctic region will need to withstand ice 

loads during an event of ice-structure interaction. Continuous failure of ice against a structure, 

primarily in the form of crushing, can generate a condition of dynamic ice-structure interaction 

leading to severe vibration of the structure. This is known as ice-induced vibrations (IIV), and such 

events are widely discussed in the literature. The types of structures affected by IIV include 

lighthouses (Määttänen, 1978), channel markers (Nordlund et al., 1988), jacket structures (Xu and 

Bernt, 1981) and even caisson retained structures (Jefferies and Wright, 1988; Frederking and 

Sudom, 2006). The International Standard for Petroleum and Natural Gas Industries – Arctic 

Offshore Structures (ISO 19906, 2010) classifies the dynamic ice actions on structures into three 

categories, as shown in Figure 1.1.  
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Figure 1.1 Modes of dynamic ice-structure interaction showing force and structural response (ISO 19906); (a) Intermittent 

crushing; (b) Frequency lock-in; (c) Continuous brittle crushing 

Among these three, the frequency lock-in receives particular attention when the response of the 

structure becomes periodic and more sinusoidal in nature. If this periodic motion occurs at a 

frequency closer to the natural frequency of the structure, it can result in a dynamic amplification 

due to resonance. Also, the periodic motion can cause fatigue failure of different components and 

discomfort for the operating personnel (Yue and Li, 2003). The primary challenge in mitigating 

such conditions comes from the lack of data and uncertainty associated with compressive ice 

failure. The guidelines provided by the current design standards consider a simplified ‘sawtooth’ 

force time-trace at a frequency equal to the natural frequency of the structure for the mode ‘most 

susceptible’ to IIV, irrespective of the interaction conditions. However, during a nine-month 

monitoring period in Molikpaq, for a caisson retained structure operating in the Beaufort Sea, 

crushing was found to occur only about 1% of the time, and associated vibrations were often of 

relatively short duration, typically lasting about four minutes (Wright and Timco, 1994; Timco 

and Wright, 2005). Thus, the simplified assumption of the ‘sawtooth’ forcing function produces a 

conservative design assumption and since the mechanics are highly simplified, this approach offers 
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engineers with limited insight into strategies for improving their designs. New design approaches 

are needed to better model the conditions under which IIV occur and their associated severity.    

Design codes are often based on simplified assumptions which are complemented by certain 

empirical constants or safety factors. The goal of this research, on the other hand, is to provide 

more insight into the physical mechanism of the process. While the current design code and 

dynamic ice-structure interaction models show acceptable agreement to certain full-scale events, 

the different empirical factors used in the models are often difficult to translate for unknown 

conditions. Results from a recent Joint Industry Project show that when tested against different 

conditions, none of the widely studied models are capable of capturing the characteristics of IIV 

for different ice conditions and structural configurations (Kärnä et al., 2013). The compressive 

failure of ice is a complex process involving the interplay of different mechanisms, such as 

fracture, damage, and microstructural changes, which are fundamental components of ice 

mechanics. To improve the reliability of the current and future design codes, these physical 

mechanisms need to be incorporated into the modelling framework, at least to an acceptable extent.  

1.2 Knowledge Gaps 

Over the last 50 years, a number of dynamic ice-structure interaction models have been proposed 

in the literature (discussed in detail in Chapter 2). However, a significant knowledge gaps still 

exist, as highlighted below: 

• One of the primary disputes in the literature is whether to model IIV as forced vibration or 

self-excited vibration. From the ice point of view, ice has its own failure characteristics 

irrespective of structural properties, thus suggesting a forced vibration approach. However, 
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during an interaction, ice force is controlled not only by the ice itself but also structural 

responses. The key issue here is to identify how to incorporate the structural behavior into 

the original ice failure characteristics. 

• Most of the models use some kind of empirical constants validated against certain 

interaction scenarios. But without understanding the physical mechanism for using these 

constants, their applicability to unknown conditions remains limited. 

• Ice force is limited by the crushing strength and failure behaviour of ice. Although the 

process is highly complex, fundamental components of ice mechanics need to be identified 

and incorporated in the modelling approach. 

• All models require some simplified assumptions. However, to ensure the robustness of the 

model, such assumptions should be linked to some physical process that is easily 

interpretable. 

• Experimental observations from both field and laboratory suggest that the dynamic 

response of the structure is associated with the periodic extrusion process of crushed ice 

from the damage layer. According to the knowledge of the author, none of the current 

modelling approaches address this issue.  

1.3 Scope of Thesis 

During ice-structure interaction, the majority of the loads are transmitted to the structure through 

localized regions of high pressure, termed ‘high-pressure zones (hpzs)’ (Johnston et al., 1998; 

Dempsey et al., 2001). Hpzs have been found at a wide range of scales, and their physical 

characteristics are found to be similar in nature (details in Chapter 2). However, continuous 

spalling only allows them to possess a minor fraction of the global interaction area (Frederking, 
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2004; Taylor et al., 2008); hence, they are a major consideration for the design of the local area of 

the structure. Results from small-scale experiments suggest that the mechanics of hpzs can be 

highly influenced by interaction speed, hpz area, ice temperature, and the compliance of the tests’ 

apparatus (Barrette et al., 2002; Mackey et al., 2007; Wells et al., 2011; Browne et al., 2013; 

O’Rourke et al., 2016b). To understand how the influence of these parameters can propagate 

through the interaction process and affect the vibration response, a sensitivity analysis of these 

parameters on the self-excited vibration model was performed. The results were used to identify 

the most significant parameters affecting the dynamic ice-structure interactions. 

Another important consideration for modelling dynamic ice-structure interaction is the scale-

dependence of ice. Although the failure behaviour and the microstructural changes for hpzs have 

been compared for different scales, the study of their dynamics has so far been very limited beyond 

small-scales. To identify whether the dynamic behaviour of hpzs and the effect of different 

parameters on their dynamics translate to larger scales, a medium-scale ice crushing dynamics test 

program was carried out. The effect of interaction speed, hpz area, ice temperature and structural 

compliance on the dynamics and failure behaviour of the hpzs were studied in detail. Based on the 

observed failure behaviour and the mechanics of hpzs, a simple mechanical ice-structure 

interaction model was developed for a single-degree of freedom (SDOF) structure. The stiffness 

of the hpz was modelled as a non-linear function of the applied nominal strain, and results from 

triaxial experiments were used to validate the assumption. Two distinct processes, namely, spalling 

and crushing, were linked to the dynamic ice-structure interaction, and the failure of ice was 

considered to be influenced by the competition between these two processes.  
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The model was calibrated using the experimental results and was able to reproduce the intermittent 

crushing behaviour observed in the test program. Theoretical calculations from previous study 

were used to identify the equilibrium layer thickness at which periodic vibration within the layer 

can exist, and the model showed reasonably good agreement with the calculations. Signatures of 

frequency lock-in, similar to the one observed for operational structures, were reproduced by the 

model for spall dominated failures; however, as discussed in the literature, such vibrations were 

found to exist for very specific conditions. The effect of speed, shown in Figure 1.1, was also 

observed with the dynamic amplification occurring at some intermediate speed for certain 

conditions. The model is a simplified first-order approximation of dynamic ice-structure 

interaction process; however, the incorporation of fundamental elements of ice mechanics presents 

a promising step toward a complete framework. 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

The thesis is written in manuscript format and the title of the manuscripts are used as chapter titles 

(where applicable). The outline of the thesis is summarized as follows: 

• Chapter 1 gives a brief overview of the ice-induced vibration problem for offshore 

structures in ice prone regions. By highlighting the limitations of the current design 

guidelines, the scope of the thesis is discussed to address some of the current knowledge 

gaps.  

• Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive literature review of the full-scale dynamic ice-

structure interaction events leading to ice-induced vibrations and the different modelling 

approaches explaining these events. A brief review of compressive ice failure is then 

presented, providing the theoretical basis of the hpzs. The chapter ends with a review of 
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the different ice indentation test programs, highlighting the characteristics of hpz dynamics 

under controlled conditions and their influence on the overall interaction process. 

• Chapter 3 presents an uncertainty analysis of the effects of ice temperature and the scale of 

interaction on ice-induced vibrations using the self-excited vibration model. The goal of 

the chapter is to identify the important parameters of dynamic ice structure interaction 

through uncertainty analysis and assess how the influence of such parameters can 

propagate in a modelling approach. 

• Chapter 4 presents the results from the medium-scale ice crushing dynamics tests which 

were used to study the dynamics of hpzs at a larger scale than in any previous studies. The 

effect of ice temperature, hpz area, interaction speed and structural compliance on hpz 

dynamics and the overall interaction process are discussed. 

• Chapter 5 presents the failure characteristics of the hpzs and how these characteristics are 

influenced by interaction parameters, and especially the compliance of the structure. 

Results suggest that the structural feedback plays a major role in the extrusion of the 

crushed ice layer adjacent to the indenter, which can contribute to the cyclical hardening 

and extrusion process, leading to ice-induced vibrations. 

• Chapter 6 presents a simplified modelling framework for dynamic ice-structure interaction 

based on the mechanics of high-pressure zones (hpzs). Two different failure criteria were 

defined for hpz failure, and the stiffness of a single hpz was modelled as a function of 

nominal strain and strain-rate. Results from the test series presented in the previous two 

chapters were used to estimate the modelling parameters, and the conditions for periodic 

vibration for both pure crushing and spall dominated failure were evaluated.  

• Chapter 7 provides a summary, discussion and recommendations for future work. 
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Chapter: 2 Literature Review 

Preface 

The chapter aims to provide a comprehensive literature review related to the topics presented in 

the thesis. Since the primary focus of the thesis is the dynamic ice-structure interaction events 

leading to ice-induced vibrations (IIV), the chapter begins with the review of the observations of 

such events. The next section discusses the different modeling approaches of the observed 

behaviour and their limitations. One of the primary reasons for the limitations is the complexity of 

the compressive ice failure process, which is highlighted in the following section. This section also 

presents the mechanisms for the development of high-pressure zones (hpzs) during dynamic ice-

structure interaction, which is found to be independent of scales. In the next section, a series of 

indentation tests is reviewed showing the existence of hpzs during different types of tests and 

providing some insights about the dynamics of hpzs. 

2.1 Dynamic Ice-Structure Interaction in Full-Scale 

2.1.1 Cook Inlet, Alaska 

Subsequent to drilling of the first discovery wells in 1962, the upper segment of Cook Inlet, Alaska 

had been the site of an intensive offshore oil development activity. In the absence of design 

information applicable to the conditions, an extensive effort was devoted to study the region and 

determine the ice force  (Peyton, 1968; Blenkarn, 1970). From 1963-1969, a number of test 

structures were constructed and instrumented to measure ice force exerted on the structures. 
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However, the instrumentation of the platforms and the documentation of the data were very 

limited. Based on the available measurements, both authors concluded that a moving ice field 

could induce severe vibrations to slender offshore structures; however, the explanations offered 

by the authors regarding the cause of these IIV differed significantly. Results from the test beam 

attached to the temporary drilling platform showed that a sharp, ratcheting force oscillation was 

caused by a slowly moving ice sheet and the frequency of oscillation was about one cycle per 

second. Comparing his observations to his laboratory test pile data, Peyton (1968) concluded that 

ice has a “characteristic failure frequency” of 1Hz. However, Blenkarn (1970) argued that the 

ratcheting frequency is governed by ice sheet velocity, structural flexibility and the strength vs 

loading rate characteristics of ice. The author suggested that the transient decay of the recorded 

vibration can be attributed to the damping offered by ice moving past the structure. The term 

‘damping’ in this context refers to the increase in ice force with increasing ice velocity; however, 

as the strength vs. stress rate data form Peyton’s measurement shows, such ‘damping’ might not 

be always positive. With an example of how to calculate the instability, conditions under which 

vibrations arise, the author was the first to suggest that IIV are self-excited by nature. Although 

the lack of available data makes it very difficult to gain insight about the vibration events, the 

proposed mechanisms have been explored in detail by the ice research community over the last 50 

years. 

2.1.2 Norströmsgrund, Gulf of Bothnia 

About fifty caisson type offshore lighthouses were constructed along the Swedish coast in the 

1970s to facilitate ship navigation. Norströmsgrund was constructed in 1971 in the Gulf of 

Bothnia, which is located in the northern part of the Baltic Sea (Figure 2.1). The structure was 
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located at a water depth of 16.15m with a waterline diameter of 7.58m and a stiffness of 1.7GN/m 

(Kärnä et al., 2006). During the winter of 1972-73, the structure experienced heavy vibration when 

crushing through drifting ice with a frequency very close to the calculated natural frequency of 

approximately 2.8Hz (Engelbrektson, 1977). The ice thickness was reported to be in the range of 

0.5-1m during this event, with a drift velocity of approximately 1m/min (Løset et al., 2006). Results 

from the accelerometer data located 16.5m above the seabed showed acceleration close to 0.2g, 

which lasted for about 10 seconds. 

 

Figure 2.1 Norströmsgrund Lighthouse (Bjerkås and Skiple, 2005)  

The structure was also instrumented during two major full-scale ice force measurement projects, 

titled “LOw LEvel Ice Forces” (LOLEIF) and “STRuctures in ICE” (STRICE). While the full 

datasets and reports for the LOLEIF and STRICE projects are not readily accessible, brief 

descriptions of the tests’ setups can be found in the literature (Schwarz and Jochmann, 2001; 

Bjerkås et al., 2013a). The STRICE data have been extensively analyzed by Bjerkås to study the 
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dynamics of ice structure interactions and associated ice-induced vibrations (Bjerkås and Skiple, 

2005; Bjerkås et al., 2013a, 2013b). From these analyses, three different interaction modes, namely 

intermittent crushing, frequency lock-in and continuous crushing were observed. Intermittent 

crushing was observed at speeds between 0.02m/s to 0.08m/s and was associated primarily with 

circumferential cracking events or simultaneous high crushing loads on several panels. While rare, 

frequency lock-in was observed to occur occasionally, and during one reported event, steady state 

vibration persisted for about 190 cycles (Bjerkås et al., 2013a). Associated with this particular 

event was the observation that it was preceded by a circumferential crack that produced a smooth 

contact surface, which helped to synchronize contact during the ice crushing process. According 

to the authors, during the first phase of this event, as the force built up, the structure exhibited 

lateral displacement and then sprang back when the load dropped following ice failure, creating 

contact conditions that allowed the next phase of synchronized load build up. During this event 

there were several intervals, each having 8-10 cycles, in which the local load progressively 

increased during each cycle, due to synchronization of the ice failure with the structural response, 

ultimately displacing the structure up to 24-30mm (Bjerkås et al., 2013a). Since this displacement 

was associated with dynamic amplification, system damping was an important factor in 

influencing this response. After many failure cycles, the mass of accumulated broken ice caused a 

local collapse in a sector of the ice, triggering flooding of the ice cover, causing it to bend and fail. 

For speeds greater than 0.1m/s, continuous crushing was observed, which generally produced loads 

that were significantly lower than either intermittent or ‘lock-in’ modes. It should be noted here 

that the critical speed above which continuous crushing occurred was found to vary with ice 

thickness and temperature.  
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2.1.3 Bohai Bay, China 

In the Bohai Gulf of Northern China, offshore engineering activities for oil and gas exploration 

started in the late 1960s. Due to the soft sea bed, the primary choice for the platforms in the area 

was multi-piled (jacket) structures; however, two such structures collapsed during their operation 

because of ice force (Xu and Bernt, 1981). After some research and a survey of ice force, a new 

jacket structure, JZ202 MS, was erected in 1988 and was used for measuring ice force for three 

years before being put into operation. The joint project, conducted by the Hamburg Ship Model 

Basin (HSVA), found that the structure experienced severe ice vibrations with amplitudes as high 

as 0.2g (Yue and Li, 2003).  

Another platform, JZ202 MSW, a three-leg wellhead platform, was put into operation in 1997 and 

was instrumented to measure ice forces and structural responses during the winter of 1999-2000 

(Figure 2.2). The structural response was recorded using six accelerometers and several strain 

gauges and the load was measured using load panels mounted in one vertical leg. This structure 

also faced severe vibrations, which caused a failure of the pipeline on January 28, 2000 (Yue and 

Li, 2003). From the recorded data, two types of vibration were identified: steady state vibration 

and random vibration. For a similar ice thickness range, steady state vibration was found to occur 

at a speed of about 2-4cm/s, whereas faster speed caused random vibrations of the structure (Figure 

2.3).  It should be noted here that since the MSW is an unmanned platform, considerable 

uncertainty exists regarding the accuracy of the ice thickness measurement; however, a general 

overview of the ice conditions of the Bohai Bay can be found in the work of Yang (2000). 
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Figure 2.2 JZ202 MSW Platform (Yue and Li, 2003) 

 

Figure 2.3 (a) Steady-state vibration and (b) random vibration of MSW platform at 15 cm ice thickness (Yue et al., 2001) 

2.1.4 Molikpaq, Beaufort Sea 

In the early 1970s, exploration for hydrocarbon reserves began on the Canadian Beaufort Shelf 

with the construction of artificial islands in shallow, near shore locations. But as the exploration 

moved to deeper waters, island costs increased almost exponentially, due to the increase in fill 

volumes. The solution adopted by the industries was to use caisson structures, which would reduce 

(a) (b) 
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the fill volume significantly while retaining sufficient mass to resist ice loads. The Molikpaq was 

one of those structures deployed at four sites in the Canadian Beaufort shelf: Tarsiut P-45, during 

1984-85; Amauligak I-65, during 1985-86; Amauligak F-24, during 1986-87 and Isserk I-15, 

during 1988-89 (Jefferies et al., 2008). It is an octagon shaped annular caisson with near vertical 

sides, with waterline dimensions of 89m×89m and base dimensions of 111m×111m (Jefferies and 

Wright, 1988). The structure was ballasted down onto a sand berm which was constructed using 

hydraulically placed sands. The sand core provided the majority of the resistance to ice loads, 

while the use of the caisson reduced the volume of sand providing a convenient self-contained unit 

for the entire drilling and support systems (Figure 2.4). The structure was extensively instrumented 

with MEDOF panels, strain gauges, extensometers, accelerometers, inclinometers and soil 

pressure cells. Ice loading events and uncertainties associated with the measured data have been 

broadly discussed in the ice mechanics community (Jefferies and Wright, 1988; Timco and Wright, 

2005; Frederking and Sudom, 2006; Jefferies et al., 2008; Jordaan et al., 2011; Taylor and Jordaan, 

2011a). Two specific events are discussed here in the context of ice-induced vibrations.  
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Figure 2.4 Photograph of Molikpaq in moving first year ice (Jefferies et al., 2008) 

On April 12, 1986, while operating in Amauligak I-65 (located approximately 75km offshore and 

in 32m water depth), a multi-year ice floe followed by a hummock crushed against Molikpaq’s 

east and southeast outer walls at a velocity of approximately 0.06m/s (Frederking and Sudom, 

2006). The peak face load during the interaction with the hummock was reported to be 380MN and 

the interaction resulted in severe structural vibration. Based on the extensometer data, the 

frequency of the vibration was found to be 1.3Hz. The values obtained from the strain gauge and 

the video were also in a similar range, suggesting that the platform was vibrating close to its natural 

frequency, which was reported to be 1.3Hz when the platform moved in the horizontal direction 

(Jefferies and Wright, 1988). 

On May 12, 1986, Molikpaq again experienced severe vibration when a 7km by 15km floe of ice 

consisting of thick first year ice and multiyear ice crushed against its north and northeast walls. 

The accelerometer data on the north face of the structure showed the presence of cyclic and 
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asymmetrical vibration similar to beat frequency with peak values of 4% of g. The extensometer 

on the same face also showed a clear cyclic behaviour with a frequency of 1.4Hz and peak 

amplitudes ranged up to 10mm (Figure 2.5). The load calculation based on the MEDOF panels and 

the strain gauges showed amplified loading events during that period (Timco and Wright, 2005). 

Based on the analysis of the data for the entire year of 1985-86, a Joint Industry Project (JIP) report 

identified five similar events (Jefferies et al., 2008). The amplified ice loading was found to occur 

when intermittent crushing became synchronized across the entire caisson, resulting in ‘phase-

locked’ behaviour. During non-simultaneous loading, the structure vibrated slowly in a truly 

randomly excited vibration but when the ice crushing synchronized, the structure responded with 

five-fold increase in acceleration.  

 

Figure 2.5 Accelerometer and extensometer data of north face of the Molikpaq on May 12, 1986 (Timco and Wright, 2005) 
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It should be noted here that the amplified ice loading due to ‘phase-locked’ intermittent crushing 

was only present for a few hours out of many thousands of hours of structure interaction with ice, 

and the process is highly dependent on structural displacement. In the case of the Norströmsgrund 

lighthouse, ‘phase-locked’ behaviour only occurred during steady-state vibration of the structure, 

with no amplification of global loads (Bjerkås and Skiple, 2005). No phase-locked intermittent 

crushing that is associated with transient vibration was recorded for the Norströmsgrund 

lighthouse. As mentioned by Jefferies et al (2008), the difference in behaviour shown by these two 

structures can be attributed to the difference in waterline stiffness.  

The observed behaviours suggest that dynamic ice-structure interaction leading to ice-induced 

vibrations can occur in both first-year and multi-year ice. The multi-year ice has very little salinity 

compared to first-year ice, due to brine drainage (Notz and Worster, 2009; Timco and Weeks, 

2010); however, in the context of dynamic ice-structure interaction, both ice types show similar 

behaviour suggesting little influence of brine volume on the underpinning failure mechanism. 

Experimental investigations for different ice types and grain orientation also suggest that the 

failure mode is usually independent of ice type and grain orientation (Tuhkuri, 1995). Hence, when 

studying the failure mechanism under controlled conditions, researchers often perform tests using 

a freshwater polycrystalline ice sample, which is adopted in the presented tests in Chapters 4 and 

5. The effect of brine volume on dynamic ice-structure interaction is reserved for future work.  

2.2 Review of Dynamic Ice-Structure Interaction Models 

To model the observed phenomenon during ice-structure interaction, a number of approaches have 

been proposed so far. The most commonly employed engineering approaches to modelling 

dynamic ice-structure interactions can be broadly classified into two major categories. The first 
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approach considered ice to have a characteristic crushing frequency (or crushing length) as 

suggested by Matlock et al. (1969). Ice was assumed to be an ideal elastic-brittle material and the 

model was represented by a carriage transporting a series of uniformly spaced elastic-brittle teeth 

(Figure 2.6). When a tooth was in contact with the structure, the force was assumed to be linearly 

dependent on the deformation of the tooth. At the maximum deformation of the tooth, fracture 

occurred instantaneously causing the force to drop to zero which remains zero until the next tooth 

comes into contact. The methodology resulted in a ‘sawtooth’ forcing function with periods where 

the force remained zero because of no contact. The model considered uniform spacing between 

the teeth which caused the failure frequency to be proportional to ice velocity. The model has been 

studied widely and is currently included in the design code of ISO 19906 (2010). However, one of 

the major limitations of the model is the consideration of the ‘passive’ role of the structure during 

an interaction, whereas in reality, the response of the structure can significantly affect the ice force. 

Also, based on the nonlinear dynamics of the model, it was found that the nonlinear response of 

the model can be highly influenced by the existence of multiple periodic solutions, dependent on 

the initial condition (Karr et al., 1993).  
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Figure 2.6 Mechanical representation of ice-structure interaction model by Matlock (Matlock et al., 1969) 

Based on Peyton’s measurement and the Cook Inlet data, Blenkarn (1970) was the first to propose 

that the dynamics of ice structure interaction is governed by ice sheet velocity, structural flexibility 

and ice strength, which itself is a function of loading rate. The compressive strength vs. stress-rate 

curve proposed by Peyton (Figure 2.7) suggests that the proportional relationship between ice force 

and the relative velocity is not always positive, coining the idea of ‘negative damping’ in ice-

structure interaction. Based on this idea, the structure vibrates under self-excitation as a result of 

dynamic instability, due to the negative velocity dependence of the ice crushing strength that 

appears in the ice velocity region of the ductile-brittle transition. This resulted in a different line 

of thinking, where the ice-structure interaction and associated vibrations are considered self-

excited in nature. Blenkarn (1970) assumed the ice force to be a function of the relative velocity 

between the structure and the ice and considered that the effective mass of the ice floe and the 

stiffness of the structure govern the vibration. By simplifying Peyton’s strength vs. stress-rate 

curve into three linear relationships (one with a positive slope, one with a negative slope and one 

with zero slope), (Määttänen, 1978) later presented a rigorous  model for self-excited ice-induced 

vibration. The source of the negative damping in the self-excited system was due to the negative 
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slope in the strength vs. stress-rate curve, although the existence of such dependency in all ice-

structure interaction has been questioned by other authors (Sodhi, 1988). An uncertainty analysis 

of the self-excited ice-structure interaction model found that the response of the structure and the 

conditions for IIV can be highly sensitive to ice and structural parameters (Hossain et al., 2018). 

 

 Figure 2.7 Original Blenkarn's curve based on Peyton's compressive data (drawn after Blenkarn, 1970)  

Over the last 50 years, a number of authors have proposed different ice-structure interaction 

modelling approaches based on these two ideas. In his model, Sodhi (1994) presented the ice sheet 

as a single elastic element where each failure event has been divided into three separate phases: 

loading, extrusion and separation. The model is similar to pushing a spring-mass system sliding 

on a frictional surface, where the difference in kinetic and coefficient of friction result in a stick-

slip motion observed in intermittent crushing. However, at higher relative velocity during the 
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extrusion phase, a steady-state, constant-velocity motion takes place. (Huang and Liu, 2009) 

extended the Matlock model by incorporating the crushing strength vs strain-rate relationship for 

calculating ice force. A closed form solution for SDOF structures was obtained by expressing the 

nonlinear relationship into two separate power law equations. The Matlock model was also 

extended for 2D ice-induced vibration, including the transverse vibration of the structure 

(McQueen and Srinil, 2015). The authors proposed 3 nonlinear equations to describe the 

compressive strength vs. strain-rate relationship for different strain-rate ranges. Ice strength was 

also considered to be a function of ice temperature, brine content, grain size, air volume and ice 

wedge angle.  

As an ice sheet continuously crushes against wide structures, the influence of local contact effects 

(irregular contact) produces the opportunity for non-simultaneous ice failure across the structure 

(Kry, 1978). The idea of non-simultaneous failure implies that at any one point in time, different 

local areas of the failure region can be in different stages of failure. The concept was implemented 

in ice-structure interaction models by Eranti (1992) who considered the failure process to be 

divided into a number of zones. The fracture length of each zone was calculated based on the 

maximum ice force, which was obtained from the strength vs. strain-rate relationship. Each time 

the zonal ice force reached a critical value, ice was assumed to break a finite length in front of the 

zonal contact face. The interaction process was divided into six different stages and ice force was 

calculated using separate equations for each stage. The model was extended by integrating it with 

the Matlock model to simulate full-scale interaction for round structures (Withalm and Hoffmann, 

2010).  The idea of dividing the ice structure interaction process into a number of independent 

zones was also adopted by Hendrikse and Metrikine (2015). In their model, each individual zone 

was represented as a mechanical representation of an elastic-viscoplastic material model known as 
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the Bingham element which captures the velocity dependency of ice for the force-displacement 

relationship. Ice was assumed to behave elastically up to a certain load limit and the plastic 

deformation starts at 30% of the failure load. The elastic stiffness was considered to be proportional 

to the expected mean load level of brittle crushing based on ice thickness, structure width and a 

constant crushing strength of ice. 

Kärnä et al. (1999) used a substructure technique to model the ice, soil and the structure where the 

ice volume was separated into near-field and far-field areas. All the nonlinearities due to the ice 

crushing process and relative displacements were described in the near-field layer. Both the near-

field and far-field area were further divided into zones, where the interactive forces as well as 

relative displacements between the ice and structure were defined at specific contact points. The 

failure force was considered to be a function of characteristic ice failure pressure, which was based 

on the nominal contact area and a lognormal distribution. The crushing pressure was assumed to 

decrease by a factor of 2 when the relative velocity between the ice and the structure exceeded a 

transitional range. Ice force was considered to be dependent on the relative displacement between 

the structure and each contact zone.  

Another approach to modelling ice-structure interaction utilizes the Van der Pol equation as an ice 

force oscillator and the dynamic ice structure interaction was referred to as the coupling vibration 

between two dynamic systems (Wang and Xu, 1991). The dynamic ice force was regarded as an 

independent dynamic system and was modelled using a second order differential equation which 

includes separate terms for the sawtooth periodic nature of the ice force and a term for relative 

velocity between the ice and the structure. The model was further extended by incorporating the 

stress vs. strain-rate relationship using two non-linear equations (Ji and Oterkus, 2016). A 
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characteristic failure frequency for ice proportional to ice velocity and inversely proportional to 

ice diameter and ice failure length was also included. 

2.3 Compressive Ice Failure and High-Pressure Zones (hpzs) 

2.3.1 Initiation and propagation of cracks 

During tensile fracture in ice, cracks primarily develop due to the accumulation of dislocations at 

the grain boundaries (Schulson and Duval, 2009). However, under compressive loading, cracks 

can nucleate across ice crystals and the mechanism of failure is associated with the linkage of a 

large number of cracks and the formation of wing and comb cracks, making the failure process 

highly complex (Schulson, 2001). Crack nucleation occurs when local stress concentration exceeds 

the cohesive or theoretical cleavage strength of the material, resulting in the appearance of cracks 

where none were present before. In the absence of pre-existing flaws, crack nucleation is 

considered the first step in the mechanical failure of ice, as a means to relieve stress at grain 

boundaries. A comprehensive review of the mechanisms for crack nucleation can be found in the 

works of Frost (2001). 

Although the onset of crack nucleation results in a wide variety of cracks of different sizes and 

locations in the specimen, experimental investigations suggest some observable properties, as 

discussed below (Sanderson, 1988): 

• The average length of nucleated cracks, 2𝑎, is roughly proportional to the grain diameter 

𝑑, with an approximate relation of 2𝑎 ~ 0.65𝑑. 
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• The orientations of the cracks are clustered around the axis of compression, such that 90% 

of the cracks are aligned within the angle of 45o to the direction of the principal 

compressive stress axis. 

• For coarsely grained ice (𝑑 ≥ 5𝑚𝑚) a mean crack density is about one crack per grain.   

 As compressive stresses increase, the nucleated cracks start to coalesce, and once the local stress 

level exceeds some critical value, ‘wing cracks’ begin to form, initiating the crack propagation 

(Kachanov, 1982). As shown in Figure 2.8, the applied compressive stress causes both sides of the 

crack to slide relative to each other due to shear stresses and, as a result, tensile stress regions 

develop around the tips of the cracks. As the ‘wing cracks’ grow, they begin to align themselves 

with the direction of principal compressive stress. The problem has been analysed in two 

dimensions by Ashby and Hallam (Née Cooksley) (1986), who found the length of the wing crack, 

which usually develops in a stable manner, is a function of the current stress conditions and the 

mechanical properties of ice. The authors also suggest that cracks in approximate ranges of 

orientation between 30° and 60° relative to principal compression will nucleate, since these angles 

are most favorable for sliding. Flaws oriented at angles outside this range require significantly 

higher stresses to form cracks. This type of fracture model was incorporated into a probabilistic 

fracture mechanics model of scale effects during compressive ice failure by Taylor (2010). 
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Figure 2.8 Wing cracks of length 𝒍 forming at the tips of an existing crack of length 𝟐𝒂 (Staroszczyk, 2019) 

2.3.2 Modes of fracture 

Sanderson (1988) identified six principal failure mechanisms based on indentation experiments: 

creep, radial cracking, circumferential cracking, buckling, spalling and crushing. Creep refers to a 

time-dependent continuum mode of failure with no formation of cracks, and unstable elastic 

buckling occurs in a thin ice sheet but rapidly leads to circumferential cracks. These two modes of 

failure are not associated with dynamic ice-structure interaction and are not discussed further. 

Among the other four modes of failures (Figure 2.9), Sanderson (1988) classified radial cracking 

and circumferential cracking as ‘global’ failures and spalling and crushing as ‘local’ failures. In 

reality, however, none of these failure modes occur exclusively and almost all of the failure events 

are a combination of these failure modes. Palmer et al. (1983) described radial cracking as fracture 

involving the growth of vertical cracks directed radially from the contact region and running 

through the whole thickness. These primarily occur when the aspect ratio D/h (D = diameter of the 

structure; h = thickness of the ice sheet) is high and their initial propagation is stable. 
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Circumferential cracks can either result from an out-of-plane bending moment due to eccentric 

loading or as a result of elastic buckling (Sanderson, 1988). The combined radial and 

circumferential cracking can produce triangular and trapezoidal fragments in large ice sheets. 

During a full-scale ice-induced vibration lock-in event of the Norströmsgrund lighthouse, the 

formation of a circumferential crack resulted in a synchronization of the local ice failure by 

limiting the amount of competing ice (Bjerkås et al., 2013a).  

 

Figure 2.9 Modes of failure during dynamic ice-structure interaction; (a) radial cracking; (b) circumferential cracking; (c) 

spalling; (d) crushing (modified after Sanderson, 1988) 

Local spalling or flaking is characterized by the formation of relatively large fragments of ice, 

which initiate near the center and run to a free surface. This type of fracture plays an important 

role in the localization of loads in high pressure zones and scale effects in ice pressure behaviour 
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(Jordaan, 2001). Croasdale et al. (1977) highlighted the tendency of fractures to run to free edges 

during spalling failures. In an approach to model the behaviour based on a plasticity theory, the 

authors used a Tresca yield criterion and assumed failure to occur on slip planes as a result of 

plastic yielding. The process model developed by Daley (1991) for ice sheet failure assumes that 

brittle failure results from a sequence of through-body shear cracks which are triggered once the 

failure stress on a failure plane reaches a critical limit. 

Crushing processes result in the pulverization and removal of material from the contact zone, 

producing a flatter ice edge, which results in a redistribution of stress. Local crushing often occurs 

after a spall and continues until the total load increases sufficiently to trigger another fracture 

(Taylor, 2010). The crushing process involves a number of microstructural changes resulting in 

‘damage’, and at higher interaction rates, the damage becomes localized into a layer adjacent to 

the interaction plane (Jordaan et al., 2008). This layer is associated with the formation of “high-

pressure zones (hpzs)”. The damage process occurs from the continuous evolution of the system 

of microcracks, due to the irreversible movements associated with dislocation, grain boundary 

sliding and voids in ice, which generally increases in a relatively orderly manner (Jordaan and 

Mckenna, 1988). Crushing also involves extrusion of the ice particles from the damage layer in a 

continuous manner. A schematic of the crushing process and the formation of hpzs is shown in 

Figure 2.10.  
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Figure 2.10 Illustration of crushing of ice between solid ice and structure (drawn after Jordaan and Taylor, 2011) 

Through a series of 66 edge indentation tests with varying interaction speeds, indenter widths, ice 

thicknesses, strain rates and aspect ratios, Timco (1987) proposed a failure mode map for the brittle 

range as a function of strain-rate and aspect ratio (Figure 2.11). Radial cracks were observed to 

occur most commonly for high aspect ratios and typically radiated from the corners of the indenter, 

which tended to be initially stable. For high aspect ratio and low strain rates, Timco (1987) reported 

that radial and circumferential cracking occurred without any crushing. As strain rates increased, 

particularly for thick ice, the failure behaviour was dominated by spalling and crushing. Although 

deformation mode maps are useful in visualizing the interplay of different failure modes, making 

quantitative generalization based on them is not recommended (Sanderson, 1988). Other factors, 

such as absolute thickness, which are not captured in the failure mode maps can significantly affect 

the failure behaviour. 
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Figure 2.11 Deformation mode map of ice failure showing the regions of strain rate and aspect ratio (based on Timco, 1987) 

2.3.3 Mechanics of hpzs and cyclic failure in compression 

For ice sheets, during interaction with a structure, the state of stress is multiaxial and cleavage 

cracks that form near the contact interface tend to propagate to the top and bottom free surfaces of 

the ice sheets, creating spalls. Such processes create wedge-shaped fronts of ice, creating regions 

of intense pressure, termed as ‘high pressure zones (hpzs)’ shown in Figure 2.12. A majority of 

the ice load gets transmitted to the structure through these localized regions (Johnston et al., 1998); 

however, continuous spalling causes the hpzs only to possess a small fraction of the nominal 

interaction area (Frederking, 2004; Taylor et al., 2008). Spalling causes redistribution of the 

applied load into smaller contact areas and thus plays an important role in the development of hpzs, 

both spatially and temporarily. The behaviour of the hpzs is influenced by damage processes, 

which typically include microcracking in zones of high shear and low confinement, as well as 
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dynamic recrystallization and localized pressure melting in regions of high shear and high 

confinement (Meglis et al., 1999; Melanson et al., 1999; Barrette et al., 2002). During medium-

scale indentation tests at Hobson’s Choice Ice Island (Frederking et al., 1990), an extensive white 

layer of crushed material with occasional ‘blue’ recrystallized zones was observed (Jordaan, 2001). 

A distinct boundary between damaged ice and parent ice was visible at some depth from the contact 

interface, where lateral grain motion along the boundary was evident. Consequently, a layer of 

highly microstructurally modified ice forms adjacent to the ice-structure contact surface, where 

localized pressure melting and pressure softening causes a reduction in the load bearing capacity, 

leading to an extrusion of ice particles from beneath the contact zone. The release of such pressure 

contributes to reversing the thermodynamic process, leading to partial recovery of the strength 

within the layer, i.e., hardening. The next cycle of loading and extrusion can result from this 

hardening and the process can be repeated. This repeating pattern of softening and hardening has 

been linked to the cyclical nature of loading (Jordaan, 2001; Jordaan et al., 2009; O’Rourke et al., 

2016a). The other aspect of the ice-crushing process, i.e., spalling, has also been reported to be 

dynamic in nature, and some other have linked spalling frequency to observed loading dynamics 

(Gagnon, 1999, 2011) while others point out that fracture processes and associated loads are highly 

random due to randomly distributed flaws and therefore it is unexpected that ice would exhibit any 

characteristic spalling or fracture frequency (Jordaan, 2001; Taylor and Jordaan, 2015), and the 

coupled interplay between fracture, crushing and structural response must be examined in further 

detail to understand dynamic ice-structure interactions.  
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Figure 2.12 Schematic illustration of the main process of spalling, extrusion and high-pressure zone formation (Jordaan, 2001) 

The crushing process, when accompanied by vibration, can be often distinguished by the extrusion 

of the crushed ice in the form of a very fine-grained material produced by extensive 

recrystallization. In an intermittent or sawtooth failure cycle, extrusion occurs slowly and steadily 

during loading, whereas very fast extrusion occurs during unloading. Similar behaviour was also 

observed during extrusion of crushed ice confined under two parallel plates (Spencer et al., 1992; 

Singh et al., 1995). A series of small-scale indentation experiments was able to reproduce this 

behaviour confirming its scale independence (Barrette et al., 2002; Mackey et al., 2007; Wells et 
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al., 2011; Browne et al., 2013; O’Rourke et al., 2016a). In their two papers, O'Rourke et al postulate 

that the elusive root cause of the regular cyclic loading is the microstructural change of ice (layer 

formation) and the dynamic way in which it develops and extrudes (O’Rourke et al., 2016a, 

2016b). The regular failure of an hpz in such cases constitutes a self-sustained oscillation, 

characterized by a cyclical process of supply and dissipation of energy (Pikovsky et al., 2003). The 

dissipating energy can be linked to the viscoelastic deformation enhanced by the distributed 

damage and spalling fracture, while the driving force of the ice floe (or actuator) supplies energy 

to the system. Small scale experiments suggest that degree of structural compliance has an 

important effect on the frequency, amplitude of the loading patterns and crushing strength of ice 

(Browne et al., 2013). Hence, a structural feedback mechanism regarding synchronization of hpzs 

is considered to be very important. Jordaan and Singh (1994) proposed the idea of in-phase and 

anti-phase synchronization, where the failure in one hpz causes increase in load in the other hpzs 

for the first case and decrease in load in the later. (O’Rourke et al., 2016a) observed this behavior 

in their small-scale experiments. Although much work is needed for a complete understanding of 

such mechanisms, this sheds light on the coupled ice-structure interaction behavior of ice-induced 

vibrations. Moreover, this information may help to highlight gaps that exist between the complex 

reality of ice compressive failure and the simplifications made to make models more tractable. 

2.3.4 Non-simultaneous failure and probabilistic averaging 

Kry (1978) presented the first statistical treatment of non-simultaneous ice failure and introduced 

the concept of independent failure zones. The mechanism is primarily governed by the birth, 

evolution and death of an individual hpzs, which changes both spatially and temporally. To 

illustrate this idea, Ashby et al. (1986) performed indentation tests of brittle wax sheets by a 
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cylindrical structure. As shown in Figure 2.13, at any given time the load can be transmitted 

through several distinct points, the position of which change in time as a result of fractures and 

spalls. As suggested by the authors, the treatment of such behaviour requires a probabilistic 

approach which is considered in several works (Taylor and Jordaan, 2011; Taylor and Richard, 

2014; Taylor et al., 2019).  

Jordaan et al. (1993) proposed a probabilistic treatment of hpzs for estimating the local ice loads; 

the load on a design area is applied through a random number of hpzs, each with a random force. 

The number of hpzs was modelled as a spatial Poisson process and the zonal force was modelled 

using a gamma distribution. A Monte Carlo simulation based on this model was compared with 

the ship trial data from the Louis St. Laurent and was found to be in good agreement (Johnston et 

al., 1998). Ralph and Jordaan (2017) extended the model to account for the exposure based on hpz 

rate, which is determined by interaction speed. Takeuchi and Saeki (1994) used a shot-noise model 

to statistically produce intermittent peaks of local ice pressures of independent ice failure zones at 

the ice-structure interaction interface. A shot noise process consists of a series of events at random 

times and of random magnitude, each of which produces a fixed shaped rise and recession (Weiss, 

1977). Kujala (1996) developed a statistical model for non-simultaneous ice crushing as a 

compound Poisson process and the properties for the statistical variables were determined based 

on full-scale onboard measurement from the icebreaker Sampo in the northern Baltic Sea. 

Kamesaki et al. (1997) studied non-simultaneous failure behaviour using vertical rectangular 

indenters and cylindrical indenters in laboratory conditions. Over the range of structure widths 

considered (100 mm to 1500 mm) the mean load remained approximately constant, while the 

variance decreased slightly for increasing width. The authors also indicated that the failure zones 

were approximately on the order of ice thickness, which was first proposed by Kry (1978). 
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Figure 2.13 Non-simultaneous failure illustrated by tests on brittle wax sheets (Ashby et al., 1986) 

2.4 Review of Ice Indentation Tests 

The global failure pressure of ice decreases with the increase in interaction area, a phenomenon 

commonly known as a pressure-area relationship in ice (Sanderson, 1988). Indentation tests are an 

effective way to study the pressure behaviour in the contact interface and the associated failure 

mechanism. The nominal pressure is usually measured by measuring the deformation caused by 

ice pressure on a selected area and calculating the force based on the deformation. However, to 

study the pressure distribution across the interface, electric gauges are required, and two types of 

electric gauges have been used so far: polyvinylidene fluoride (PDVF) film, which is piezo-electric 

(Joensuu, 1990), and the tactile pressure sensor (Sodhi et al., 1998). Although these gauges have 

their disadvantages, especially in calibration, the high resolution data provide valuable information 

about the mechanics of formation and evolution of high-pressure zones (hpzs).  
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In this section, some of the full-scale and laboratory-scale indentation tests and their results are 

discussed in chronological order. Since the focus of the thesis is primarily on fixed structures, 

results from ship ramming tests are not included. Interested readers can find them in the work of 

Riska (2018). 

2.4.1 Laboratory indentation tests at WARC 

This test series was carried out in 1988 at the Wärtsilä Arctic Research Center (WARC) with the 

cooperation of the Helsinki University of Technology and the results can be found in the work of 

Riska (1991) . The primary goal was to measure the ice pressure distribution across the contact 

area with PVDF film and observe the nature of the contact through a transparent Lexan plate. The 

tests were carried out with brackish ice from the northern Baltic, and the average height of the 

sample was 40cm with a cross section of 25cm×25cm. Some specimens were cut to form a wedge 

and the wedge angle varied between 60° and 120°. Two test geometries were used; one with an 

inclined plate (angle with vertical 45°) and the other with a horizontal plate (shown in Figure 2.14). 

 

Figure 2.14 Geometry of the test types (based on Riska, 1991) 
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The specimen was crushed in a test rig and the indenter was pushed using a hydraulic actuator. 

The temperature of the cold room was kept constant at -6°C and the indentation speed ranged from 

5-15cm/s. The force-time history showed regular ice failure behavior with triangular peaks as 

shown in Figure 2.15, and the maximum pressure recorded was 36MPa. However, the visual 

observation and the data from the PVDF film suggested an interesting feature of the contact area. 

Most of the transmitted pressures were observed to be concentrated towards the center in line-like 

form, suggesting the existence of ‘high-pressure zones (hpzs)’. The correlation between pressure 

sensors was almost zero in any direction from any chosen element except with the adjacent 

element; there the correlation was slightly below 0.5. A later full-scale test on an icebreaker (IB 

Sampo) equipped with PVDF film attached to the hull also showed the existence of a narrow high-

pressure band towards the center.  

 

Figure 2.15 Force-time history of a wedge-shaped specimen (Riska, 2018) 
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2.4.2 Medium-scale indentation tests at Hobson’s Choice Island 

A total of 11 medium-scale indentation tests were carried out in 1989 on Hobson’s Choice Ice 

Island, which was a 2.5km wide, 8km long and 45km thick floating ice block that broke away from 

Ward Hunt Ice Shelf, Ellesmere Island in 1982. The primary results were reported by Frederking 

et al. (1990) and Kennedy et al. (1994) but some of the results were also discussed in later papers 

(Gagnon, 1994; Jordaan, 2001).  

The tests were carried out using a single actuator indentation system with a force capacity of 

4.5MN. The maximum stroke of the actuator was 300mm, with a maximum velocity of 100mm/s. 

Three types of indenters were used for the tests: 

• A ‘rigid’ spherical indenter of 0.8𝑚2 area with a 1.28m radius of curvature and 1m overall 

diameter. Seven 100mm diameter pressure cells were located in the indenter. 

• A circular, flat, ‘compliant’ indenter of 0.8𝑚2 area, comprising a 1m diameter 17mm thick 

plate welded to stiffeners at 300mm spacing. Eight pressure sensors were used to measure 

the pressure, each of which comprises a rigid 13mm diameter cylinder supported by a 

miniature load cell, yielding the average pressure.  

• A ‘rigid’ flat rectangular indenter of 0.375𝑚2 area (0.5m high and 0.75m wide) with a 

thickness of 40mm. Nine 13mm diameter pressure sensors were built into its face. 

The tests were carried out in a 65m long trench with a 3m×3m cross-section with varying 

indentation rates. For slow indentation tests, the load increased monotonically, which resulted in 

a permanent depression with substantial damage in the vicinity of the indenter. Neither ejection of 

the crushed ice nor localized spalling was observed, but the thin section of the damaged zone 
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showed significant evidence of recrystallization. For faster indentation rates, reported results 

showed a similar force-time history plot as shown in Figure 2.15, suggesting dynamic activity 

during ice crushing. However, the pressure across the contact area was not uniform with the local 

pressures in the center of the contact area being 3 times higher reaching a value of up to 75MPa. 

Extrusion of crushed ice particles was observed from the interaction interface and the thin-section 

showed the existence of the damaged layer with occasional ‘blue zones’/hpzs (Figure 2.16). The 

ice in the ‘blue zones’ was not necessarily undamaged although the appearance was similar to the 

‘virgin’ ice. Thin sections suggested that severe grain modification, primarily recrystallization was 

the major feature of these zones, which allowed them to sustain such high pressures. The formation 

of the layer and the extrusion of ice particles were linked to the dynamic activity observed in the 

force time-history (Jordaan, 2001).  
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Figure 2.16 Photographs (top) and thin-sections (bottom) of the indented surface (Jordaan, 2001) 

2.4.3 Ice crushing tests at NRC, Ottawa 

This test series was carried out at the National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa in 1992. The 

aim of the test series was to investigate the details of the ice crushing process during ice edge 

indentation and the influence of several factors such as the clearance between the test structure and 
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the ice, grain orientation of S2 ice and indentation speed. The results of the test series are reported 

by Tuhkuri (Tuhkuri, 1995, 1996).  

The experimental setup consisted of a load frame, a hydraulic actuator, three steel support systems, 

a test plate and an ice specimen surrounded by acrylic plates for confinement (Figure 2.17). The 

clearance between the test plate and the edge of the acrylic plate was termed gap height (shown as 

ℎ in Figure 2.17). The following variations in the ice loading configuration were tested: 

1. Width of ice block [mm]: 60, 120 

2. Actuator velocity [mm/s]: 1, 10, 20, 50 

3. Gap height [mm]: 20, 30, 40 50 

4. Wedge angle of ice block [°]: 90, 120, 180 

5. Orientation of the columnar grains 

6. Ice type (S1 or S2) 

 

Figure 2.17 Experimental setup of the tests series at NRC in 1992 (Tuhkuri, 1995) 
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Based on the results, the author identified three of the variables to be most important: gap height, 

grain orientation and initial wedge angle. The gap height in this case affected the degrees of 

confinement. The initial wedge angle affected only the onset of the failure process, but the gap 

height and the grain orientation affected the overall failure process. For both smaller and larger 

gap heights, a contact line was observed in the thin sections, suggesting the presence of hpzs, 

although the gap height significantly affected the size of the contact area. When the gap height was 

large, the ice surface in the process zone was clear and smooth, indicating that the surface was 

formed by macro cracks or spalling. However, when the gap height was small, a layer of the 

crushed ice was formed and the parent ice below the layer was damaged by microcracking. The 

ice load was found to be dependent on ice type, grain orientation and loading velocity, although 

the failure and contact type were independent of these parameters.  

2.4.4 Medium-scale indentation tests by JOIA 

A Medium Scale Field Indentation Test (MSFIT) was carried out by the Japan Ocean Industries 

Association (JOIA) over a period of five years (1996-2001), consisting of over thirty tests to 

measure ice loads on offshore structures in the harbour of Notoro Lagoon in Hokkaido, Japan, 

connected to the sea of Okhotsk. The test setup, ice conditions and the results were discussed in a 

combination of papers (Takeuchi et al., 1997; Saeki et al., 1998; Sodhi et al., 1998; Kamio et al., 

2000; Akagawa et al., 2001). 

The schematic of the test structure is shown in Figure 2.18. A 1.5m wide segmented indenter 

(which could be widened up to 3m) was used as the model’s structure. A 100tonf load cell was 

mounted between the hydraulic ram and test beam, which was capable of measuring forces in three 

directions and moments parallel to the indenter face. Four thin pressure sensing panels were 
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installed on the face of the segmented indenter (Figure 2.19). The primary advantage of the tactile 

sensors is the high resolution spatial and temporal information provided about the relative pressure 

distribution in both horizontal and vertical directions, as measured across the face of the structure, 

providing detailed information regarding the formation and evolution of the high pressure zones 

(hpzs). Each of the panels was about 0.3mm thick, 238mm wide and 238mm high. Within the plastic 

sheets encasing a transducer panel, there were conducting surfaces along horizontal and vertical 

directions in a grid pattern with a spacing of 5.4mm. There were 44 rows and 44 columns of grid 

points in each panel. With the help of software developed by the manufacturer of the pressure 

sensing panel, the pressure at each grid point was monitored, which had an area of 5.4mm×5.4mm. 

With four panels taped adjacent to each other, there were 44 rows and 176 columns of grid points. 

The panels were capable of measuring pressure at each grid point up to a maximum pressure of 

6.86MPa. Displacement rates were held constant for a given test and ranged between 0.03cm/s and 

3cm/s.  

 

Figure 2.18 Schematic of MSFIT test setup (Akagawa et al., 2001) 
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Figure 2.19 Pressure sensing panels installed in the segmented indenter (Sodhi et al., 1998) 

The mean pressure measured at a local panel at a fixed position on a structure is simply the total 

force acting over the nominal area of the panel. Based on the size of the panel, the measured 

pressure can result from a single hpz, multiple hpzs or partial hpzs acting over the loaded area. 

Therefore, extracting characteristics of a single hpz is not possible when using panels. Tactile 

sensors overcome some of these limitations by providing pressure data at a much higher resolution. 

The nature of the data provides valuable information regarding the formation and evolution of 

individual hpzs during an interaction. The higher resolution of the data, allows extracting 

characteristics for individual hpzs more effectively than was possible in the past.  

Based on the available data from JOIA measurement series, Richard and Taylor (2014) developed 

an analysis algorithm for automatic hpz detection and tracking. The hpzs have been defined 

mathematically having two attributes: an area defined by a pressure contour in which the pressure 

within each cell of the tactile sensor is higher than a chosen threshold pressure, and an area that 

does not move about its centroid for more than 150mm within the subsequent time step. For each 

time frame of tactile sensor recording, hpzs were identified by locating the positions of the contours 
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(isolines) where the hpz candidate exceeded the pressure threshold. The isoline detection was made 

using the MATLAB contouring algorithm. An hpz contour that did not cover at least the area of a 

single element of the tactile sensor (i.e., approximately 5mm2) was rejected. Hpzs were tracked 

using a slightly modified version (Blair and Dufresne, http://physics.georgetown.edu/matlab/) of 

the IDL tracking algorithm (Crocker and Grier, 1996). To track hpzs, the locations of the centroid 

of individual hpzs were resolved in time into “trajectories” on the vertical plane. A centroid was 

not allowed to move farther than 150mm from its previous location. For cases where there would 

be more than one centroid found within the 150mm radius from the previous centroid location, the 

search radius was reduced to 75mm and the new position of the centroid was recalculated using 

the tracking algorithm. Cases for which the tracking could not be resolved in this way were 

rejected. The method was able to quantify a number of hpz characteristics for a given pressure 

threshold such as duration, force time-trace, area time-trace, minimum and maximum pressure 

time-trace etc. (Richard and Taylor, 2014). Based on the individual characteristics of the hpzs, 

probabilistic frameworks for modelling loads on local areas and global areas were also developed 

(Rocky S. Taylor and Richard, 2014; Taylor et al., 2019). 

2.4.5 Forced vibration tests at HSVA 

In the field of fluid-structure interaction, the forced vibration system has been used to predict 

frequency lock-in vortex induced vibration of structures (Sarpkaya, 1978; Gopalkrishnan, 1993). 

A similar idea was used by Hendrikse and Metrikine (2016) for an edge indentation test program 

at Hamburg Ship Model Basin (HSVA) as a part of the ‘Deciphering Ice Induced Vibration’ 

program (Hendrikse et al., 2012; Määttänen et al., 2012). The goal of the tests was to observe the 
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local pressure, contact between ice and structure and the global load, while maintaining a 

controlled harmonic motion of the structure resembling frequency lock-in.  

The test setup consisted of a rigid beam with a cylindrical indenter with a diameter of 220mm at 

the ice level (Figure 2.20). The beam was equipped with a Tekscan tactile sensor at the ice level 

with a resolution of 3.5 Sensels/𝑐𝑚2, a pressure range of 0-175MPa and a sampling frequency of 

100Hz. To protect the sensor from ice abrasion, 0.5mm thick aluminium foil was used to cover the 

sensor. About one third from the top of the structure, the beam was rigidly connected to an EXLAR 

GSX50 electric linear actuator, which controlled the displacement of the structure. The ice sample 

was produced using NaCl-doped water with a salinity of 6.8% and embedded air bubbles with 200-

500𝜇𝑚. During the tests the temperature of the ice was approximately -2℃ with an average density 

of 830𝑘𝑔/𝑚3, average salinity of 3.3% and uniaxial compressive strength of 270kPa at a strain-

rate of 10−3𝑠−1(Hendrikse and Metrikine, 2016). 
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Figure 2.20 Test arrangement for forced vibration experiment (Hendrikse and Metrikine, 2016) 

Based on the observed results, the authors concluded that the change in the ice behaviour is 

primarily dominated by the relative velocity between ice and structure. As soon as the relative 

velocity becomes small enough, a change from brittle to transitional or ductile behaviour is 

observed which results in an increase in global load. The authors also suggest that, for a particular 

ice-structure interaction, a maximum natural frequency exists, above which frequency lock-in 

cannot occur. However, such a frequency would be dependent on the type and condition of the ice.  

2.4.6 Small-scale indentation tests 

Small-scale indentation tests of confined ice samples, usually with a spherical indenter, are an 

effective way to simulate and study hpzs under controlled conditions. Such tests can be performed 

in the Material Testing System (MTS) and the range of the parameters for study can be varied 
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widely. Figure 2.21 shows the general arrangement of such a test setup. Results from these tests 

show that the characteristics of the crushed ice beneath the indenter are similar to the medium scale 

indentation tests at Hobson’s Choice Island. The different properties of the hpz, such as the depth 

of the layer, the microstructure of the crushed ice, and the effect of fracture/spalling on hpz 

development can be studied through these studies, which can be translated to full-scale ice-

structure interaction. A selection of such tests is discussed in this section. For more details on 

individual tests, the reader is referred to the original articles.  

 

Figure 2.21 General arrangement of small-scale indentation setup (Browne et al., 2013) 

Barrette et al. (2002) carried out small-scale confined ice indentation tests using a spherical 

indenter (20mm diameter, 25.6mm radius of curvature) and freshwater polycrystalline ice samples 

(150mm diameter, 60-130mm height). The tests were scaled down by a reduction factor of 50 from 

the medium scale tests carried out at Hobson’s Choice Island. Tests were carried out for different 

indentation rates (ranging from 0.1mm/s to 10mm/s) and test temperatures (-2°C, -10°C, -20°C). 

For the range of the parameters, cyclic loading was present in all tests and the damage layer was 
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found up to 5mm below the indented surface. For the same indentation speed, the test carried out 

at -2°C showed uniform grain refinement with almost no signs of microcracking along the indented 

surface, whereas the test carried out at -20°C were heavily dominated by microcracking. For -

10°C, the indented surface consisted of a dense network of microcracks with heavy 

recrystallization at the center. Thin sections of the indented surface from all tests show the presence 

of recrystallization, and the thin section at -10°C was nearly identical to the thin section of the 

medium-scale tests, which was performed at -14°C, suggesting the similarity in the crushing 

process. 

Mackey et al. (2007) carried out a series of tests on 200×200×100mm ice samples to study the 

effects of indenter size, indentation rates and the location of indentation on ice failure behaviour. 

On analyzing the results for the indentation tests, it was observed that the large-scale fractures 

occurred regularly, especially in the cases of edge tests and some intermediate distance tests. The 

authors also observed some noteworthy similarities and differences due to the change in 

indentation location. The initial slope for loads at the same speeds and different locations were 

almost similar, but these slopes change drastically when the distances to the edge become 

significant, leading to large-scale fracture and massive load drops. The authors suggested a link 

between some failure behaviours and its implications on the reduction of load. According to the 

visual records and the data obtained from the tests, the authors inferred that a significant load drop 

was noticed every time a large-scale fracture or significant spalls were observed. These fractures 

led to load drops of almost 60% to 80%.  

Wells et al. (2011) performed similar tests for different indentation rates and indentation depths. 

Tactile pressure sensors were used to record the pressure distribution at the indented surface. The 
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localized pressure was found to be 2 to 8 times higher than the average pressures and was highly 

localized and non-stationary. Based on the data from the load cell and tactile pressure sensors, the 

authors made an important distinction between the spalling and crushing events. Both spalling and 

crushing resulted in a load drop; however, spalling caused a significant reduction in the contact 

area, whereas during crushing, the change in contact area was negligible.  

Another series of tests carried out by Browne at al. (2013) studied the effect of ice temperature, 

sample size, indenter size and structural compliance on hpz failure behaviour. The effects of 

temperature on microcracking and recrystallization were similar to the results of Barrette et al 

(2002). Analysis of the loading patterns showed that ice failed in a ductile manner with rare 

spalling events, which resulted in a damage layer dominated by a recrystallized layer at warm 

temperatures, while the ice failure at cold temperatures was a combination of crushing and 

localized spalling that often led to cyclic loading. The cyclic loading pattern was significantly 

higher for the more compliant system, which also resulted in higher average load drops, due to 

structural feedback. 

The continuous development and extrusion of the damaged layer in a single hpz can induce 

vibration to the structure (Jordaan, 2001); however, most actual interactions involve multiple 

independent hpzs, as highlighted in the JOIA data. It was previously hypothesized that the local 

structural feedback after the failure of an hpz can increase the load in an adjacent hpz, and this load 

sharing mechanism can result in a global structural vibration through a cascading effect (Jordaan 

and Singh, 1994). O’Rourke et al. (2016a, 2016b) used small-scale indentation tests to identify the 

criteria for such structural vibrations, using single indenter and double indenter tests. Two 

compliant beams of different stiffness, length and natural frequency were used to perform tests on 
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a Materials Testing System in a cold room set at -10°C. A 20mm spherical indenter was used at 

indentation speeds that ranged from 4 to 19mm/s.  

For single indenter tests, the test data and analysis showed that sawtooth failure was observed in 

many tests, with evidence of a locked-in phenomenon in some tests. Regular sawtooth loading was 

more predominant in the tests that were performed on more flexible beams, whereas the tests with 

stiffer beams comprised different types of failure modes, such as continuous crushing with abrupt 

spalls and irregular sawtooth failure. It was also observed that this sawtooth activity increased with 

an increase in indentation speed. Locked-in conditions were observed on a stiffer beam at higher 

indentation speeds when the frequency of the sawtooth failure matched the natural frequency of 

the structure. These conditions were observed only during the initial phase of the testing, when the 

contact areas were too small. The thin sections of the indented ice suggest that the sawtooth failure 

comprised of increase in layer thickness, whereas the locked-in loading involved vibrations within 

the damaged layer. For double indenter tests, the load sharing mechanism was observed if the hpzs 

were in-phase, resulting in a structural vibration in its first natural mode. However, a condition of 

anti-phase was also found to exist, which resulted in the beam to vibrate in its higher mode, where 

the load sharing caused a reduction in the vibration. 

2.5 Summary 

The key points of the chapter are highlighted below: 

• Dynamic ice-structure interaction can lead to severe ice-induced vibrations. Although in 

most cases the vibration is observed for narrow structures such as lighthouse or channel 

markers, wide offshore platforms can also experience such vibrations. 
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• The modelling approaches for dynamic ice-structure interaction can be broadly classified 

into two categories: forced vibration and self-excited vibration. Both approaches offer 

some success when compared with particular events or test cases, but show limitations due 

to insufficiently accurate treatment of ice behavior in existing models. 

• The compressive ice failure process is highly complex, due to the interplay of various 

mechanisms such as fracture, damage, recrystallization, and poses the primary challenge 

in modelling dynamic ice-structure interaction. However, one of the key features of the 

compressive ice failure process is the development of high-pressure zones (hpzs), through 

which most of the loads are transmitted between the structure and ice. These regions cover 

a very small portion of the global interaction area and have been observed to exist at 

different scales of interaction. 

• Indentation tests provide an excellent opportunity to study the formation and evolution of 

hpzs under controlled conditions. The results suggest that the characteristics of the hpzs 

can be highly dependent on interaction parameters such as hpz size, structural compliance, 

indentation speed etc. A dynamic ice-structure interaction model based on hpzs should 

account for such dependence. 
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Chapter: 3 An Assessment of Sensitivity of 

the Self-excited Modelling Approach for 

Simulating Dynamic Ice-Structure 

Interactions to Changes in Temperature 

and Scale Effects 

Preface 

The chapter has been published as an original research article in the journal of Ocean Engineering1. 

As the primary author, I was responsible for conducting the literature review, developing the 

model, performing the analysis and writing the article. My co-authors Dr. Rocky Taylor and Dr. 

Lorenzo Moro provided valuable feedback at different stages of the analysis and preparation of 

the article.  

 
1
 Hossain, R., Taylor, R., Moro, L., 2018. An assessment of sensitivity of the self-excited modelling approach for simulating 

dynamic ice-structure interactions to changes in temperature and scale effects. Ocean Eng. 165, 410–425. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.oceaneng.2018.07.029 
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Based on the experimental results available in the literature, the effect of temperature and scale 

has been considered in the compressive strength vs. stress-rate relationship. The self-excited ice-

induced vibration model was then evaluated to identify how these effects can propagate through 

the model and affect the predicted ice-induced vibration response. The results suggest that the 

uncertainty associated with these effects can be significant and a more robust approach is required 

for modelling ice-induced vibrations. 

Abstract 

Empirical relationships of compressive ice strength as a function of stress rate have been utilized 

in models of vibrations that arise during coupled ice-structure interactions. Central to current self-

excited models (SEM) is a deterministic relationship of compressive ice strength as a function of 

stress rate based on uniaxial compressive strength data obtained from thin, first-year sea ice. 

However, full-scale observations, laboratory test data and fundamental knowledge of ice material 

behaviour suggest that any such relationship would be influenced by factors such as temperature 

and the scale of the interaction. In this chapter, the influence of temperature and scale effects is 

examined and first-order estimates of their effect on modifying the assumed strength vs. stress rate 

relationship are presented. This approach is used to assess the sensitivity of the SEM method to 

changes in environmental and interaction conditions. Results suggest that accounting for changes 

in ice temperature and the scale of interaction considerably affect ice-induced vibration responses 

predicted by the model. Additional large-scale experiments, full-scale data and the development 

of physics-based models of ice compressive failure are needed to better account for different ice 

conditions and different sized structures that may be considered in design.   
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3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Background   

When designing structures for ice environments, ice-induced vibrations (IIV), especially steady 

state vibrations, are an important engineering consideration. The international standard for 

petroleum and natural gas industries – Arctic offshore structures (ISO 19906, 2010) provides 

design guidelines for dynamic ice actions (section A.8.2.6 of ISO 19906, 2010) and explicitly 

discusses the susceptibility of IIV through frequency lock-in (section A.8.2.14 of ISO 19906, 

2010). Frequency lock-in refers to the condition when ice fails at a frequency close to the natural 

frequency of the structure (primarily due to crushing) and causes a dynamic amplification in 

structural response. Such behavior has been observed in the field especially when the natural 

frequency of the structure is within the range of 1-2Hz (Peyton, 1968; Jefferies and Wright, 1988; 

Bjerkås et al., 2013a). The guideline provided in the ISO code recommends identifying the lowest 

structural mode susceptible to IIV and checking the stability criterion through modal damping. To 

calculate the modal amplitude at the ice action point, the method referred in the ISO code 

(Määttänen, 1978) uses the compressive strength - stress rate relationship proposed by Blenkarn 

(1970). This relationship (shown in Figure 3.1) uses uniaxial compressive data collected by Peyton 

on thin, first-year ice on Cook inlet, Alaska (Peyton, 1968). The data shows ice strength increases 

as a function of loading rate up to a certain point and then start decreasing as loading rate is 

increased further until reaching to a point after which it is almost constant. Such behavior has also 

been observed and reported by other authors (Schwarz, 1970; Wu et al., 1976; Michel and 

Toussaint, 1977). It has been postulated that the negative slope in that relationship serves as a 

source of negative damping and if this is greater than the structural damping then the structural 
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response will grow over time.  Blenkarn termed this as self-excited vibration to explain IIV and a 

rigorous model was later proposed by Määttänen. Although the Peyton relationship was based on 

uniaxial compression test data, this relationship has been treated as universal and has been applied 

to full-scale lighthouse structures. However, fundamental material behavior of ice suggests that 

such relationship would be significantly influenced by ice properties and interaction conditions. In 

this chapter, the variation in ice strength-stress rate relationship subjected to a variation in ice 

temperature and interaction scale is inferred based on the fundamental ice material behavior. The 

inference is then used to evaluate how such variation can propagate through the dynamic ice-

structure interaction and affect IIV response.  

 

Figure 3.1  Original Blenkarn's curve based on Peyton's compressive data (drawn after Blenkarn (1970)) 
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3.1.2 Literature review 

The first scientific interest in understanding the dynamic nature of ice-structure interactions 

associated with IIV arose in the late 1960s when this phenomenon was first observed on fixed 

vertical-pile offshore platforms in Cook Inlet, Alaska (Peyton, 1968; Blenkarn, 1970). Through 

the use of full-scale measurements, both authors concluded that a moving ice field can induce 

severe vibrations to slender offshore structures; however, the explanation offered by each author 

regarding the cause of these IIV differed significantly. In these earliest analyses, the ice failure 

process was described as a stick-slip type phenomenon that followed a sawtooth loading pattern. 

Comparing his observations to his laboratory test series, Peyton (1968) concluded that ice has a 

“characteristic failure frequency”. The notion that these vibrations were of a self-excited nature 

was first proposed by Blenkarn (1970), who correctly identified that both the properties of the ice 

and the structure play an important role in governing the interaction dynamics. Blenkarn also 

highlighted the need to consider the natural vibration modes of the structure to assess its 

susceptibility to damped or steady-state resonant vibrations, a condition commonly referred to as 

“lock-in”. The physical ice conditions observed to be of most significance by Blenkarn were ice 

speed and thickness.  

Less than a decade later, similar problems were encountered with navigational aids and lighthouse 

structures built in the Gulf of Bothnia, Finland, ultimately resulting in damage and in some 

instances failure of these structures (Engelbrektson, 1977; Määttänen, 1978). Research undertaken 

by Määttänen further explored the self-excited nature of ice–structure interactions associated with 

IIV on full-scale lighthouses (Määttänen, 1977, 1978). Similarly, channel markers in Gulf of 

Bothnia were also found to be prone to ice-induced vibrations. One of these markers was 
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instrumented in Winter 1987-1988 and severe stresses were recorded due to steady-state vibrations 

or “lock-in” phenomenon (Nordlund et al., 1988). Very few cycles were required for the structure 

to reach peak amplitude from rest which led the authors to believe that the excitation mechanism 

has a significant force component that is dependent on the displacement and/or velocity of the 

structure. Due to the observed shift between high-level and low-level amplitude, the excitation 

mechanism was thought to be comprised of a random force superimposed by an interaction force 

that is dependent on the structural displacement or velocity.  

Similar dynamic effects, which ultimately led to cases of structural failure, were later reported on 

jacket platforms in the Bohai Sea, China (Xu and Bernt, 1981). Two jacket platforms (one of which 

was a small flare jacket) were reported to collapse within a period of 10 years. Based on field 

measurements on a full-scale six-legged jacket platform in combination with numerical analysis, 

it was concluded that an amplified resonant response can be expected under a certain combination 

of ice floe velocity, spatial ice load distribution and damping properties of the structure.  To help 

mitigate these vibrations ice breaking cones were installed at the water level. While this did reduce 

the extent of ice crushing, a different cyclic failure process leading to vibrations was observed due 

to repeated flexural cusp failures. Also, during high tidal currents, the failure frequency of the thin 

ice could potentially reach of the natural frequencies of the structure (Yue and Bi, 2000; Yue et 

al., 2007). 

In Canada, observations of dynamic ice forces acting on bridge piers (Neill, 1976; Montgomery et 

al., 1980) highlighted that in some structures the dynamic response of the pier may exceed the 

static response during a peak ice force event. As offshore technology continued improve and 

evolve in the 1980s, operations moved further north into increasingly challenging ice conditions. 
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During this time it was believed that IIV issues were most relevant for narrow structures and this 

issue was less of a concern for wide structures. This belief was challenged during the winter of 

1986, when thick multi-year ice caused severe ice-induced vibrations leading to partial liquefaction 

of the foundation of the 90m wide Molikpaq Mobile Arctic Caisson structure, which was operating 

in the Beaufort Sea (Jefferies and Wright, 1988; Frederking and Sudom, 2006). Cyclic behavior 

with a frequency of approximately 1.4Hz was recorded with peak vibration amplitudes up to 10mm 

which lasted for four minutes (Timco and Wright, 2005). These IIV and associated foundation 

issues created significant concerns about the stability of the structure, which ultimately resulted in 

an evacuation of the platform. A comprehensive review of these early observations was provided 

by Sodhi (1988), and these incidents, along with uncertainties associated with full-scale 

measurements from the Molikpaq have been broadly discussed in the ice mechanics community 

(Jordaan et al., 2011; Taylor and Jordaan, 2011b).  

To help further understand this issue, many laboratory research programs using small-scale 

compliant structures have been carried out (Määttänen, 1981, 1983, 2008; Toyama et al., 1983; 

Jordaan and Timco, 1988; Sodhi, 1989; Kärnä and Muhonen, 1990; Finn et al., 1993; Kärnä et al., 

2003; Huang et al., 2007; Määttänen et al., 2011; Browne et al., 2013; Taylor et al., 2013; 

O’Rourke et al., 2016a, 2016b). From these studies it is observed that, in general, for speeds up to 

some lower limit velocity the ice loads exhibit a sawtooth pattern with a failure frequency that is 

proportional to the ice speed. Once the ice speed exceeds this lower limit, the IIV frequency tends 

to lock-in to a natural frequency of the system (typically less than the natural frequency of the 

structure) and the loading pattern exhibits a more sinusoidal character. As the ice speed is further 

increased beyond a certain upper limit velocity, the ice failure behaviour transitions to a random 

brittle mode with reduced amplitude. Emerging from this collective body of work is a general 
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consensus regarding classification of modes of dynamic ice-structure interaction as a function of 

loading rate into the four types put forward by (Kärnä and Trunen, 1990) described below and 

depicted in Figure 3.2:  

(a) Creep or damage enhanced creep at a very slow loading rate where ice fails in ductile 

manner. The structure experiences very high global load however, no structural vibration 

occurs. 

(b) Sawtooth or intermittent ice crushing at a faster loading rate where the loading pattern can 

be periodic in nature comprising of a loading and unloading phase. The structure and ice 

move quasi-statically in the loading phase followed by an unloading event primarily due 

to spalling. The sudden load drop results in a transient vibration with a relatively high 

acceleration. The associated acceleration may be important in designing non-structural 

components and devices supported by the main structure. Depending on the damping of 

the structure, the transient vibration eventually dies out before entering in the next loading 

phase.  

(c) Frequency lock-in or steady-state vibration at higher loading rate where the response of the 

structure may become more sinusoidal in nature. The frequency of the ice force gets locked 

into the natural frequency of the structure even though ice speed changes slightly. If the ice 

speed remains within the range, the steady-state vibration can sustain for a long period 

having nearly constant amplitude (Yue et al., 2009). Evidence of such vibrations in full-

scale have been reported by Bjerkås et al. (2013a), Nordlund et al. (1988) and others. 

(d) Random or continuous ice crushing which occurs at very high interaction speed. The failure 

is brittle and random in nature causing a lower global load and structural displacement.  
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Figure 3.2 Structural Displacement vs. time for different modes of ice-structure interaction; (a) creep or damage enhanced 

creep, (b) sawtooth, (c) frequency lock-in and (d) random stationary. Loading rate is ascending from (a) to (d) 

3.1.3 IIV modelling approaches 

The most commonly employed engineering approaches to modelling ice-induced vibration can be 

broadly classified into two major categories. The first group considered the ice to have a 

characteristic crushing failure frequency (or crushing length). Matlock et al. (1969) was the first 

to introduce an ice-structure interaction model based on this idea and such approaches have been 

used to explain full-scale ice-induced vibration occurrences (Gagnon, 2012). In his classical 

model, Matlock assumed ice to be an ideal elastic-brittle material and the model was represented 

by a carriage transporting a series of uniformly spaced elastic-brittle teeth. When a tooth is in 

contact with the structure, the force is assumed to be linearly dependent on the deformation of the 
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tooth. Sodhi (1994) later modified the model using results from a number of test series (Sodhi and 

Nakazawa, 1988; Sodhi, 1989, 1992; Sodhi and Chin, 1992). In his model, one force cycle is 

divided into three phases (loading, extrusion and separation) each having its own mathematical 

formulation and was able to replicate the essential features of intermittent crushing. Huang and 

Liu (2009) also extended the Matlock model by including the discrete failure behavior, dependence 

of ice strength on ice velocity and randomness of failure.  

The other commonly employed approach considers ice-induced vibration to be self-excited in 

nature. Blenkarn (1970) was the first to introduce this idea, which was later incorporated into a 

coupled dynamic ice-structure interaction model by Määttänen (1978). The Määttänen self-excited 

model (SEM) utilizes the crushing strength vs stress-rate curve first proposed by Blenkarn shown 

in Figure 3.1. Based on Peyton’s measurements, Blenkarn proposed that the crushing strength vs 

stress-rate curve has a negative slope beyond a certain loading rate. Sustained ice-induced 

vibrations are explained in the context of this negative damping effect. The effect of relative 

velocity in dynamic ice-structure interactions has been considered by other researchers as well. 

Based on their test results, Tsuchiya et al. (1985) proposed that maximum resistance of ice should 

be recalculated in each time step taking into account the effect of relative velocity. Daoud and Lee 

(1986) considered the ice force function to follow a predefined sawtooth function and defined the 

velocity dependence with a Heaviside step function having the value 1 for positive relative velocity 

and 0 otherwise. 

Kry (1978) proposed the idea of independent zones of crushing in front of a wide structure and 

considered that effective stresses for each zone are developed independently of the adjacent zones. 

Daley (1991) developed an ice failure model based on a progressive sequence of through-body 
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shear cracks triggered once a critical stress limit is reached, resulting in a sudden drop in force due 

to flaking events. Eranti (1992) used this zonal ice force concept to develop his ice-structure 

interaction model. The indenter is assumed to penetrate into each zone until a critical ice pressure 

is reached which is both loading rate dependent and has a certain degree of randomness. The ice 

zone fails a finite distance ahead and the indenter is able to move within this zone with only minor 

resistance of the failed ice. Kärnä extended the idea of zonal force to simulate response of full 

three dimensional structures using the finite element method (Kärnä, 1992; Kärnä et al., 1999). 

The model also includes the soil-structure interaction to account for the foundation behavior.  Ice 

action is considered in two phases: elastic far field and non-linear near field which are further 

divide into zones where the interactive forces as well as the relative displacement between the ice 

and structure are defined at specific contact points. The far-field response is described using rigid-

body motion of ice mass and elastic displacement of ice edge. Failure in the near-field area is 

assumed to be horizontal splits where each layer fails independently due to the compressive force 

applied on it. Failure force is a function of characteristic ice failure pressure which is sampled from 

a log normal distribution using a base value and nominal contact area. Also, it is assumed that 

crushing pressure decreases by a factor of 2 when the relative velocity exceeds a certain range. 

Withalm and Hoffmann (2010) used the zonal ice force concept to extend the Matlock model for 

full-scale round structures. Ice-induced vibration has also been linked to contact area (Hendrikse 

and Metrikine, 2015) and the reduced velocity concept used in vortex-induced vibration (Palmer 

et al., 2010).  

Despite the above progress, significant gaps remain in explaining IIV and developing engineering 

models that are linked to fundamental mechanics of ice failure. In this chapter, the effects of 

temperature and scale on the strength vs. loading-rate curve (shown in Figure 3.1) are investigated 
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to identifying how accounting for such effects influences design assessments of susceptibility of 

structures to ice-induced vibration and assess if accounting for such factors increases agreement 

with full-scale observations. While it is clear that the assumption of the universality of this 

relationship is convenient for analysis purposes, it is less clear if such a relationship holds for 

different ice conditions and scales, since insufficient full-scale data exists on which to validate 

such an assumption. For this reason, in the analysis presented herein, inferences have been made 

regarding the anticipated effects of these factors on the strength vs stress rate relationship to 

explore its effect on steady state ice-induced vibrations.  

3.2 Model Description   

3.2.1 Self-excited model (SEM)  

Models identified in the current ISO 19906 guidelines include negative damping of ice as a 

contributing factor in frequency lock-in. To identify the lock-in frequency, ISO suggests 

identifying the natural modes which are sensitive to ice-induced vibration. The conditions for 

dynamic stability developed by Määttänen (1978) and Kärnä et al. (1999) can be used in such 

cases. For a natural mode 𝑛, the dynamic stability can be achieved if the relative damping 

coefficient of the structure 휁𝑛 is larger than the opposite contribution of ice action. Mathematically, 

dynamic stability will be achieved if the following equation is satisfied: 

 𝜻𝒏 ≥
∅𝒏𝑪

𝟐

𝟒𝝅𝒇𝒏𝑴𝒏
. 𝒉. 𝜽 (3.1) 

where 

휁𝑛 is the damping ratio of the eigenmode; 
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∅𝑛𝐶 is the non-normalized modal amplitude at the ice action point; 

𝑀𝑛 is the true modal mass, expressed in kilograms; [𝑘𝑔] 

𝑓𝑛 is the natural frequency of the eigenmode, expressed in hertz; [𝐻𝑧] 

ℎ is the ice thickness, expressed in meters; [𝑚] 

𝜃 is a coefficient, the suggested value of which is 40 × 106 kilograms per metre-second; [𝑘𝑔/𝑚𝑠] 

Once the lowest natural mode susceptible to frequency-lock in is identified, a sawtooth forcing 

function with a frequency equal to the natural frequency of the mode is generated. In this approach, 

the forcing function accounts for ice-structure coupling by using the strength vs. stress rate 

relationship to calculate the instantaneous ice force as a function of the relative velocity between 

the ice and the structure, as is described further below. 

In the present study, the Määttänen SEM has been used since this model is based solely on the 

strength-stress rate relationship whereas the Kärnä model accounts for rate dependence by 

decreasing ice strength by a factor of 2 when the relative velocity between the ice and structure 

exceeds a transitional range (100-250mm/s) (Kärnä et al., 1999). In Määttänen’s SEM the 

following assumptions have been made: 

• Ice is always in a continuous crushing state hence the strength vs. stress-rate curve can be 

used, except for cases where the structure’s velocity is greater than ice velocity. In such 

cases, the interaction force goes to zero. 

• The crushing strength is averaged out over the interaction area. 

• The elastic deformation of ice and the viscoelastic behavior are ignored. 
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At the beginning of a loading cycle, the deflection of the structure increases as the ice sheet 

advances, leading to an increase in resistance from the structure. As the structural resistance 

continues to build with increasing deflection, the rate of deflection relative to the ice velocity 

begins to decrease, leading to an increase in the loading rate. This phase of the interaction cycle 

continues until the structure comes to rest for an instant (at its peak deflection), at which point the 

resistance from the structure has increased to the point that it exceeds the maximum ice strength, 

causing the structural movement to change direction triggering the onset of rebounding. As the 

structure begins to rebound it starts to move towards the ice sheet, causing the loading rate to 

further increase, which in turn cause the ice crushing strength to decrease. As the structure 

accelerates during the rebounding process, the loading rate further increases; resulting in continued 

decreases in ice strength. Since the structural deflection decreases during rebounding, the 

associated resistance force also decreases. As rebounding continues further the structure eventually 

begins to decelerate, and the loading rate begins to decrease (since the structure is advancing more 

slowly towards the ice) causing the ice strength to begin to increase again. The structure continues 

to decelerate until it eventually comes to rest for an instant before the structural movement again 

reverses direction and begins deflecting at the onset of the next loading cycle.   

The equation for dynamic ice-structure interaction is as follows:  

 [𝑴]{�̈�} + [𝑪]{�̇�} + [𝑲]{𝒙} = {𝑭} (3.2) 

According to the self-excitation vibration model, ice force is only a function of relative velocity. 

Considering only one mode of vibration, the equation can be simplified as:  

 𝒎�̈� + 𝒄�̇� + 𝒌𝒙 = 𝑭(𝒗 − �̇�)  (3.3) 

where 𝒗 is the ice drift velocity. 
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For small motion, the forcing function can be expanded as:  

 𝑭(𝒗 − �̇�) = 𝑭(𝒗) − �̇�
𝝏𝑭(𝒗)

𝝏𝒗
  (3.4) 

So equation (3.3) becomes: 

 𝒎�̈� + (𝒄 +
𝝏𝑭

𝝏𝒗
) �̇� + 𝒌𝒙 = 𝑭(𝒗)  (3.5) 

If the term 
𝜕𝐹

𝜕𝑣
 is negative and numerically greater than the structural damping coefficient c, then 

there will be net negative damping in equation (3.5), which would lead to the growth of a structural 

response with time (self-excited vibration).  

The roots of the equation (3.5) are complex conjugate pairs and the appearance of the self-excited 

vibration depends on the sign of the real part (vibration will arise for positive real part and no 

vibration will arise if the sign is negative). The stability condition is valid only for one ice velocity 

at a time. However, when assessing the potential onset of oscillations, it is sufficient to check for 

stability at the ice velocity corresponding to the steepest negative slope in the non-linear crushing 

strength vs. loading rate curve. For a root with a positive real part, vibration amplitudes are 

supposed to increase exponentially, however, in practice such growth will tend to limit cycles. 

This occurs even for constant ice velocities since the oscillation of the relative velocity will occur 

due to the deflection-rebound cycle of the structure. Correspondingly, as the relative velocity 

changes, the instantaneous strength moves along the curve, and once it returns to the positive slope 

region, this will suppress further amplitude growth. Thus, all self-excited ice-induced vibration 

will have a stable limit cycle which is also termed as stability as-large (e.g. the condition is 

satisfied). For a root with a negative real part, vibration amplitudes decay exponentially. However, 

if the roots of the equilibrium equations are not calculated at the point with steepest negative slope 
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of the strength vs loading rate curve, obtaining negative real parts still does not guarantee absolute 

stability. A change in relative velocity in the deflection-rebound cycle described above can result 

in vibration of the structure due to oscillation of the relative velocity, which can very soon yield 

to such a velocity that the corresponding point in the strength vs stress-rate curve no longer lies on 

the area of negative slope suppressing further amplitude growth.  

The loading rate (stress-rate) of the ice sheet is calculated with the equation originally deduced by 

(Blenkarn, 1970) 

 �̇� = (𝒗𝟎 − �̇�𝒊)
𝟒𝝈𝒄

𝝅𝒂
𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽)  (3.6) 

where 𝑣0 is the ice drift velocity, �̇�𝑖 is the velocity of the structure at the point of action, 𝜎𝑐 is ice 

crushing stress and 𝑎 is the radius of the structure. The cosine term takes into account the circular 

form of the load distribution assumed in this model, as shown in Figure 3.3.  

 

Figure 3.3 Ice pressure on a circular structure (reproduced after (Määttänen, 1978)) 

The ice crushing strength can be obtained from the simplified version of the piecewise linear 

Peyton curve shown in Figure 3.4 for 𝑗𝑡ℎ time step as 
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 𝝈𝒄 = 𝜶𝒋 + 𝜷𝒋�̇�  (3.7) 

The linearized version of the curve requires the following parameters to define the strength-stress 

rate relationship: 

𝛼 = Intercept in the y-axis (equal to 𝜎0 when loading rate is zero) 

𝛽 = Slope of the crushing strength-stress rate curve 

�̇�1 = Limit stress-rate of ductile region; was considered to be 0.2MPa/s in the original SEM 

�̇�2 = Limit stress-rate of transition region; was considered to be 0.8MPa/s in the original SEM 

By solving the two sets of equations, explicit expressions for stress rate (�̇�) and crushing strength 

𝜎𝑐 can be obtained as follows: 

 
�̇� =

𝜶𝒋

𝝅𝒂
𝟒(𝒗𝟎 − �̇�𝒊)𝐜𝐨𝐬 (𝜽)

− 𝜷𝒋

 
(3.8) 

 
𝝈𝒄 =

𝝅𝒂𝜶𝒋

𝝅𝒂 − 𝟒𝜷𝒋(𝒗𝟎 − �̇�𝒊)𝐜𝐨𝐬 (𝜽)
 

(3.9) 

 

The crushing strength of ice would be equal to the global pressure applied by ice on the structure 

at the waterline. Thus, integrating the ice crushing strength along the waterline circumference of 

the structure will give the ice-induced force, F, applied on the structure at the waterline given as  

 𝑭 = 𝟐 ∫ 𝝈𝒄 𝐚𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽) 𝒉𝒅𝜽 = 𝟐𝒂𝒉 ∫
𝝅𝒂𝜶𝒋 𝐜𝐨𝐬 (𝜽)

𝝅𝒂 − 𝟒𝜷𝒋(𝒗𝟎 − �̇�𝒊)𝐜𝐨𝐬 (𝜽)
𝒅𝜽

𝝅/𝟐

𝟎

𝝅/𝟐

𝟎

  (3.10) 
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where ℎ is the ice thickness.  

  

Figure 3.4 Linearized version of Blenkarn's curve (drawn after Määttänen (1978)) 

Using the forcing function from equation (3.10), we can now solve the system equation mentioned 

in equation (3.3) numerically.  

3.2.2 Modification of Peyton curve parameters   

The simplified assumption of linear relationship enables identification of the stability criterion in 

a straight forward way. As outlined above, the roots should be calculated at the steepest point of 

the negatively sloped portion of the strength vs. stress rate curve to ensure stability of the system 

(this also applies for numerical integration, as is employed here). From fundamental understanding 

of ice material behaviour (Michel and Toussaint, 1977; Sanderson, 1988; Schulson and Duval, 

2009) it is known that changing ice conditions such as temperature and scale will influence ice 
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strength. On this basis, it is proposed here that changes in such conditions would be expected to 

affect the strength vs. stress rate curves, yielding a “family” of curves rather than a single universal 

curve. To ensure stability of the system for the range of conditions expected in a given design 

scenario, the roots should be obtained for conditions that yield the curve with highest negative 

slope. To perform such an analysis, it is first necessary to assess how changes in these conditions 

would influence the Peyton curve parameters, so that the effects of such variations on ice-induced 

vibration response can be assessed. In the present analysis, only the effects of temperature and 

pressure scale on crushing strength have been considered. Other deterministic (e.g. grain size, ice 

density, salinity, etc.) and probabilistic factors (randomness due to fracture) could be considered 

as well, but are beyond the scope of the present work.   

3.2.3 Effect of temperature on Peyton curve parameters 

While the effect of temperature on the Peyton strength vs. stress-rate relationship have not been 

reported in the literature, such effects have been studied from small-scale experiments for both 

freshwater ice (Wu et al., 1976) and saline ice (Schwarz, 1970). In the present work, only saline 

ice is considered and the work of Schwartz (1970) provides useful insights here. For the Peyton 

uniaxial compressive strength dataset, the average temperature for that season was reported to be 

≈ -10°C (Blenkarn, 1970) and this value is assumed to be representative of the mean ice 

temperature for the reference strength-stress rate curve.  

Schwarz (1970) found that uniaxial compressive strength of sea ice is a function of ice temperature, 

and that as the temperature increases, the ice becomes weaker due to growth of brine pockets, 

similar to the effect observed for flexural strength (e.g. Timco and Weeks, 2010) Based on these 

results, it is reasonable to infer that a similar trend would be expected for the Peyton relationship 
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as well. To provide a first-order estimate of this effect, a temperature correction factor is calculated 

as the ratio of maximum strength at the temperature of interest to the maximum strength at −10℃ 

from Schwarz (1970) at three stress rates: ~10-2, 0.2, 0.8. These factors were applied to the Peyton 

relationship to account for the effect of temperature (-2°C, -5°C, -10oC, -20oC) as shown in Figure 

3.5. Linear interpolation was used to obtain maximum strength at -5°C and -2°C from the data of 

Schwarz (1970).  

 

Figure 3.5 Modified Peyton`s curves based on the effect of temperature 

The corresponding intercept and slope values for the modified Peyton curves considering 

temperature effects are listed in Table 3.1 below. 
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Table 3.1. 𝜶 and 𝜷 values for different regions in modified Peyton curves taking temperature effect into account 

                Parameters 

 

Temperature 

0 < �̇� ≤ 0.2 0.2 < �̇� ≤ 0.8 �̇� > 0.8 

𝛼 𝛽 𝛼 𝛽 𝛼 𝛽 

-20°C 2.668 6.640 4.885 -4.449 1.326 0 

-10°C 1.667 4.150 3.058 -2.783 0.830 0 

-5°C 1.134 2.822 2.077 -1.891 0.564 0 

-2°C 0.813 2.023 1.488 -1.356 0.404 0 

3.2.4 Effect of ice thickness and structure width on Peyton curve parameters 

The pressure-area data compiled by Sanderson (1988) corresponds to a number of datasets 

covering a range of scales, which clearly show a trend of decreasing average pressure with 

increasing interaction area. Given the importance of these scale effects for ice load estimation, as 

is reflected in the design methodology in ISO 19906 (2010), the strength vs. stress-rate 

relationships used in SEM should also account for such effects.  As shown in Figure 3.6 below, 

there is good general agreement between the data from Sanderson, Schwarz (1970) and Peyton 

(1968), as well as the value obtained using the global average pressure model from ISO 19906 

(evaluated at the same area as in Peyton`s data). 
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Figure 3.6 Reproduction of Sanderson`s Pressure-Area curve showing results from Peyton and Schwarz for comparison 

As discussed in detail in Taylor (2010), decreases in pressure due to increasing ice thickness tend 

to be associated more with probabilistic aspects of localized spalling fracture, while width effects 

tend to be more associated with averaging of local ice pressures across the width of the structure. 

Since the mechanisms associated with pressure-thickness scale effects and pressure-width scale 

effect are different, it is logical here to treat these effects separately. The approach of treating scale 

effects for sea ice as a combination of a thickness and a width scaling effect has also been discussed 

by other authors (e.g. Løset et al., 2006; ISO 19906, 2010). The global ice pressure model provided 

in ISO 19906 (2010) accounts for the effects of ice thickness and structure width on average global 

pressures. The scaling relationships embodied in the ISO 19906 model to account for the effect of 

width and thickness have been applied here to scale the Peyton curves for the range of ice thickness 

and structure widths of interest, as is shown in Figure 3.7. As one would expect, the magnitude of 

the peak and the slopes of the curve becomes less steep for increasing width, as well as increasing 
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ice thickness. It is noted here that the values of width and thickness for the base case in this analysis 

(e.g. Peyton`s uniaxial compression tests) was not reported by Peyton in his original paper. 

However, since SEM considers the relationship to be universal these values can be inferred from 

values observed in Peyton’s field test measurements. The structural pile used in Cook Inlet tests 

had a diameter of 4.3m (Sanderson, 1988) and an average thickness of ice for that season was 

0.36m (Blenkarn, 1970). It should be mentioned here that while the scale of the interaction can 

influence the dominant ice failure mode, as is discussed in section 3.2.1, application of the SEM 

is assumed to correspond only to events where continuous crushing occurs. During full-scale 

interactions, continuous crushing only occurs during a relatively small proportion of all 

interactions and other ice failure modes result in more random loading patterns that are not 

associated with observations of IIV (Jefferies and Wright, 1988; Jefferies et al., 2008). This allows 

for simplification of the methodology by limiting the analysis to scenarios where the ice fails in 

continuous crushing.   

 

Figure 3.7 Variation in strength-stress relationship due to: (left) width scale effect for constant ice thickness (h=0.36m); and 

(right) thickness scale effect for structure of constant width (w = 4.3m). 
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The intercept and slope values for modified Peyton’s curve considering the scale effect are listed 

in Table 3.2 & Table 3.3. 

Table 3.2. 𝜶 and 𝜷 values for different regions in modified Peyton's curve taking the effect of structure’s width 

into account 

                Parameters 

 

Width (m) 

0 < �̇� ≤ 0.2 

 

0.2 < �̇� ≤ 0.8 

 

�̇� > 0.8 

 

𝛼 𝛽 𝛼 𝛽 𝛼 𝛽 

4.3 1.670 4.150 3.058 -2.783 0.830 0 

10 1.459 3.632 2.672 -2.434 0.725 0 

60 1.095 2.727 2.006 -1.827 0.544 0 

100 1.009 2.513 1.849 -1.684 0.502 0 

 

Table 3.3. 𝜶 and 𝜷 values for different regions in modified Peyton's curve taking the effect of ice thickness into account 

                Parameters 

 

Thickness (m) 

0 < �̇� ≤ 0.2 0.2 < �̇� ≤ 0.8 �̇� > 0.8 

 

𝛼 𝛽 𝛼 𝛽 𝛼 𝛽 

0.36 1.670 4.150 3.058 -2.783 0.830 0 

1 1.270 3.161 2.326 -2.119 0.631 0 

1.5 1.200 2.987 2.198 -2.001 0.596 0 

2 1.153 2.869 2.111 -1.923 0.573 0 

 

3.3 Results and Analysis 

To implement the model described in section 3.2.1, the SEM analysis routine was programmed in 

MATLAB. The structure chosen as a basis for the analysis was the Norströmsgrund lighthouse, 

since the structure has experienced a number of ice-induced vibration events that have been 
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reported in the literature. Also, the structure has been analyzed previously using the SEM (Nandan 

et al., 2011) which allows for direct comparison of results to verify proper functioning of the 

analysis routines. In their analysis, Nandan et al. (2011) used a 15 node lumped mass model with 

translational and rotational degrees of freedom and the ice force was considered to be acting only 

on the waterline node.  However, a Single Degree of Freedom (SDOF) representation of the model 

was found to be very efficient computationally without a loss of accuracy.  The SDOF parameters 

for the structure were obtained from a Joint Industry Project (JIP), which was arranged to validate 

different ice-induced vibration models (Kärnä et al., 2013) thus making the parameters 

independent of the analysis. The numerical integration was done by forward time integration 

scheme using the RK4 algorithm. A summary of the structural parameters for the SDOF models 

are given in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4. Structural parameters used in the analysis 

Structural parameters Value 

Mass (kg) 11.7 × 106  

Stiffness (N/m) 3.22 × 109  

Damping Ratio  0.02 

Waterline Diameter (m)/Width (m) 7.5 

 

The model was first validated using the same ice parameters (thickness, velocity) used by Nandan 

et al. (2011) with the original strength-stress rate relationship. Once the model was found to be in 

agreement for the original strength-stress rate relationship, individual analysis was performed 

using the modified Peyton’s curve discussed in sections 3.2.3 & 3.2.4. From these analyses the 

acceleration of the structure was used to characterize the ice-induced vibration response. In the 

foregoing, a sinusoidal response with constant amplitude has been termed as steady-state ice-
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induced vibration (SS-IIV), whereas a decaying response has been termed as damped ice-induced 

vibration (D-IIV). Since SS-IIV is more significant from a structural perspective, particular 

attention has been placed on this type of response. 

3.3.1 Structural response: base case for analysis (validation) 

The base case used in this analysis is based on the results of Nandan et al. (2011), who conducted 

a simulation for an interaction event having a duration of one hundred seconds, which included a 

stepwise variation in ice thickness and drift speed. Ice thickness was assumed to be 0.5m for the 

first 5 seconds, after which an instantaneous change of the ice thickness to a value of 1.5m occurred 

and continued until t = 58 seconds. Another step change then occurred just after 58 seconds and 

the ice thickness returned to 0.5m again which continued until the end of the simulation. Ice drift 

speed starts at 0.2m/s and increased to 0.25m/s at 10 seconds and to 0.35m/s at 30 seconds. Results 

obtained for this case are shown in Figure 3.8 and exhibit SS-IIV that initiate at t = 30 seconds due 

to the change in ice drift speed and continue until t = 58 seconds. These SS-IIV are characterized 

by a significant amplitude and a frequency close to the natural frequency of the structure. After t 

= 58 seconds, when the ice thickness decreases, the response returns to a damped vibration mode. 

The results show that ice-induced vibration is strongly correlated with both ice thickness and drift 

speed and are in excellent agreement with the result of Nandan et al. (2011).  
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Figure 3.8 Results showing variation of structural response based on ice thickness and drift speed profile. Similar results were 

obtained by Nandan et al. (2011) 

3.3.2 Analysis cases considered  

Using the approach described in section 3.2, a series of modified Peyton relationships were 

generated, yielding the corresponding curve coefficients for each of the analysis cases summarized 

below: 
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Table 3.5. Summary of analysis cases and associated parameters 

Case Ice 

Thickness 

(m) 

Ice 

temperature 

(℃) 

Ice speed 

(m/s) 

Modified Peyton Curve Parameters 

0 < �̇� ≤ 0.2 0.2 < �̇� ≤ 0.8 �̇� > 0.8 

𝛼 𝛽 𝛼 𝛽 𝛼 𝛽 

A 0.4 -20 0.8 2.668 6.640 4.885 -4.449 1.326 0 

B 0.4 -10 0.8 1.67 4.15 3.058 -2.783 0.83 0 

C 0.4 -5 0.8 1.134 2.822 2.077 -1.891 0.564 0 

D 0.4 -2 0.8 0.813 2.023 1.488 -1.356 0.404 0 

E 1.5 -20 0.8 2.668 6.640 4.885 -4.449 1.326 0 

F 1.5 -10 0.8 1.67 4.15 3.058 -2.783 0.83 0 

G 1.5 -5 0.8 1.134 2.822 2.077 -1.891 0.564 0 

H 1.5 -2 0.8 0.813 2.023 1.488 -1.356 0.404 0 

I 0.36 -10 0.8 1.67 4.15 3.058 -2.783 0.83 0 

J 1 -10 0.8 1.67 4.15 3.058 -2.783 0.83 0 

K 1.5 -10 0.8 1.67 4.15 3.058 -2.783 0.83 0 

L 2 -10 0.8 1.67 4.15 3.058 -2.783 0.83 0 

M 0.36 -10 0.8 1.67 4.15 3.058 -2.783 0.83 0 

N 1 -10 0.8 1.27 3.161 2.326 -2.119 0.631 0 

O 1.5 -10 0.8 1.2 2.987 2.198 -2.001 0.596 0 

P 2 -10 0.8 1.153 2.869 2.111 -1.923 0.573 0 

Q 1 -10 0.6 1.67 4.15 3.058 -2.783 0.83 0 

R 1 -10 0.6 1.551 3.859 2.841 -2.587 0.771 0 

 

Using the inputs and parameter values associated with each of the analysis cases outlined in  

Table 3.5 above, a series of Matlab simulations was conducted and results were plotted to allow for 

comparison with the base case described in section 3.3.1. An assessment of the influence of 
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temperature and scale effects on the strength vs. stress-rate curve and the corresponding 

predictions of structural response during dynamic ice-structure interactions are provided in the 

sections that follow.  

3.3.3 Effect of temperature on SEM results 

As depicted in Figure 3.5, as the ice becomes warmer the strength vs. stress-rate relationship is 

expected to have a lower peak strength value and a reduced slope. Moreover, the ice failure tends 

to fail in a more ductile manner at higher temperatures, which is anticipated to excite less dynamic 

response in the structure. This rationale is consistent with analysis results obtained here, as well as 

recent medium-scale experimental results obtained by (Birajdar et al., 2016, 2017) As shown in 

Figure 3.9, the amplitude of damped and steady-state vibration was found to decrease with 

increasing ice temperature (Cases A-H). The mode of the vibration was also found to be highly 

dependent on ice temperature and for a given ice velocity and thickness combination, a threshold 

temperature may exist above which SS-IIV does not occur at all. While this result is consistent 

with expectations based on fundamental mechanics and also with recent observations from small-

scale test (Browne et al., 2013; O'Rourke et al., 2015) and medium-scale indentation experiments 

with compliant structures (Birajdar et al., 2016), this is contrary to the assessment provided by 

Bjerkås et al. (2013b).  He hypothesized that observations of more frequent ice-induced vibration 

during the spring season was attributable to the ice cover being warmer due to higher solar heat 

flux and the thermal erosion of ice. Since ice during spring is warmer, thicker and faster moving, 

it is unclear which of these factors dominates the correlation of increased SS-IIV with spring ice 

conditions. As examined in Section 3.3.1, since increasing the thickness and velocity are both 

expected to increase the likelihood of SS-IIV, and results here suggest lower likelihood of SS-IIV 
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for warmer ice, it would be valuable to revisit available full-scale data to further clarify the role of 

temperature in full-scale IIV.  

 

Figure 3.9 Effect of temperature on SEM results for two different ice thickness values showing over a range of temperatures; 

(Left) damped IIV occurring for h = 0.4 m, v = 0.8 m/s; (Right) SS-IIV occurring for  h = 1.5 m, v = 0.8 m/s 

3.3.4 Effect of pressure-thickness scale effect on SEM results  

From full-scale data it is observed that a distinct pressure-thickness effect, wherein average 

pressures were found to decrease with increasing thickness for a structure of given width, has been 

observed from a variety of datasets (e.g. Kärnä et al., 2006; Taylor, 2010; Taylor and Jordaan, 

2015). It is reasonable to assume that this effect also would result in a decrease in the peak strength 
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and in the slope of the strength vs. stress-rate curve (Figure 3.7). Since the ice force equation (3.10) 

is a linear function of ice thickness, increasing ice thickness will proportionally increase the global 

load on the structure, albeit accounting for the pressure-thickness effect has a ‘mitigating’ effect 

on the rate at which this ice load increases. This in turn influences the susceptibility of the structure 

to ice-induced vibration and accounting for this pressure-thickness scale effect is expected to 

reduce the likelihood of IIV occurring. This result is illustrated in Figure 3.10, which includes a 

comparison of SEM results for different ice thicknesses, when pressure-thickness effects are not 

accounted for (Cases I-L) and when pressure-thickness effects are included (Cases M-P).  

 

Figure 3.10 Structural acceleration predicted by SEM for a range of ice thickness values: (Left) without pressure-thickness 

effect; (Right) including pressure-thickness effect; (v=0.8m/s, w = 4.3m, T =−𝟏𝟎°𝑪) 
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As may be observed from Figure 3.10 above, while the direct relationship between ice thickness 

and ice force dominates the overall response, accounting for the pressure-thickness effect in the 

strength vs. stress-rate curve does have a significant effect on the predicted amplitude of ice-

induced vibration. For the cases considered here, the estimated peak amplitude of the vibration 

when thickness effects were not included (Cases I–L) were found to be about twice as high as 

predicted values obtained when thickness effects are included in the strength vs. stress-rate curve 

(Cases M–P).   

3.3.5  Effect of pressure-width scale effect on SEM results  

Similar to ice thickness, increasing structure width is also associated with decreasing average 

global pressures. Width effects are generally attributed to the effects of statistical averaging of 

non-simultaneous loads that act across the face of the structure (e.g. Kry, 1978). Assuming the 

pressure-width scale effect would have similar influence on the average strength embodied in the 

Peyton relationship, it may be inferred that the peak strength and slopes of the strength vs. stress-

rate curve would decrease (Figure 3.7). For the base case used in this analysis, the original Peyton 

curve used to represent the ice behaviour corresponds to a pile diameter of 4.3m.  For the 

Norströmsgrund lighthouse, which is used as the representative structural system for this analysis, 

the reported width at the waterline is 7.5m (Kärnä et al., 2013). Figure 3.7 shows a family of 

inferred strength vs. stress-rate relationships that have been obtained for different structure widths 

by scaling the original Peyton relationship using the width effect relationship embodied in the ISO 

19906 global ice pressure equation. Using the same approach, a modified strength vs. stress-rate 

relationship is obtained for a width of 7.5m (Norströmsgrund lighthouse). To assess the 

significance of width effect on IIV response, results have been obtained by simulating the response 

of the Norströmsgrund lighthouse using the original Peyton curve with no width effect accounted 
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for (left side of Figure 3.11), as well as using a modified strength vs. stress-rate relationship which 

accounts for the width effect corresponding to a width of 7.5m (right side of Figure 3.11).  

 

Figure 3.11 SEM model results showing structural accelerations. (Left) without the pressure-width effect; (Right) with the 

pressure-width effect (𝒉 = 𝟏. 𝟎𝒎, 𝒗 = 𝟎. 𝟔 𝒎 𝒔⁄ , 𝑻 = −𝟏𝟎℃) 

As may be observed from Figure 3.11 above, when width effects are accounted for, SS-IIV does 

not occur within the simulation period and the vibration amplitude is also significantly smaller. In 

the above case, the width of the structure is identical (7.5m) in both simulation cases, only the ice 

strength relationship is changed. For design applications where the actual width of the structure 

may be changed, it is important to note since that ice force is also a function of structure radius in 

the SEM model, increasing the structure width has both ‘aggravating’ (due to increase of loaded 

area) and ‘mitigating’ effects (due to decreasing average pressure) on ice-induced vibration when 

pressure-width effect is considered.  

To obtain further insight on pressure-width effect, the acceleration response has been calculated 

with and without this effect for three different structural configurations (Diameter, D = 2m, 5m, 

10m) under similar ice conditions; see Figure 3.12. In practice, changes in structural dimensions 

would be expected to result in corresponding changes to the mass, stiffness and damping of the 

structure. For the present investigation, to more clearly illustrate the pressure-width effect and 
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simplify the analysis, it has been assumed that in each of the cases considered the structural 

configurations are such that they yield the same SDOF structural parameters at the waterline (e.g. 

mass, stiffness, damping). Since it has been assumed for this section of the analysis that only the 

waterline diameter is changed, as expected, smaller waterline widths correspond to lower total ice 

loads resulting in insufficient force to excite steady-state vibration, regardless of whether or not 

the width effects are accounted for. However, it is important to note that since the base case 

(Peyton’s curve) corresponds to a width of 4.3m, for widths less than this value, accounting for the 

pressure-width effect results in higher pressures, which in turn results in a larger amplitude 

response. For widths close to the base case diameter of 4.3m (e.g. 5m), accounting for the width 

effect is not expected to have a pronounced effect, as is reflected in the result in Figure 3.12. As 

width is further increased (e.g. D = 10m) the pressure-width effect results in decreased global 

pressures resulting in a potentially more significant reduction in predicted vibration amplitude for 

wider structures.   
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Figure 3.12 SEM model results showing structural accelerations for three different structure width (2m; 5m; 10m): (left) without 

pressure-width effect; (right) including pressure-width effect; (𝒉 = 𝟏. 𝟎𝒎, 𝒗 = 𝟎. 𝟔 𝒎 𝒔⁄ , 𝑻 = −𝟏𝟎℃) 

3.4 Discussion of implications for design 

To assess the potential implications of the above analysis for design, steady state acceleration 

contours as a function of ice thickness and velocity (after Nandan et al., 2011) have been examined 

for the Norströmsgrund lighthouse structure. Since the width of the structure will be fixed for a 

given design, in this section emphasis is placed on the influence of temperature and thickness. To 

this end, the modified strength vs. stress-rate relationships that have been updated to account for 

the effects of temperature (Figure 3.5) and pressure-thickness scale effect (Figure 3.7) have been 

used.  To ensure consistency throughout this analysis, steady-state acceleration values have been 
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used in these plots, which are assumed to correspond to the maximum acceleration values in the 

last several seconds of the results obtained for each analysis case. As may be observed from Figure 

3.13, temperature appears to have a significant influence on the extent of predicted SS-IIV 

acceleration response over the range thickness and velocities considered. Consistent with results 

discussed in section 3.3.3, accounting for temperature effects in the SEM suggests that colder ice 

is more likely to induce vibrations in the structure.    

 

Figure 3.13  Steady-state acceleration contour in ‘g’ (gravitational acceleration) for ice thickness and velocity profile for 

different temperatures 

To examine the implications of the pressure-thickness scale effect, a comparison of results from 

steady-state acceleration contour plots for SEM analysis excluding and including this effect have 

been plotted in Figure 3.14. As may be observed from this plot, the expected range of conditions 

resulting in IIV and the severity of the dynamic response when IIV does occur, are both expected 

to decrease when pressure-thickness scale effects are accounted for in the model. 
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Figure 3.14 Steady-state acceleration contour in ‘g’ for ice thickness and velocity profile (Left) without considering thickness 

effect; (Right) considering thickness effect 

Similarly, using a 10m wide structure for comparison purposes, the influence of width-effect on 

steady-state acceleration has also been analyzed as a function of ice thickness and velocity. Results 

in Figure 3.15 show that, accounting the pressure-width scale effect also tends to decrease the 

expected range of conditions resulting in IIV and the severity of the dynamic response for widths 

greater than 4.3m (the width corresponding to Peyton’s measurements).  
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Figure 3.15 Steady-state acceleration contour in ‘g’ for ice thickness and velocity profile (Left) without considering width effect; 

(Right) considering width effect (structure width=10m) 

3.5 Concluding Remarks 

Despite considerable advances in ice mechanics and modelling of dynamic ice-structure 

interactions in recent decades, significant uncertainties still exist. Changes in ice properties and 

behaviour are expected throughout the season as ice conditions evolve (especially due to changes 

in temperature and ice thickness). Moreover, the strength of ice is known to vary widely throughout 

a given interaction, as well as from interaction to interaction. The triaxial state of stress and the 

prevalence of fracture during ice compressive failure highly complicates the modelling of ice-

structure interactions. The fundamental question posed by this research is to assess how sensitive 

results obtained using the SEM approach are to variations in temperature and scale. The analysis 

presented in this chapter represents an approximate, first order estimate of these effects based on 

information from full-scale data, laboratory tests, as well as fundamental knowledge of ice material 
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behaviour. This information was used to assess how changes in temperature, ice thickness and 

structure width may impact the modelled strength vs. stress-rate relationship and associated IIV.  

From this work it has been observed that changes in ice temperature, thickness and structure width 

are expected to have significant effects on predicted dynamic response of the structure as compared 

with those predicted using baseline conditions. These results suggest that as ice temperature 

increases higher ice drift velocity is necessary to induce SS-IIV and the expected intensity of these 

vibrations may be lower for warm ice than would be expected for colder ice. When pressure-

thickness and pressure-width scale effects were accounted for, as the ice thickness and structure 

width increase beyond the baseline values,  the predicted threshold speed to trigger SS-IIV 

increases and the intensity of the dynamic response may be lower than predicted using Peyton`s 

original curve.   

It is important to reiterate here that this analysis is a first-order sensitivity assessment to provide 

guidance for ongoing research in this area and the modified relationships developed here are not 

intended for use in design practice. Further work is needed to address uncertainties in coupled ice-

structure interactions, especially those associated with the effects of temperature and scale. The 

incorporation of ice load models based on statistical distributions of high pressure zones and linked 

to the physics of ice compressive failure are seen as a promising direction (Taylor and Richard, 

2014). Recent experimental hpz studies on dynamic coupling during ice-structure interactions at 

small-scale (Browne et al., 2013; Taylor et al., 2013; Habib et al., 2015; O’Rourke et al., 2016a, 

2016b) and medium-scale (Birajdar et al., 2016, 2017) provide important insights.   
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Chapter: 4 Failure Behavior of High-

Pressure Zones at Medium-Scale Ice 

Indentation Tests and the Influence of Test 

Parameters 

Preface 

The chapter has been prepared to be submitted as an original journal article. As the primary author, 

I was responsible for writing the article, performing the experiments and analyzing the results. My 

co-author Dr. Rocky Taylor provided guidance at different stages of the writing and analysis. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the dynamic ice-structure interaction leading to ice-induced 

vibrations can be highly sensitive to the ice and structural parameters. The previously performed 

small-scale indentation tests suggest that the failure behavior of ice and the associated structural 

response can be highly dependent on interaction speed, ice temperature, indenter size and structural 

compliance. To identify how these influences can translate to larger scale, a medium-scale ice 

crushing dynamics test series was carried out. The experimental setup, the test procedure and the 

results from the test series are presented in this chapter. 
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Abstract 

Results from medium-scale ice crushing dynamic tests are presented in this chapter where confined 

ice samples were indented using spherical indenters to simulate high-pressure zones (hpzs) with 

areas on the order of 103-104mm2. The failure behavior was found to be a combination of 

continuous extrusion with intermittent spalling, both of which were highly dependent on test 

parameters. The effect of ice temperature, interactions speed, indenter size and structural 

compliance on failure behavior were found to be similar with the results obtained from previous 

small-scale tests suggesting the scale-independence of these contributions on failure behavior. In 

general, higher dynamics (larger amplitudes and longer duration) associated with failure behavior 

were observed to be more pronounced for colder ice, smaller interaction area, higher interaction 

speed, and lower structural compliances.   

4.1 Introduction 

Extreme forces exerted by ice against fixed offshore structures are a highly important design 

consideration and in some cases can exceed the 100-year wave force (API, 1995). For sea ice, this 

force is generally limited by the force required to fail the ice sheets by bending, buckling, crushing 

or a combination of these. During a nine-month monitoring period in the winter of 1985-86 using 

Molikpaq, a 90m wide caisson retained structure operating in the Beaufort Sea, crushing was found 

to occur only 1% of the time (Wright and Timco, 1994). However, the highest levels of force were 

observed in this period, and a small portion of crushing produced a simultaneous failure against 

the structure leading to ice-induced vibrations.  Crushing is often characterized by the extrusion of 

fine-grained ice particles from the interaction surface and can occur in both ductile and brittle 
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regimes. In the ductile regime, the extrusion process is often slow, continuous and is associated 

with extensive damage enhanced creep whereas in the brittle regime the rate of extrusion is very 

rapid, and this gets interrupted by sudden load drops due to fracture events. Indentation tests are 

an effective way to study the ice crushing process, and many experimental programs on different 

scales have been carried out over the years. Depending on the types of tests, the experimental 

programs can be broadly classified into two categories: (1) Edge indentation of ice sheet; (2) 

Indentation of ice wall (vertical and conical shapes). 

Edge indentations are generally performed by pushing an indenter (usually flat) against an ice 

sheet in a test basin or in the field (landfast ice). The speed of the indenter, ice thickness, and width 

of the indenter are some of the common parameters which are varied during tests. The results of 

these tests have been reported by various authors (Hirayama et al., 1973; Croasdale et al., 1977; 

Michel and Blanchet, 1983; Timco, 1987; Kärnä and Muhonen, 1990; Sodhi, 1992, 2001; Tuhkuri, 

1995; Sodhi et al., 1998) and a comprehensive review about the mechanism was provided by Sodhi 

(2001). Through a series of 66 tests with varying interaction speed, indenter width, ice thickness, 

strain rate, and aspect ratio, Timco (1987) found that crushing is the dominant mode of failure in 

the brittle range and is often accompanied by spalling, radial cracking and circumferential 

cracking. Based on the results, he proposed a failure mode-map as a function of strain-rate and 

aspect ratio highlighting the importance of these two parameters on the failure mode.  

Tests using a spherical indenter provide valuable insight into the ice crushing process, and the 

behavior of a single hpz can be studied in detail using such tests. Failure within the hpzs is 

influenced by damage processes which typically include microcracking in zones of high shear and 

low confinement, as well as dynamic recrystallization and localized pressure melting in regions of 
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high shear and high confinement (Meglis et al., 1999; Melanson et al., 1999; Barrette et al., 2002). 

Pictures of the indented surface from medium-scale indentation tests at Hobson ’s Choice Island 

(Frederking et al., 1990) showed the evidence of an extensive white layer of crushed material with 

occasional ‘blue’ recrystallized zones (Jordaan, 2001). The localized pressure melting and pressure 

softening within the layer results in a reduction in the load-bearing capacity leading to the extrusion 

of ice particles from beneath the contact zone. However, such pressure release contributes in 

reversing the thermodynamic process associated with pressure melting and thus lead to partial 

recovery of the strength within the layer. This repeating pattern of pressure softening and strength 

recovery (hardening) has been linked to the cyclic ice loading behavior during dynamic ice-

structure interaction (Jordaan, 2001), which can induce frequency lock-in. Observations from the 

small-scale indentation tests on confined polycrystalline ice specimens showed cyclic loading up 

to frequency of 250Hz, and both indentation speed and structural compliance were found to have 

a direct relationship on failure frequency (Browne et al., 2013). Short-lived sequences of “lock-

in” behavior have also been observed in recent small-scale indentation tests, and thin-section 

suggests that the depth range of the oscillating deformation cycles during vibration are contained 

within the crushed layer of ice (O’Rourke et al., 2016b). This observation has important 

implications since it suggests that under such circumstances, the indenter is continuously in contact 

with damaged ice. Ice temperature was found to have a significant influence on the failure mode 

and the microstructure of the crushed layer in that work.  

To understand how the observed behaviors can be translated to full-scale interaction, a larger scale 

indentation program is presented in this chapter. Confined samples of freshwater polycrystalline 

ice were used for the tests. The ice samples were confined to prevent spalling and allowing pressure 

softening and extrusion observed during the continuous crushing process. The tests were 
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performed in the Structures Laboratory of Memorial University and using spherical indenters with 

nominal contact area ranging from 20cm2 – 180cm2. The effect of indentation speed, ice 

temperature, hpz area, and structural compliance on the cyclic nature of hpz failure behavior has 

been studied in detail. 

4.2 Experimental Setup 

4.2.1 Structural frame 

Four steel-reinforced concrete pillars located at the Structures Laboratory were used as the core 

structural frame of the experimental setup. To increase the capacity of the overall system, a steel 

self-reacting frame with a capacity of 300,000lb was built which encapsulated the concrete pillars 

through an upper and a lower support ring consisting of girders bolted together (Figure 4.1). 

Additional ring stiffeners were attached with the support rings in the direction of the loading and 

the upper and lower support rings were connected through four 152mm × 152mm box beams. Two 

100mm schedule 80 rail was bolted with the box beams on each side and guide bushes with Teflon 

sleeves were mounted on them to ensure smooth movement of the indentation system.  
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Figure 4.1 CAD drawing of the test apparatus 

4.2.2 Indentation system 

In this test series an indenter is pushed using a hydraulic system against a single ice specimen 

mounted on concrete pillars. The hydraulic system for the slow indentation tests consists of an 

Enerpac GPEx5 series electric pump with a reservoir capacity of 40 litres and an Enerpac CLRG 

series double acting, high tonnage cylinder. The maximum working pressure for the pump was 

10,000psi and the flow rate at maximum pressure was 2.0L/min. The cylinder had a capacity of 

500ton with a maximum stroke of 30cm and effective area of 730.6cm2. The maximum speed with 

this hydraulic system was found to be 2.536mm/s which was used for all the slow speed indentation 

tests. For high speed tests, a Hydraulic Power Unit (HPU) with a flow rate of 11gal/min at 2500psi 

was used with a 300ton Enerpac CLRG series double acting, high tonnage cylinder. The system 

resulted in a maximum ram speed of ≈ 16mm/s which was used for the high speed tests. 

The setup of the indentation system differed slightly depending on the compliance of the specific 

indenter configuration used in the tests. The complete indentation system and the instrumentations 

are shown in Figure 4.2. For compliant system 1 & 2, the cylinder was used to push a 3.91m 
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W12×170 mild steel I-beam which supported a parallel ‘compliant’ beam through two flex links 

made of SAE 4140 alloy steel. A 2.28m long 8×21 mild steel I-beam was used as the ‘compliant’ 

beam for the compliant system 1 and an 8x67 mild steel I-beam of the same length was used for 

the compliant system 2. The flex links (flange dimensions 127mm ×127mm ×12.7mm) were used 

to transfer the moment and permit rotation of the compliant beam. The maximum allowable load 

for the flex links was 444.82kN with a maximum deflection of 0.04318mm. The indenter was 

mounted at the center of the beam with a base plate which housed the load cell. Three different 

sizes indenters were used for the testing (shown in Figure 4.3). The specifications of the indenters 

are given in Table 4.1.  

 

Figure 4.2 Indentation system (a) Top View; (b) Side View (The views are simplified to identify the components clearly) 

For compliant system 3, only the W12x170 mild steel I-beam was used and the indenter was 

directly mounted on it. A 350mm long schedule-100 6061 aluminium cylinder attached to two 
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305mm ×305mm ×10mm aluminium flanges was used as a spacer between the hydraulic cylinder 

and the beam.   

 

Figure 4.3 Different sizes indenters used in the testing 

Table 4.1. Indenter specifications 

Diameter (mm) Radius of Curvature 

(mm) 

Indenter Height (mm) Nominal Surface 

Area (m2) 

50 64 90 1.96 × 10-3 

100 127 90 7.85 × 10-3 

150 192 90 17.6 × 10-3 

 

4.2.3 Instrumentation and data acquisition system 

A number of different sensors were used to measure various parameters during the tests. A LPSW-

100K Universal Tension & Compression Shear Web Load Cell with a maximum capacity of 445kN 

was placed between the indenter and the base plate to measure the ice load. Three MHR 500 A.C. 

linear variable displacement transducers (LVDTs) were used to measure the structural deflection 

of the ‘compliant’ beams. One LVDT was positioned at the center of the beam and the other two 
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were placed 560mm from the center on each side. The LVDTs were bolted on an aluminium block 

and clamped to the W12x170 mild steel I-beam using C-clamps (Figure 4.4). These LVDTs had a 

stroke length of ±12.7mm, maximum non-linearity of < ±0.25% and an operating temperature 

range of -55οC to 150οC. A PCB piezoelectric accelerometer (model 352C33) was also used to 

measure the acceleration of the ‘compliant’ beam. The measurement range of the accelerometer 

was ±50g with a sensitivity of 100mV/g. A series 330 LVDT was used to measure the distance 

travelled by the indenter in the ice sample which had a working range of ±25.4mm, maximum 

non-linearity of < ±0.20% and an operating temperature range of -20οC to 80οC. Resistance 

temperature detectors (RTDs) and a Mastercraft non-contact infrared digital thermometer were 

used to measure the temperature of the ice samples.  

An HBM QuantumX MX840B universal measuring amplifier with 8 connectors was used as the 

data acquisition system. Using the HBM CATMAN software measurements were recorded at a 

frequency of 4800Hz. All the tests were recorded using GoPro cameras.  

 

Figure 4.4 Position of the LVDTs and Accelerometer to measure structural response 
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4.2.4 Ice sample preparation 

The cold room facilities at Memorial University and C-CORE were used throughout the project to 

prepare and store ice samples. Cylindrical ice holders with 1m diameter and 50cm height were 

used to prepare confined freshwater polycrystalline ice specimens used for all tests. The sample 

preparation took place in two stages. During the first stage, 30cm of the ice holder was filled with 

commercially available ice cubes and water chilled at 0οC.The mixture was stirred thoroughly to 

remove the air bubbles and was allowed to freeze for multiple days with a Styrofoam cover which 

insulated the sample from the top and allowed unidirectional ice growth. For the second stage, ice 

cubes were crushed using a Clawson Model HQ-C Ice Crusher and the crushed ice was sieved 

using a 2-10mm sieve (Figure 4.5). Once the bottom layer of the ice sample was frozen completely, 

the rest of the ice holder was filled with the sieved ice and chilled water. This allowed a consistent 

grain size ranging from 2-10mm in all ice samples. The final height of the ice samples were 

approximately 45cm. A sample ice specimen is shown in Figure 4.6.  

 

Figure 4.5 Different stages of making ice seeds. (a) Commercially purchased bubble free ice cubes; (b) crushed ice; (c) sieved ice 

seeds 
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Figure 4.6 Ice samples used for the tests 

4.3 Test Methods 

During the tests, the ice sample was transferred from the cold rooms to the Laboratory using a 

forklift and was mounted on the concrete pillar with the help of a crane. The sample was bolted to 

the mounting plate and positioned accordingly to allow the indenter to make contact with the ice 

sample at the center. All of the instrumentation were connected to the data acquisition system using 

VGA cables prior to installation to reduce the test time. To ensure that ice sample and the indenter 

have same temperature during testing, the indenter used for a particular test was also stored in the 

cold room with the sample. However, since the heat transfer of steel is faster than ice, in most 

cases the indenter was found to have a slightly higher temperature than the ice surface at the time 

of testing. The non-contact infrared thermometer was used to measure the ice surface temperature 

just before the test and this temperature was recorded to be ice temperature for that particular test. 

The RTDs installed into the ice sample were used to confirm the recorded temperature. The 

hydraulic pump was operated using a remote control which resulted in a constant speed of the ram. 

The maximum allowed load was set to 70,000lb and the maximum displacement of the indenter in 
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the ice sample was set to 55mm. The hydraulic ram was stopped when either of these two limits 

was reached.  

The complete test matrix is presented in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2. Test matrix 

Test ID Indenter 

Diameter (cm) 

Ice Temperature 

(0C) 

Beam Stiffness 

(N/m) 

Ram Speed 

(mm/s) 

T1_5_16_C1_2.5 5 -16.5 C1 (2.67×107) 2.5 

T1_5_19_C1_2.5 5 -19.5 C1 (2.67×107) 2.5 

T1_5_7_C1_2.5 5 -7 C1 (2.67×107) 2.5 

T1_5_4_C1_2.5 5 -4 C1 (2.67×107) 2.5 

T1_5_15_C2_2.5 5 -15 C2 (9.61×107) 2.5 

T1_5_3_C2_2.5 5 -3 C2 (9.61×107) 2.5 

T1_5_7_C2_2.5 5 -7 C2 (9.61×107) 2.5 

T1_5_16_C3_2.5 5 -16 C3 (4.64×108) 2.5 

T1_5_7_C3_2.5 5 -7.5 C3 (4.64×108) 2.5 

T1_5_3_C2_16 5 -3 C2 (9.61×107) 16 

T1_5_9_C2_16 5 -9 C2 (9.61×107) 16 

T1_10_18_C1_2.5 10 -18 C1 (2.67×107) 2.5 
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T1_10_1_C1_2.5 10 -1 C1 (2.67×107) 2.5 

T1_10_7_C1_2.5 10 -7 C1 (2.67×107) 2.5 

T1_10_17_C2_2.5 10 -17.5 C2 (9.61×107) 2.5 

T1_10_6_C2_2.5 10 -6 C2 (9.61×107) 2.5 

T1_10_2_C2_2.5 10 -2 C2 (9.61×107) 2.5 

T1_10_15_C3_2.5 10 -15 C3 (4.64×108) 2.5 

T1_10_6_C3_2.5 10 -6 C3 (4.64×108) 2.5 

T1_10_5_C2_16 10 -5 C2 (9.61×107) 16 

T1_10_11_C2_16 10 -11 C2 (9.61×107) 16 

T1_15_18_C1_2.5 15 -18.5 C1 (2.67×107) 2.5 

T1_15_6_C1_2.5 15 -6 C1 (2.67×107) 2.5 

T1_15_6_C2_2.5 15 -6 C2 (9.61×107) 2.5 

T1_15_8_C2_16 15 -8 C2 (9.61×107) 16 

 

4.4 Results & Discussion 

4.4.1 Observations during the tests 

Most of the tests showed some regular patterns which can be identified as the characteristics of the 

ice failure process during indentation of the confined ice specimen. Figure 4.7 shows the force, 
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displacement and acceleration obtained from test T1_10_17_C2_2.5. The ice force shows a 

periodic ‘sawtooth’ behavior which is observed during intermittent crushing. The first failure event 

usually generates a lower force due to lower initial confinement for spalls that ran to the free 

surface. Each load drop is associated with a transient vibration of the beam which damps out 

quickly. The synchronized displacement of the LVDT suggests that the beam was deflecting as a 

simply supported beam and its first mode was excited during the associated vibration.  

 

Figure 4.7 Results from T1_10_17_C2_2.5 showing force, displacement and acceleration against time 

At the beginning of each ascending part of the loading curve contact area increases as the load 

accumulates. The load keeps increasing until failure occurs even after the contact area reaches its 

local maximum value. The failure process was found to be associated with a competition between 

damage and fracture, the ratio of which is highly influenced by test parameters. Damage refers to 

the pulverization and extrusion of ice beneath the indenter whereas fracture refers to the 
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propagation of cracks initiated at the contact zone which results in a removal of larger piece of ice. 

By synchronizing the video with the obtained data, the effect of the interaction parameters on the 

ice failure process can be observed. For most of the tests, as the load increases, extrusion of 

pulverized ice and propagation of cracks occur simultaneously suggesting the initialization of both 

damage and fracture processes. However, for warmer ice with small indenter size and slow ram 

speed, the rate of pulverization and extrusion dominates over spalling crack propagation. The 

loading curve at this point shows a ‘smoothed-out’ peak usually followed by a dip. After that, the 

load might increase for a few moments eventually followed by a spall and sharp load drop [see 

Figure 4.8(a)]. On the other hand, for colder ice, especially with larger interaction areas, cracks 

develop very quickly and failure is associated with a sharp peak and large load drops [see Figure 

4.8(b)]. 

 

Figure 4.8 Damage and fracture dominated failure in two tests; (a) Test ID: T1_5_7_C2_2.5 showing extrusion process of ice with 

loading curve; (b) Test ID: T1_15_6_C2_2.5 showing initiation of cracks which results in sharp peak during load drop 

During each load drop, a large part of the contact area is usually removed and the indenter surges 

forward with the energy stored in the beam. Although the total force is less, due to the reduction 

in the contact area, the pressure in the contact zone becomes very high and the stored energy causes 
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a rapid pulverization and extrusion process. The rapid extrusion process is often accompanied by 

pressure melting and dynamic recrystallization (Gagnon and Mølgaard, 1991; Jordaan, 2001). 

Eventually due to the increase in contact area and the release of strain energy stored in the beam, 

the process reaches a point where the load of the indenter can be borne by the ice and a new cycle 

initiates.  

4.4.2 Effect of ice temperature 

For slow tests (≈ 2.5mm/s ram speed), a significant difference in the failure behavior can be 

observed for all indenter size and compliant system when the ice temperature was above -3οC. 

Figure 4.9 shows the comparison between tests T1_10_17_C2_2.5, T1_10_6_C2_2.5 and 

T1_10_2_C2_2.5. The indenter size, ram speed and structural compliance were kept constant for 

the three tests and the ice temperatures were varied. It is assumed that the nominal indenter area 

remains constant after the initial full envelopment and the nominal pressure was calculated by 

dividing the force recorded by the load cell with indenter area. For the tests at -17.5οC and -6 οC, 

the pressure-time plot shows similar ‘sawtooth’ pattern described in the previous section although 

the peak failure pressure was significantly higher for colder ice for most of the peak pressures 

(Figure 4.9-Left). It should be noted that in general the peak failure pressure varied significantly 

within each test and therefore not all peaks of the colder ice were higher than the warmer ice. 

However, the pressure associated with the first failure event was consistently found to have a 

significantly higher value for colder ice. Figure 4.9 (Right) shows the average failure frequency 

(i.e., number of failure events over the interaction period) as a function of ice temperature. It is 

observed that when the failure is in the brittle domain, the frequency of the ‘sawtooth’ failure is 
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not strongly influenced by ice temperature. However, for ‘warm’ ice the failure frequency is 

significantly lower. 

 

Figure 4.9 Comparison of results for tests T1_10_17_C2_2.5, T1_10_6_C2_2.5, T1_10_2_C2_2.5; (Left) Nominal Pressure 

plotted against time; (Right) Average failure frequency plotted against ice temperature 

Figure 4.10 shows a closer look of the ice failure processes near the indentation area at the end of 

the tests and the effect of ice temperature at failure behavior. For ice at -2οC the continuous 

extrusion of highly damaged ice which resulted in the continuous nonlinear pressure-time series 

can be clearly visible. For ‘colder’ ice, the failure surface looks very similar suggesting the 

similarity in the failure processes. However, for ice at -17.5οC, the spall area was much larger 

compared to ice at -6οC, which is consistent with the observed load drop in Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.10 Ice failure processes in the indentation area for different temperatures 

For high speed tests the failure behavior was slightly different for both the ‘warm’ ice and ‘cold’ 

ice. Figure 4.11 (Left) shows the nominal pressure and beam displacement at the center vs time 

for tests T1_5_3_C2_16 and T1_5_9_C2_16 where the ice temperatures were -3οC and -9οC 

respectively. The pressure-time and displacement-time trace shows similar behavior in this case 

with the failure being a mixture of both continuous extrusion and large load drops. The average 

failure frequency shows a similar trend to slow speed tests; the failure frequency being 

considerably high for colder ice (Figure 4.10-Right). The maximum pressure, load drops and 

maximum displacement were similar in nature; however, the acceleration data shows that the 

dynamics associated in the two cases were completely different (Figure 4.12). As shown in Figure 

4.12, dynamic responses of the beam associated with ice failure were recorded in both cases. For 

the ice at -3οC, the maximum value ranged only between -0.05g to +0.05g whereas for -9οC the 

value ranged between -20g to +20g. This has important implication for ice-induced vibration since 

the results suggest that for colder ice the failure process is sudden and the rapid release of energy 

can significantly excite the structure. On the other hand although the static deflection of the 

structure and the maximum load shows a similar magnitude for warmer ice, the load drop involves 

significant extrusion process which results in a more continuous, ‘slow’ release of energy, 
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therefore the process was unable to excite the structure significantly. This observation is consistent 

with the results presented in the sensitivity study of ice-induced vibration models discussed by 

Hossain et al. (2018). It is noted here that  Bjerkås et al. (2013) reported from their analysis of field 

measurement data from Norströmsgrund lighthouse that ice-induced vibration were observed to 

occur more frequently during warmer periods of time in the spring of the year. Further analysis is 

needed to relate the present work with such observations, since multiple hpzs act simultaneously 

during full-scale interactions and further work is needed to better understand interactions between 

such hpzs over larger scales. Moreover, during the spring months in addition to being warmer, sea 

ice is at its thickest and is more mobile than during the winter. Since it is known that increases in 

thickness and drift speed are also expected to increase the likelihood of dynamic interactions, 

further work is needed to better understand the interplay between temperature, thickness and drift 

speed in such observations.  

 

Figure 4.11 Comparison of results for tests T1_5_3_C2_16 and T1_5_9_C2_16 (Left) Nominal Pressure and Beam 

Displacement at the center plotted against time; (Right) Average failure frequency plotted against ice temperature 
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Figure 4.12 Acceleration data from tests T1_5_3_C2_16 and T1_5_9_C2_16 with expanded view of the selected area shown on 

right 

4.4.3 Effect of indentation speed 

The tests were performed at two different ram speeds: 2.5mm/s and 16mm/s. The effect of 

indentation speed can be seen in Figure 4.13 (Left) where the force was plotted against indentation 

depth for tests T1_10_6_C2_2.5 and T1_10_5_C2_16. Although the peak failure force was found 

to be on the same order of magnitude, a number of distinctions in the failure behavior can be 

identified from the plot. For the slow tests the force increases monotonically until the failure occurs 

with large pieces of ice being removed and load dropping more than 90%. On the other hand, for 

fast tests, as the load increases it continues to produce local fractures with smaller ice pieces before 

a large load drop occurs and larger pieces of ice are removed. For higher rates the existing flaws 

in the ice get subjected to a more rapidly increasing concentrated stress field (slower dissipative 
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processes do not have time to relieve local intense stresses) which results in a higher degree of 

local fracture. Also due to the release of stored energy upon rebound following local fracture 

events, the cumulative amount of energy stored in the beam is lower for fast tests, which for many 

cases result in a lower load drop. This has important implication for the development of the 

damaged layer in the indentation contact zone. If a large amount of energy is stored in the beam 

during the loading period, the release of this energy upon failure can clear out most of the ice in 

the damaged layer through extrusion. However, if the energy is not sufficient, part of the damaged 

layer survives the rebound cycles and continues to grow triggered by the fracture event. Such 

behavior can result in vibration within the damaged layer as has been observed in small-scale 

indentation tests (O’Rourke et al., 2016b). The average failure frequency against interaction speed 

is plotted in Figure 4.13 (Right). As expected, the average failure frequency was consistently found 

to be significantly higher for fast tests. 

 

Figure 4.13 Comparison of results for tests T1_10_6_C2_2.5 and T1_10_5_C2_16 (Left) Total Force plotted against time; 

(Right) Average failure frequency plotted against indentation speed 
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4.4.4 Effect of indenter size 

The ‘pressure-area effect’ or ‘scale-effect’ is a well-known concept in ice research community and 

refers to the scale dependence of the material during failure (Sanderson, 1988; Masterson et al., 

2007). The effect was observed in the test series as the indenter sizes were varied keeping the 

temperature, structural compliance and ram speed constant. Although the effect was observed in 

all combinations of test parameters, it was most pronounced with compliant system 1 during slow 

tests. Figure 4.14 (Left) shows the nominal pressure vs. time for tests T1_5_19_C1_2.5, 

T1_10_18_C1_2.5, T1_15_18_C1_2.5 and T1_15_18_C1_2.5 where the ram speed was 2.5mm/s 

and structural compliance was C1 for all tests. The ice temperature varied between -16.5οC to -

19.5οC and the result shows a clear scale-effect for three indenter sizes. The maximum failure 

pressure for the 5cm indenter was above 60MPa whereas the maximum failure pressure for the 

15cm indenter was just above 10MPa. The frequency of failure was also observed to be somewhat 

dependent on the indenter size (Figure 4.13-Right); however, such dependency was not found to 

be very strong. 
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Figure 4.14 Comparison of results for tests T1_5_19_C1_2.5, T1_10_18_C1_2.5, T1_15_18_C1_2.5 and T1_15_18_C1_2.5; 

(Left) Nominal pressure plotted against time; (Right) Average failure frequency plotted against indenter size 

4.4.5 Effect of structural compliance 

Three levels of structural compliance were used in this test series with natural frequencies of the 

beams of 135Hz, 145Hz and 173Hz for C1, C2 and C3 systems respectively. Nominal pressures 

are plotted against time in Figure 4.15 for tests T1_10_18_C1_2.5, T1_10_17_C2_2.5 and 

T1_10_15_C3_2.5 for indenter size of 10cm and a constant ram speed of 2.5mm/s. While there are 

some variations in ice temperature from test to test, this difference was within ±3οC. Assuming 

that compliance is the primary difference between each of the cases, it may be observed that the 

difference in structural compliance does not have a significant effect on peak failure pressure but 

it does significantly influence the failure frequency.  For compliant system 1, only two major 

spalling occurs whereas for compliant system 3, seven failure events can be identified. A similar 

observation was made by Browne et al. (2013) at small-scale where the failure frequency showed 

linear relationship with structural compliance. The pressure drops following failure were also 

found to be greater for C1 compared to the other two beams, which can be attributed to the amount 
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of stored energy in the beam at the point of failure. By comparing the events A, B and C for the 

three compliant systems with similar peak loads (Figure 4.15), the rebound of the indenter was 

found to be 0.98mm for compliant system 1, 0.71mm for complaint system 2 and 0.4mm for 

compliant system 3. From these results it is noted that the extrusion of the damaged layer and 

associated vibrations within this layer are highly influenced by the rebounding process, which is 

consistent with observations from small-scale experiments (O’Rourke et al., 2016b). For the most 

compliant system, given the larger rebound distance which follows a failure event, it is expected 

that nearly all of the damaged ice would be extruded during the rebound process (e.g. very little of 

the damaged layer survives the extrusion phase of the oscillation cycle), resulting in the indenter 

being in contact with much more ‘intact’ ice at the beginning of the next cycle of loading. On the 

other hand for the stiffest configuration a lower rebound distance suggests that a more significant 

part of the damaged layer survives between subsequent ‘sawtooth’ cycles, highlighting that the ice 

contacting the indenter at the onset of each loading phase of an oscillation cycle is in a much more 

damaged state. This has important implications for modelling the behaviour of ice in the contact 

zone, since it implies that stiffer structures may be less likely to ‘reset’ the damage layer formation 

process during each subsequent load cycle, which may give rise to more periodic layer oscillation. 

By comparison, more compliant structures would extrude most of the damaged ice from the contact 

zone during each cycle, making such interactions more likely to take on a sawtooth character.  

Since the behaviour of the ice (e.g. damage rate, fracture behaviour, strain rate dependence and 

temperature effects) in turn govern the rate and depth of the damaged layer formation, this work 

further highlights the need for a coupled treatment of dynamics ice-structure interactions. 
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Figure 4.15 Comparison of results for tests T1_10_18_C1_2.5, T1_10_17_C2_2.5 and T1_10_15_C3_2.5; (Left) Nominal 

Pressure plotted against time; (Right) Average failure frequency plotted against the natural frequency of the beam 

4.5 Concluding remarks 

This chapter presents results from medium-scale ice crushing dynamics tests which were used to 

simulate hpzs with areas in the order of 103-104mm2. The effect of ice temperature, interaction 

speed, indenter size and structural compliance on failure behavior and associated structural 

dynamics were observed. The nature of the force-time curve was found to be highly correlated 

with observed failure behavior which is influenced by a competition between damage and fracture 

as was described for small-scale tests (e.g. Taylor et al., 2013). In general, for warmer ice and 

smaller contact area, continuous extrusion with intermittent spalling events was found to dominate 

failure resulting in a ‘smoothed-out’ peak pressure. The failure behavior of colder ice and for large 

interaction area on the other hand was dominated by fracture with sharp peaks and large load drops. 

Ice temperature was found to have significant effect on failure behavior, with colder ice resulting 

in higher peak pressure and more dynamic activity. Over the range of rates considered, the 
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interaction speed did not have a significant effect on the magnitude of peak failure pressures; 

however, faster tests resulted in a much higher failure frequency for same penetration depth. The 

well-known ‘pressure-area’ effect was also observed as the indenter sizes were varied, but the 

effect was found to be more pronounced in colder ice and for more compliant structures as was 

also reported in prior analysis (e.g. Taylor and Jordaan, 2015). Results obtained for three levels of 

structural compliance used suggest that the structural compliance does not have a significant effect 

on the magnitude of the peak failure pressure but it does highly affect the failure frequency, 

suggesting that peak pressures are dominated by processes in the ice while frequency is dominated 

by structural parameters and interaction conditions. Most of the observations presented in the 

chapter are aligned with the conclusions from small-scale indentation test series performed 

previously (Gagnon and Mølgaard, 1991; Barrette et al., 2002; Wells et al., 2011; Browne et al., 

2013; O’Rourke et al., 2016b) which highlights the consistency in the failure behavior of hpzs. 

Since hpzs are a fundamental component of compressive ice failure process, the observed 

consistency of their failure behavior on multiple scales can be highly beneficial for modelling 

dynamic ice-structure interaction process. The extension of recent models of non-simultaneous ice 

failure (Taylor et al., 2019) to include dynamic coupling effects described above is presently 

underway. 
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Chapter: 5 Characterization of High-

Pressure Zone (hpz) Failure and Linkages 

with Structural Response during Medium-

scale Indentation Tests 

Preface 

This chapter has been published as an original research article in the Proceedings of the 25th 

International Conference on Port and Ocean Engineering under Arctic Conditions (POAC’19)2. 

As the primary author, I was responsible for writing the article, performing the experiments and 

analyzing the results. My co-author Dr. Rocky Taylor provided guidance at different stages of the 

writing and analysis. 

Based on the medium-scale ice crushing dynamics test program described in the previous chapter, 

the characteristics of the failure behavior of high-pressure zones (hpzs) were studied, and the 

 

2 Hossain, R., Taylor, R., 2019. Characterization of high-pressure zone (hpz) failure and linkages with structural response during 

medium-scale indentation tests. Proceedings of the 25th International Conference on Port and Ocean Engineering under Arctic 

Conditions (POAC'19), Delft, The Netherlands, June 9-13, 2019. 
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effects of ice temperature, indenter size, and structural stiffness on the failure properties were 

analyzed. To improve the coherence of the thesis and to avoid repetition, a modified version of the 

paper is presented in this chapter. The section “Introduction” provides the background and 

motivation of the work presented in this chapter and although the reader of the thesis has already 

been informed about the background and motivation of the work presented in the thesis in more 

details in Chapter 1 and 2, the section has been retained here for the completeness of this chapter. 

The “Experimental Setup” section from the original paper has been removed since a detailed 

version of the experimental setup has already been presented in section 4.2. An additional sub-

section 5.3.4 has been included highlighting the link between the experimental observations and 

the model development presented in the next chapter. 

Abstract 

The formation of high-pressure zones (hpzs) during compressive ice failure results from a complex 

mixture of fracture and damage processes that lead to crushing and extrusion. The development of 

an hpz based dynamic ice-structure interaction model requires detailed understanding of these 

processes, as well modelling of the influence of structural response. In this chapter, results from a 

recent series of medium-scale indentation tests conducted using spherical indenters to model 

individual hpzs are described. In these experiments, the effects of ice temperature, indenter size 

and structural stiffness on the failure properties have been analyzed. These tests have been carried 

out to study links between observed failure behavior of hpzs and structural response for a range of 

temperatures (between -1oC and -20oC), with areas on the order of 103-104mm2 and for structures 

having three different levels of stiffness (ranging from 2.67×107- 4.64×108N/m). The average 

failure pressure was found to be negatively correlated with indenter size, as is expected due to 
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well-known pressure-area effects in ice. The peak failure pressure was also found to be affected 

by ice temperature, with colder ice resulting in higher hpz pressures. Of particular interest is the 

observation that the maximum hpz loads were found to be insensitive to structural stiffness, while 

the percentage of force drop was highly dependent on structural compliance. The results have been 

incorporated into a statistical model of hpz failure, which will be integrated into ongoing 

development of hpz based dynamic ice-structure interaction models.   

5.1 Introduction 

When a drifting ice sheet with sufficient driving force collides with a vertical-sided offshore 

structure, the localized ice failure process is dominated by spalling and crushing which generates 

multiple regions of high pressure, termed as high pressure zones (hpzs). The non-uniform nature 

of the contact between the ice sheet and the structure can result in local pressures (e.g. pressures 

over a structural grillage) which are an order of magnitude higher than the global pressure (acting 

over the entire nominal interaction area). Medium-scale indentation tests of ice at Pond Inlet, 

Baffin Island and Hobson’s Choice Ice Island shows that the pressure near the center of an 

interaction area can be significantly higher than the pressure near the edge and the failure may be 

associated with regular dynamic activity as was shown in the cyclic nature of the ‘sawtooth’ type 

load-time trace reported by Frederking et al. (1990) and Kennedy et al. (1994). These observed 

dynamics have been linked to the development and extrusion of a crushed ice layer at the ice-

structure interaction interface. Thin-sections of the crushed layer suggest that the development of 

this layer occurs due to a complex interplay of a number of different processes such as pressure 

melting, microcracking, dynamic recrystallization and sintering (Jordaan, 2001). However, the 

formation of the layer is highly dependent on the interaction parameters such as interaction speed, 
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ice temperature, indentation area and structural compliance. To study the effects of interaction 

parameters on the dynamics of hpzs and the formation of the associated crushed layer, a number 

of small-scale indentation test programs have been carried out (Barrette et al., 2002; Wells et al., 

2011; Browne et al., 2013; O’Rourke et al., 2016b, 2016a).  

During spalling, large pieces of ice near the free surface are removed by fracture, which causes a 

significant load drop and a reduction in the contact area (Taylor and Jordaan, 2015). The interplay 

between crushing and spalling is highly influenced by interaction speed, with more spalls 

occurring as speed increases (Wells et al., 2011). The formation of such spalls is also influenced 

by the location of hpzs since the preferential crack growth during fracture occurs towards free 

edges (Mackey et al., 2007) and the frequency of spalling is directly proportional to the structural 

compliance (Browne et al., 2013). The crushing process is also dependent on interaction 

parameters since temperature plays an important role in microstructural processes in the crushed 

layer (Barrette et al., 2002; Browne et al., 2013; Taylor et al., 2013).  In their two papers, O’Rourke 

et al. (2016a, 2016b) argued that the periodic formation and extrusion within the crushed layer, as 

well as the load transmitting mechanism between multiple hpzs through structural feedback, could 

potentially generate conditions for ice-induced vibrations which would be highly dependent on the 

interplay between different interaction parameters. 

At the same time, the well-known pressure-area relationship highlights that ice is a scale-

dependent material and to extend observed behavior to full-scale interactions, the dynamic 

behavior of hpzs needs to be studied at a larger scale. The experimental program presented herein 

has been designed to study the dynamics of hpzs with larger areas, on the order of 103-

104mm2, which is much larger than any previous studies and is approximately the size of individual 
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hpzs during larger scale interaction (Taylor et al., 2019). In this paper, some preliminary results of 

the medium-scale tests are presented to investigate the sensitivity of hpz failure force on ice 

temperature and structural compliance.  

5.2 Overview of the Analyzed Data 

5.2.1 Definition of independent hpz failure 

Continuous indentation was performed in each test until either the maximum load limit (≈70000lb) 

or the maximum displacement limit of the indenter within the ice (≈50mm) was reached. To 

identify whether the failure behavior differs significantly with the depth of indentation, Figure 5.1 

showing the force vs. depth has been plotted. As may be observed from this figure, for test 

T1_5_15_C2 the peak force of hpz failure is found to be insensitive of indentation depth. A similar 

trend was observed for other tests as well and therefore, each of these load drops has been 

interpreted as an independent hpz failure event and the rest of the analysis is based on this 

assumption. It should be noted here that this assumption is only valid since the ratio between the 

indentation depth and sample diameter is very small (≈ 0.05). For higher ratios between the 

indentation depth and sample diameter, confinement may have a significant effect on failure 

strength and should be addressed accordingly.  

As discussed by Birajder et al. (2016), for warm ice, especially when the contact area is large, hpzs 

fails due to damage enhanced continuous extrusion. The exact point of such failure is often difficult 

to interpret and is excluded from the current analysis. In this paper, only test results corresponding 

to cases where the hpzs failed in brittle manner are considered. To maintain a consistent definition 

of hpz failure, events are defined as occurring when the peak of the ascending loading curve drops 
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more than 50% within 10 subsequent data points (≈ 2ms). For example, although event A and B in 

Figure 5.1 shows a degree of load drop, such events are not considered as an hpz failure event.   

  

Figure 5.1 Force vs. Indentation Depth plot (Test ID T1_5_15_C2) 

5.2.2 Data table 

Results from 17 different tests were used for the analysis presented in this paper where indenter 

size, ice temperature and beam stiffness were the variable parameters. Depending on the test, three 

sizes of indenters (5cm, 10cm and 15cm) and three level of structural compliance were used. Two 

target temperatures were set for the ice samples (-5οC and -20οC); however, as the tests were not 

performed in the cold room, the actual temperature of the sample during the tests differed slightly 

from the target temperature.  The full test matrix is presented in Table 5.1 

 

 

 

 

B 
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Table 5.1. Data table 

Test ID Indenter Diameter 

(cm) 

Ice Temperature (0C) Beam Stiffness (N/m) No. of hpz Failure 

T1_5_16_C1 5 -16.5 C1 (2.67×107) 5 

T1_5_19_C1 5 -19.5 C1 (2.67×107) 8 

T1_5_7_C1 5 -7 C1 (2.67×107) 4 

T1_5_4_C1 5 -4 C1 (2.67×107) 10 

T1_5_15_C2 5 -15 C2 (9.61×107) 10 

T1_5_7_C2 5 -7 C2 (9.61×107) 4 

T1_5_16_C3 5 -16 C3 (4.64×108) 5 

T1_5_7_C3 5 -7.5 C3 (4.64×108) 6 

T1_10_18_C1 10 -18 C1 (2.67×107) 5 

T1_10_7_C1 10 -7 C1 (2.67×107) 3 

T1_10_17_C2 10 -17.5 C2 (9.61×107) 5 

T1_10_6_C2 10 -6 C2 (9.61×107) 7 

T1_10_15_C3 10 -15 C3 (4.64×108) 7 

T1_10_6_C3 10 -6 C3 (4.64×108) 5 

T1_15_18_C1 15 -18.5 C1 (2.67×107) 3 

T1_15_6_C1 15 -6 C1 (2.67×107) 1 

T1_15_6_C2 15 -6 C2 (9.61×107) 4 
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5.3 Results & Discussion 

5.3.1 Dependence of average failure pressure on indenter size 

The average or nominal failure pressure of an hpz was calculated by dividing the maximum force 

before failure with nominal interaction area. Figure 5.2 shows the mean value of average failure 

pressure plotted against indenter area with error bars of ±one standard deviation, with no 

corrections made for differences in temperature or beam stiffness. These results show a strong 

dependence of failure pressure on interaction area. Such dependence is expected, as is reflected in 

the “pressure-area” relationship that has been widely discussed in literature (Sanderson, 1988; 

Masterson et al., 2007).  

 

Figure 5.2 Mean of average failure pressure bounded by one standard deviation against indenter area 
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5.3.2 Effect of ice temperature on average failure pressure 

The effect of ice temperature on failure behavior during indentation of freshwater ice has been 

reported previously by several authors (Browne et al., 2013; Kavanagh et al., 2015; Turner et al., 

2015; Birajdar et al., 2016). As the temperature gets closer to the melting point of ice the failure 

behavior becomes more ductile where the peak load decreases slowly with continuous extrusion. 

However, in the present analysis only the ‘brittle’ failures of hpzs are being considered since no 

dynamic activity has been observed during events dominated by ductile ice failure. Figure 5.3 

shows the nominal failure pressure as a function of ice temperature. To avoid the influence of 

scale-effects in this plot, results have been compared for a single indenter size only. The best-fitted 

line is expressed using the following equation: 

 𝜎𝑓 =  −1.17𝑇 + 15.99 (5.1) 

Although a wide scatter is observed in the plot, the best fit line yields a negative slope suggesting 

that for colder ice, hpzs have higher average failure pressure. It is also noted that the range of 

scatter in the pressure data is larger for colder ice, highlighting the brittle failure behavior of cold 

ice. Although these results do not exhibit order-of-magnitude differences for the range of 

temperature considered here, such behavior can have important implication in modelling dynamic 

ice-structure interaction as has been explored in earlier sensitivity studies by Hossain et al. (2018). 
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Figure 5.3 Average failure pressure vs. ice temperature for 5cm indenter 

5.3.3 Effect of structural compliance on peak force and load drop 

For the three level of structural compliance used for this test series, the effect of beam stiffness on 

failure force of hpz is shown in Figure 5.4 (mean value with one standard deviation). These results 

suggest that the magnitude of the failure force is independent of the beam stiffness for the test 

structures considered, highlighting that the peaks force during an interaction are governed by ice 

mechanics, not by structural parameters.  
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Figure 5.4 Failure force of hpz against beam stiffness 

After each ice failure event, the indenter springs back due to release of stored elastic energy in the 

beam following a spalling event, which also results in the rapid extrusion of pulverized ice from 

the damaged ice layer. Although the depth of this damaged layer depends on the indenter size, ice 

temperature and loading rate, the extent of the extrusion process following failure was found to 

depend significantly on the structural compliance. Figure 5.5 shows the percentage of force drop 

for each different beam stiffness. From this plot, a clear trend may be observed. For the most 

compliant configuration, the mean percentage of force drop is about 95% suggesting that 

irrespective of the depth of the crushed layer which forms during the loading cycle, nearly all of 

the this damaged ice gets extruded upon failure and the next cycle of loading would therefore start 

with the indenter being in contact with nearly ‘intact’ ice. On the other hand, the stiffest 

configuration shows significantly less force drop after failure occurs, suggesting far less damaged 

ice is removed during a given load cycle and a major portion of the damaged layer survives 

between subsequent cycles. This observation has important implications since the transient 
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vibration following the load drops has been linked to vibration within the crushed layer (Jordaan, 

2001; O'Rourke et al., 2016a). It should be noted here that the so-called ‘intact’ ice still exhibits 

considerable microstructural damage, but the extent of the damage in the ice beneath the indenter 

at the end of the rebound cycle is expected to be significantly less than is present in the crushed 

layer beneath the indenter during the upswing phase of the loading cycle.  

 

Figure 5.5 Percentage of force drop as a function of beam stiffness. Results showing mean with one standard deviation 

5.3.4 Implications for vibration within the damage layer 

As discussed in section 4.1 and 2.3.3, the cyclical formation and extrusion of the damaged layer 

can induce structural vibrations and the discussion presented above has important implications for 

such processes. Previous small-scale laboratory tests suggest that the layer properties are highly 

influenced by the interaction parameters and the similar time-traces presented here suggest that 

such influences are independent of scales. For ‘warm’ ice under slow loading rate, the damage 
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layer (regions of microstructurally modified ice) is much thicker than for ‘cold’ ice under fast 

loading rates.  

Figure 5.6 shows the comparison of damage layer under two different test conditions. The 

schematics are reproduced from the thin-section observations made by Turner et al. (2015). For a 

70mm diameter indenter, the maximum thickness of the damage layer was found to be higher than 

20mm for slow loading rate (0.21mm/s) and approximately 5mm for fast loading rates (21mm/s). 

This suggests that for a certain interaction condition, there is an upper limit for interaction speed, 

above which the thickness of the damage layer might not be sufficient to sustain cyclical vibration 

within the damage layer. Small-scale observations also suggest that the thickness of the damage 

layer is also highly influenced by the temperature of ice. 

However, for vibrations within the damage layer to sustain, both the formation and extrusion 

process of the damage layer are important and although the formation of the damage layer is 

primarily dominated by the ice parameters, the extrusion process is mostly influenced by the 

structural compliance, making the structure an ‘active’ component in the overall process. Figure 

5.7 shows an expanded view of the indenter displacement after failure events for tests 

T1_10_18_C1_2.5, T1_10_17_C2_2.5 and T1_10_15_C3_2.5. The complete force-time series of 

these tests were shown in Figure 4.15. As shown in Figure 5.7, for the most compliant system the 

structural rebound is more than 1mm, whereas for the stiffest configuration the structural rebound 

is less than 0.5mm. This highlights how the structural rebound plays an important role in the 

extrusion of the crushed layer and affects vibration within the damaged layer. It should be noted 

here that for the bottom-founded structure in full-scale, the structural compliance is much higher 

and the higher structural rebound can cause extrusion of much thicker damage layer. 
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Figure 5.6 Schematic of damage layer for (a) 'warm' ice under slow loading rates; (b) 'cold' ice under fast loading rates. The thin 

sections are used from the work of Turner (2015) 

 

Figure 5.7 Rebound of the structure after failure for different compliant systems 
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5.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, hpz failure behavior has been characterized using results from a series of medium-

scale ice crushing dynamics tests for different indenter size, ice temperature and structural 

stiffness. The hpzs studied had areas on the order of 103-104 𝑚𝑚2, which is much larger than 

previous laboratory studies, and are comparable in size with hpzs found in other near full-scale 

datasets. Only brittle type failure has been considered here, where the force-time curve is 

‘sawtooth’ in nature. Each of the load drops was considered as an independent hpz failure, and the 

well-known pressure-area effect was observed for different indenter sizes. Failure pressure was 

observed to exhibit some dependency on ice temperature, with colder ice having higher average 

failure pressures. While the different levels of structural stiffness do not seem to have a significant 

effect on the magnitude of the hpz failure force, the extent of the load drop following failure and 

the associated structural feedback response were found to be highly dependent on the stiffness. 

Structures that are more compliant were observed to produce larger sload drops (thus producing 

greater potential feedback response). The feedback response of the structure will have a significant 

effect on the layer behavior since the extent of the damaged layer which survives each load cycle 

depends on a complex interplay between the response of the structure and the rate of damage 

accumulation and layer formation in the ice. This result provides valuable insight into the nature 

of the interplay between fracture, damage and structural response during dynamic ice-structure 

interactions.  
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Chapter: 6 A Probabilistic High-Pressure 

Zone Model of Dynamic Ice Structure 

Interactions and Associated Ice-Induced 

Vibrations 

Preface 

The chapter has been prepared to be submitted as an original journal article. As the primary author, 

I was responsible for writing the article, developing the model, performing the theoretical 

calculations and simulations, and analyzing the results. My co-authors Dr. Rocky Taylor and Dr. 

Lorenzo Moro provided guidance at different stages of the writing and analysis. 

Based on the experimental observations presented in Chapters 4 and 5, a modelling framework for 

simulating the dynamic ice-structure interaction is developed and the results are presented here. 

The section “Introduction” provides the background and motivation of the work presented in this 

chapter and although the reader of the thesis has already been informed about the background and 

motivation of the work presented in the thesis in more details in Chapter 1 and 2, the section has 

been retained here for the completeness of this chapter.  
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Abstract 

During ice-structure interactions that are dominated by ice compressive failure, the majority of the 

ice loads are transmitted through localized contact regions known as high-pressure zones (hpzs). 

This paper presents a probabilistic modelling framework for dynamic ice-structure interaction 

based on the mechanics of hpzs. Individual hpzs are modelled as a nonlinear spring-damper system 

where the stiffness is modelled as a function of nominal strain, with the degree of softening 

depending on the average strain-rate. Both spalling and crushing failure mechanisms were assessed 

in the context of periodical sinusoidal response. For spall dominated failure, the model structure 

showed presence of frequency lock-in in the speed range of 100-125mm/s, beyond which the 

failure was found to be random in nature with lower amplitude of structural response. The 

amplitude was also found to be significantly influenced by structural parameters with structural 

damping having the highest contribution. For pure crushing, an estimated equilibrium layer 

thickness based on theoretical calculations also showed presence of frequency lock-in. The work 

highlights the importance of understanding the interplay between these mechanisms, as well as the 

role of ice conditions and structural parameters on the processes that dominate an interaction.   

6.1 Introduction 

Design consideration for structures prone to dynamic ice-structure interaction leading to ice-

induced vibrations (IIV) require careful assessment of the ice and structural properties and the 

underlying ice mechanics associated with the failure process. As suggested in the ISO19906 

(2010), the dynamic ice-structure interaction leading to IIV can be broadly classified into three 

categories: namely intermittent crushing, frequency lock-in, and continuous brittle crushing. 
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Among these three, frequency lock-in has received particular attention, since it produces a 

sinusoidal-type response of the structure, often close to its natural frequency. The primary 

challenge for design concerning IIV is identifying how the interplay between different ice and 

structural parameters can result in a particular mode of vibration, especially frequency lock-in. 

Since frequency lock-in rarely occurs during a structure’s lifetime, the amount of data obtained 

from full-scale interactions is very limited. Even under the controlled conditions in the laboratory, 

frequency lock-in is difficult to reproduce, due to the probabilistic fracture behaviour of ice, which 

makes identifying the conditions for vibration very difficult. This is further complicated by the 

complex mechanisms involved in crushing failure; the development of the spalls and formation of 

the damage layer make significant contributions to the overall failure process. As discussed by 

Jordaan (2001), field test data suggest that the dynamic response of the structure is also associated 

with the periodic extrusion of the crushed ice from the damaged layer. 

Several ice-structure interaction models has been proposed so far to identify the conditions for 

frequency lock-in. The modeling approaches can be broadly classified into two categories: the 

forced vibration model and self-excited vibration model. In the forced vibration approach, the 

source of the alternating ice force has been linked to the failure frequency of the ice. The self-

excited vibration approach, on the other hand, considers that the proportional relationship between 

ice force and the relative velocity is not always positive, and that the structure can vibrate under 

self-excitation as a result of dynamic instability. Although ice has its own characteristic failure 

frequency during a particular interaction, such a frequency is highly influenced by interaction 

parameters, especially the relative velocity between the structure and the ice (Sodhi, 2001). 

However, the negative proportional relationship between the ice force and the relative velocity is 

rarely obtained and is itself dependent on the test conditions (Sodhi, 1988). Another critical 
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consideration in ice-structure interaction is the non-simultaneous nature of the ice failure process 

across the interaction area due to local contact effects (Kry, 1978). The idea of non-simultaneous 

failure implies that at any one point in time, different local areas of the failure region can be at 

different stages of failure, which adds another layer of complexity in the modeling approach.  

Nevertheless, over the last 50 years, several authors have proposed different ice-structure 

interaction models accounting for these effects (Matlock et al., 1969; Määttänen, 1978; Sodhi, 

1994; Kärnä et al., 1999; Huang and Liu, 2009; Hendrikse and Metrikine, 2015). The primary 

difficulty arises when trying to link the model parameters to the fundamentals of ice mechanics 

such as the dynamics of high-pressure zones (hpzs), formation of a damage layer, and the extrusion 

process. This crucial limitation can be identified as one of the most important reasons for the 

difficulty in applying these models to unknown conditions (Kärnä et al., 2013). In this chapter, a 

simple mechanical model is presented based on the dynamics of hpzs observed in a wide range of 

indentation tests. Two failure modes, namely, spalling and crushing are assessed in the context of 

periodical sinusoidal response of the structure observed during frequency lock-in. The results from 

the medium-scale ice crushing dynamics tests are used to estimate the hpz failure strength and 

force drop after each failure event. Although the model shows promising results for identifying 

conditions for frequency lock-in for both spalling and crushing, more analytical and experimental 

investigations are required for full-scale implementation.  
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6.2 Model Description 

6.2.1 Model idealization 

To simulate the observed dynamic ice-structure interaction during indentation tests, a simple hpz 

based mechanical model has been proposed. A schematic of the physical process of the indentation 

is shown in Figure 6.1. As the hydraulic cylinder moves forward, ice directly beneath the indenter 

goes through highly microstructural changes.  At the same time, cracks that nucleate in the contact 

zone tend to propagate towards the free surface. The layer of microstructurally modified ice has a 

certain depth, beyond which is the region of competent ice from which fractures emanate and 

which exhibits elastic material behaviour.  

 

Figure 6.1 Simplified schematic of the ice indentation process 
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The mechanical representation of the model is shown in Figure 6.2. It is assumed that the hydraulic 

cylinder moves with a constant speed and that the ice and the indenter never lose contact. The 

structure has been modelled as a single degree of freedom (SDOF) system and hpzs generated 

beneath the indenter are modelled as massless spring-damper systems with nonlinear spring 

constants. The behaviour of the intact ice is considered linear viscoelastic. After a failure event, 

the indenter moves forward due to the elastic energy stored in the structure; however, depending 

on the failure process, such a rebound can be either instantaneous or continuous. The rebound 

distance is termed as failure length 𝑓𝐿.  

 

Figure 6.2 Framework of hpz based ice-structure interaction model 

6.2.2 Equation of motions 

The system has 2 degrees of freedom with a singular mass matrix. For time step 𝑖, the equations 

of motion are: 

 𝑚�̈�𝑠,𝑖 = 𝐾𝑠(𝑦 − 𝑥𝑠,𝑖 − 𝑓𝐿,𝑡𝑜𝑡) +  𝐶𝑠(�̇� − �̇�𝑠,𝑖) − 𝐾ℎ𝑝𝑧,𝑖(𝑥𝑠,𝑖 −

𝑥𝑖𝑐𝑒,𝑖) − 𝐶ℎ𝑝𝑧(�̇�𝑠,𝑖 − �̇�𝑖𝑐𝑒,𝑖)  
(6.1) 

 𝐶ℎ𝑝𝑧 (�̇�𝑠,𝑖 − �̇�𝑖𝑐𝑒,𝑖) + 𝐾ℎ𝑝𝑧,𝑖(𝑥𝑠,𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖𝑐𝑒,𝑖) = 𝐾𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑐𝑒,𝑖 + 𝐶𝑖𝑐𝑒�̇�𝑖𝑐𝑒,𝑖 

 
(6.2) 

The notations are explained below: 
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𝐾𝑠 = Stiffness of the structure/beam 

𝐶𝑠 = Damping coefficient of the structure/beam 

𝑚 = Mass of the structure/beam 

𝑦 = Displacement of the hydraulic cylinder 

�̇� = Speed of the ram (equivalent to ice drift speed) 

𝑥𝑠 = Displacement of the indenter 

𝑥𝑖𝑐𝑒 = Displacement of the hpz boundary 

𝐾ℎ𝑝𝑧 = Stiffness of the hpz  

𝐶ℎ𝑝𝑧 = Damping coefficient of the hpz  

𝐾𝑖𝑐𝑒 = Stiffness of the ice 

𝐶𝑖𝑐𝑒 = Damping coefficient of the ice 

𝑓𝐿,𝑡𝑜𝑡 = Accumulation of the failure length after each failure event 

The structural parameters in eqn. (6.1) and (6.2) can be measured independently. Since the far-

field ice behavior is assumed to be linearly viscoelastic, non-linearity in the above model can only 

originate from the behavior of hpz.  

Total force measured by the load cell for time step 𝑖, 

 𝐹𝑖 = 𝐾𝑠(𝑦 − 𝑥𝑠 − 𝑓𝐿,𝑡𝑜𝑡) + 𝐶𝑠(�̇� − �̇�𝑠) + 𝐾ℎ𝑝𝑧(𝑥𝑠 − 𝑥𝑖𝑐𝑒) + 

𝐶ℎ𝑝𝑧(�̇�𝑠 − �̇�𝑖𝑐𝑒) 
(6.3) 
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6.2.3 High-pressure zone stiffness 

Results from triaxial tests suggest that ice transforms in terms of microstructure and properties if 

placed under hydrostatic pressure together with shear, and becomes softer with time (Meglis et al., 

1999; Melanson et al., 1999). As shown in Figure 6.3, the stiffness of an ice sample under traiaxial 

loading condition increases with strain up to a certain point and starts decreasing if the strain is 

increased further. This relationship can be expressed as a 3-parameter power-law equation as 

follows:  

 𝐾ℎ𝑝𝑧 = 𝑎휀𝑚𝑒𝜀𝑛 (6.4) 

where 𝑎, 𝑚 and 𝑛 are parameters dependent on the average strain-rate, the size of hpz, boundary 

conditions and the geometry of interaction. The average strain is calculated as 휀 =
𝑦−𝑓𝐿,𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝐷𝑖
 and 𝐷𝑖 

is calculated as 𝐷𝑖 = √
4𝐴𝑖

𝜋
, where 𝐴𝑖 is the instantaneous area of the hpz and 𝐷𝑖 is the instantaneous 

diameter. For two different strain-rates, the assumed relationship shows good general agreement 

with the experimental observations (Figure 6.3).  

6.2.4 Spalling fracture model 

Spalling failure occurs when 
𝐹𝑖

𝐴𝑖
 exceeds some fracture strength 𝜎𝑓. Such a failure instantaneously 

releases the energy stored in the structure, due to the loss in contact area, and the amount of force 

drop is expressed as:  

 𝐹𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑝 = 𝐹𝑑𝐹𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 (6.5) 

where 𝐹𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 is the peak force before failure occurred and 𝐹𝑑 is an empirical parameter ranging 

from 0-1. The failure length due to the elastic rebound of the structure is calculated as:  
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𝑓𝐿 =

𝐹𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑝

𝐾𝑠
 (6.6) 

The total failure length and the new force are updated as follows: 

 𝑓𝐿,𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑓𝐿,𝑡𝑜𝑡 + 𝑓𝐿 (6.7) 

 𝐹𝑖,𝑛𝑒𝑤=𝐹𝑖,𝑜𝑙𝑑 − 𝐹𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑝 (6.8) 

 

Figure 6.3 Relationship between hpz stiffness and nominal strain for two different strain-rates. Experimental data are fitted with 

the equation 6.3.  

6.2.5 Crushing-extrusion model 

Under triaxial conditions, the softening process can become very rapid due to runaway processes 

as localized pressure melting at the boundaries in the highly refined grain structure results in 

progressive softening of the damaged ice in the highly confined central region of an hpz. Once the 

strain exceeds the value corresponding to the maximum stiffness, pressure softening causes a 

reduction in hpz stiffness, leading to an extrusion of crushed ice particles from beneath the contact 

zone. However, the release of such pressure contributes to the partial recovery of the stiffness and 

the cycle of extrusion and hardening can be repeated, as shown in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4 Cyclical nature of the crushing process through extrusion and hardening. The physical processes associated with the 

location of the points are described along the plot 

Jordaan and Timco (1988) obtained the expression for extrusion velocity in the direction of 

indentation by solving the equation of equilibrium during crushing process as follows: 

 𝑣(𝑥) = 𝑣0(1 −
𝑥

𝑙
)(1 + 2

𝑥

𝑙
) 

(6.9) 

where 𝑣0 is the indenter velocity and 𝑙 is the thickness of the crushed layer.  

By replacing 𝑑𝑡 =
𝑑𝑥

𝑣0
 and integrating the preceding equation, the expression for failure length 

during a single crushing-extrusion cycle can be obtained as: 

 
𝑓𝐿 = 𝑥 (1 +

𝑥

2𝑙
−

2𝑥2

3𝑙2
) (6.10) 

The accumulated crushing length is updated using eq. (6.7). 
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The extrusion of the crushed layer causes a strain reduction within the hpz, as shown in Figure 6.4. 

According to Jordaan (2001), the softening process results in a fast extrusion with particle sliding, 

which is followed by a layer hardening and sintering process. To model this behaviour, the hpz 

stiffness is assumed to follow a quadratic relationship during the strain drop, as shown in Figure 

6.4. Based on observations from these experiments and prior work (e.g. Wells et al., Browne et al, 

etc.) this assumption is considered to be an accurate representation of the crushing process during 

hpz formation and evolution.  

6.3 Model Implementation 

6.3.1 Model flowchart 

The model implementation process is shown as a flowchart in Figure 6.5. The flowchart begins 

with defining the structural parameters (stiffness, mass and damping), far-field ice parameters 

(stiffness and damping), hpz damping and the initialization of the variables for simulation period. 

Eqn. (6.1) and (6.2) are then solved using an explicit numerical time integration scheme with the 

4th order Runge-Kutta method. The time integration scheme has been developed as a separate 

function and the algorithm has been benchmarked against the solution of Kawano et al. (2013) for 

a 2 DOF system with a singular mass matrix. Once the displacement and velocities are updated for 

a time-step, the total force, nominal strain and hpz stiffness are calculated. The criterion for spalling 

failure is then tested as described in section 6.2.4 and if the nominal stress becomes higher than 

the hpz strength, the force drop is calculated based on eqn. (6.6) and the force and failure length is 

updated based on eqn. (6.7) and (6.8). 
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Figure 6.5 Flowchart of model implementation 

If the spalling failure criterion is not satisfied the code proceeds to test the crushing-extrusion 

criterion (nominal strain > critical strain). The critical strain is modelled based on Rist and Murell 

(1994) which suggests a decrease in failure strain with increasing strain-rate (more details in 

section 6.3.2.2). The extrusion period is calculated as 
𝑙

𝑣0
 and for this period the failure length is 

calculated based on eqn. (6.10) and the equations of motions are solved for that period separately. 

Once the extrusion period is complete, the displacement and velocity is updated in the original 

program. The program exits when the simulation period is completed. 
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6.3.2 Parameter estimation  

6.3.2.1 Failure pressure 

To estimate the failure strength and the force drop coefficient during spalling failure, results from 

the medium-scale indentation tests discussed in chapter 4 were used. Continuous indentations were 

performed up to ≈ 55mm indentation depth, which resulted in a sawtooth loading pattern in most 

cases. Since the ratio of the indentation depth to sample diameter is very small, the effect of 

confinement on failure strength is assumed to be negligible. Hence, each failure event can be 

considered as an independent failure of the hpz (Hossain and Taylor, 2019). Due to the pressure-

area effect in ice, the failure strength was found to be highly dependent on indenter area. The mean 

failure strengths as a function of the nominal indenter area were plotted with a bound of one 

standard deviation (Figure 6.6). The values were fitted using a power-law relationship and the 

residuals were modelled using a 3-parameter generalized extreme value distribution. The 

relationship is as follows: 

 𝜎𝑓 = 𝛼1𝐴𝛽1 + 𝐺𝐸𝑉(𝑘, 𝜎, 𝜇) (6.11) 

with 𝛼1 = 2.02; 𝛽1 = −0.44; 𝑘 = −0.051;  𝜎 = 8.636;  𝜇 = −4.624 
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Figure 6.6 Modelling the failure strength as a function of indenter area (left); Residuals are modelled using a generalized extreme 

value distribution (right) 

6.3.2.2 Stress-strain relationship 

For a range of strain-rates, the parameters 𝑎, 𝑚 and 𝑛 in eq. (6.4) are calculated by linear 

extrapolation from the fitted values of the experimental data shown in Figure 6.3. The critical strain 

values for crushing failure for the same range of strain-rates are obtained from Rist and Murrell 

(1994), who performed tri-axial tests under varying strain-rates, ice temperatures and confinement. 

To be consistent with the results from Melanson et al (1999), tests with a confining pressure of 

≈20MPa were used in determining the critical strain. It should be noted here that, for the given 

confining pressure, the failure modes reported by Rist and Murrell (1994) were not exclusively 

crushing; however, due to the limited tri-axial test results available in the literature, these were 

identified as the most relevant results for estimating critical strain.  

The combination of these two failure criteria is shown in Figure 6.7. Based on the fitted 𝑎, 𝑚 and 

𝑛 values from the experimental data, the stress-strain relationship for a single hpz in the range of 
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휀̇ = 10−4 − 10−1𝑠−1 was generated (right). Rist and Murrell’s data suggest that the critical strain 

for failure decreases with increasing strain rate, and the stress-strain relationship is shown up to 

the point of critical strain in each case. However, hpz failure can also occur due to failure strength 

which, is dependent on hpz area and randomness of fracture process (left).  

 

Figure 6.7 Failure criterion of a single hpz based on strength (left) and strain (right) 

6.3.2.3 Post-failure load reduction 

After each spalling event, the elastic energy stored in the beam causes the indenter to surge 

forward, which leads to a rapid extrusion of crushed ice particles. This causes an instantaneous 

force drop and the amount of force determines the remaining strength of the hpz or the surviving 

portion of the crushed layer. From the test results, the percentage of force drop was found to be 

strongly correlated with structural compliance. As shown in Figure 6.8, for the most compliant 

system, the mean percentage of force drop is almost 95%, whereas for the stiffest system, the value 

is below 80%. For the current model, the force drop coefficient is modelled using a power law 
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with the natural logarithm of the beam stiffness, and the residuals are modelled using a 3 parameter 

generalized extreme value distribution. The relationship is as follows: 

 𝑓𝑑 = 𝛼2(ln 𝐾𝑠)𝛽2 + 𝐺𝐸𝑉(𝑘, 𝜎, 𝜇) (6.12) 

with 𝛼2 = 3.378 × 103, 𝛽2 = −1.2583, 𝑘 = −0.4377, 𝜎 = 11.88, 𝜇 = −3.0725 

 

Figure 6.8 Modelling the force drop coefficient as a function of structural compliance. The fitted curve (Left) and the residuals 

with distribution fitting (right)  

6.3.3 Validation of the model with experimental data 

To validate the model, results obtained from the simulation are compared with the experimental 

data. The test case chosen for the comparison has the following parameters: 

Table 6.1. Experimental parameters for model validation 

Name Value 

Indenter Size 5cm 

Ice Temperature -16.5℃ 

Ram Speed 2.5mm/s 

Structural Stiffness 8.84 × 106N/m 
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For the model, the following parameters are used: 

Table 6.2. Numerical parameters for model validation 

Name Value 

Speed (�̇�) 2.5mm/s 

Stiffness of the Structure (𝐾𝑠) 8.84 × 106N/m 

Mass of the Structure (𝑚) 8956.8 kg 

Damping ratio of the Structure (𝐶𝑠) 0.04 

Diameter of the indenter (𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑑) 5cm 

Stiffness of ice (𝐾𝑖𝑐𝑒) 20 × 106N/m  

Damping coefficient of ice (𝐶𝑖𝑐𝑒) 270 × 103kg/s 

Damping coefficient of hpz (𝐶ℎ𝑝𝑧) 60 × 103kg/s 

Constants 𝑎, 𝑚, 𝑛 5.99 × 106, 1.0784, −1.96 

 

The stiffness of the structure was calculated assuming pin-pin boundary conditions for I-beams. 

The mass of the structure was chosen based on the FFT analysis of the transient response from the 

experimental data, which suggested that the frequency of the lowest natural mode was about 5 Hz. 

The damping co-efficient was approximated based on the half-power method using the frequency 

response function obtained by an impact test. Values for the stiffness and damping coefficients of 

ice were used from the model of Kärnä and Turunen (1989). The constants 𝑎, 𝑚, 𝑛 were determined 

from the slopes of force-displacement curve for all 5cm indenter tests. 

Simulation results were compared with experimental data, as shown in Figure 6.9. The failure in 

this case was primarily dominated by spalling with transient vibration, which decayed very 

quickly. The figure shows similar levels of peak force for both cases. Since the ratios between the 

indentation depth and indenter diameter were small, the effects of confinement were not accounted 

for in the model. As can be observed from the experimental data, the slope of the force-
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displacement curve is not constant, but increases over time. A similar behaviour can be observed 

in the simulation results due to the stiffness-strain relationship mentioned in eqn. (6.3). The 

spalling frequency was constant due to the high force drop coefficient.  

 

Figure 6.9 Comparison of the simulation results with experimental data 

In addition to the time-series comparison, the maximum pressure and average pressure of the 

experimental data was compared for three validation cases with five simulations for each cases 

(Figure 6.10). The validation tests compared were T1_5_19_C1_2.5, T1_10_7_C1_2.5 and 

T1_5_16_C3_2.5 as mentioned in Table 4.2. The plots shows that for maximum pressure and 

average pressure, results from the simulation is in reasonably well agreement with the 

experimental observations.  
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Figure 6.10 Comparison of maximum pressure (Left) and average pressure for experimental data and simulations for three different 

cases. The experimental data points are marked with ‘*’ whereas the simulation data points are marked as ‘o’ 

6.4 Results and Discussion 

6.4.1 Conditions for frequency lock-in 

In practice, frequency lock-in rarely occurs in the lifetime of a structure, and even under controlled 

conditions in the laboratory, it is very difficult to reproduce. Pure crushing events are often 

interrupted by spalls, which are dominated by the probabilistic fracture mechanics of hpz strength. 

We believe that the interplay among fracture, layer thickness during crushing, interaction speed, 

and structural configuration all contribute to the conditions for frequency lock-in, and for a certain 

structural configuration and interaction speed, frequency lock-in can only occur for a certain 

degree of randomness in ice strength along with certain layer thickness during crushing. Here we 

considered a certain structural configuration and a certain degree of randomness in hpz strength, 
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based on experimental observation. For these configurations, frequency lock-in was only observed 

for brief periods when the interaction speed was between 100-125mm/s with 5mm layer thickness, 

as shown in Figure 6.11. The structural displacement profile shown here is very similar to the IIV 

signature obtained for the Norströmsgrund lighthouse for a full-scale lock-in event (Bjerkås et al., 

2013). It is obvious that for a different structural configuration with a different degree of 

randomness in hpz strength, the required speed and layer thickness could be considerably different, 

and for certain configurations, it is possible that the conditions for frequency lock-in would not 

exist.  

 

Figure 6.11 Signature of frequency lock in: Interaction speed 125 mm/s, Layer thickness 5mm 

In both literature and design guidelines, interaction speed has been identified as the most important 

factor contributing to the condition of frequency lock-in (Kärnä and Muhonen, 1990; ISO 19906, 

2010; O’Rourke et al., 2016a). As the speed increases, the failure mode is considered to move 

from intermittent crushing to frequency lock-in and then to random crushing, and the structure is 

considered to be most susceptible to IIV at some intermediate speed range. The simulations 

performed by the modelling framework also shows a similar behavior. Figure 6.12 shows the effect 
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of interaction speed on the frequency spectrum of structural displacement for a fixed indentation 

period. At low speeds, the transient response of the structure similar to the one shown in Figure 

6.9 dominates the spectra. As the speed increases, the failure frequency becomes close to the 

natural frequency of the structure, which results in a significantly higher amplitude. Beyond that 

speed range, the spectra are dominated by the degree of randomness in failure strength and spreads 

over a larger frequency range.  

 

Figure 6.12 Effect of interaction speed on structural displacement response 

6.4.2 Interplay between interaction speed and structural parameters 

In an ice-structure interaction both ice and the structure plays ‘active’ roles; hence, it is imperative 

to identify the interplay of ice and structural parameters and their effects on IIV. Using the 

modelling framework, simulations are performed for a range of interaction speed and structural 

parameters to identify their effects on the maximum amplitude of structural response. The 

structural parameters are expressed as ratios of the original parameters mentioned in section 6.3.2 

and is termed as ‘factors’.  
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6.4.2.1 Effect of structural mass 

The contour plot of maximum amplitude of the structural response for a range of interaction speed 

and mass factor is shown in Figure 6.13. The speed was considered to be ranging from 10-150mm/s 

and the mass factor was considered to to be ranging from 0.1-1.5. As mentioned in section 6.4.1, 

frequency lock-in was found to occur in the speed range of 100-125mm/s for the original structural 

parameters. As expected, the maximum amplitude contour for a mass factor ≈1 was also found to 

be highest in that speed range and for speeds both side of that range the amplitude decreases. 

However, the contour also shows clear dependency on the mass factor. For mass factor less than 

1, the frequency lock-in regime was found to occur for higher interaction speed.  

 

Figure 6.13 Maximum amplitude contour for a range of interaction speed and mass factor 
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6.4.2.2 Effect of structural damping 

As mentioned in the ISO 19906 (2010), structural damping is a key parameter for IIV and the 

design guideline relies heavily on the choice of a damping co-efficient for mitigating IIV. To 

identify the interplay between interaction speed and damping co-efficient the maximum amplitude 

contour of structural response is shown in Figure 6.14. Based on impact test, the damping of the 

original test structure was found to be 4% of the critical damping. For the frequency lock-in speed 

range (100-125mm/s), the contour plot shows the maximum amplitude to be ≈ 15mm in that range.  

For lower damping co-efficient, the amplitude increases up to ≈18mm; however, above a certain 

damping ratio, these high amplitudes are not observed, even for higher speeds.  

 

Figure 6.14 Maximum amplitude contour for a range of interaction speed and damping ratio 
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6.4.2.3 Effect of structural stiffness 

The stiffness of the original structure used for model validation was 8.84×106N/m which was the 

theoretical stiffness of the beam used in the indentation tests.  The effect of structural stiffness on 

the maximum amplitude of structural response is explored for a range of interaction speeds and 

the contour plot is shown in Figure 6.15. The higher values are to be concentrated around the speed 

range of 20-60mm/s with lower stiffness factor. Although it is expected that the structural response 

will be higher for more compliant structure, the results also highlights the important of the 

interaction speed for a particular structural configuration. For example, for a structure with 

stiffness factor of 0.25, speed above 50mm/s, the failure will be dominated by the randomness in 

ice strength and that would cause a reduction in structural response. 

 

Figure 6.15 Maximum amplitude contour for a range of interaction speed and stiffness factor 
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6.4.3 Layer thickness equilibrium for IIV in pure crushing 

Jordaan (2001) suggested that IIV can occur through repeated cycles of layer formation and 

extrusion, as shown in the shaded area in Figure 6.4. To model this behaviour and identify a critical 

layer thickness associated with IIV, it has been assumed that failure in the layer occurs through 

pure crushing. This is seen as a reasonable approximation, since the compressive state of stress in 

the layer is expected to supress spalling and probabilistic fracture in this region, and instead, a 

fracture may be assumed to develop in the adjacent ice surrounding the layer as discussed by 

Taylor and Jordaan (2015). It is also assumed that layer formation begins when the strain reaches 

point 1 in Figure 6.4, and extrusion begins when the strain reaches the critical strain for failure 

(point 2 in Figure 6.4). As discussed by Jordaan and Timco (1988), extrusion begins at an 

equilibrium layer thickness when the strain energy stored in the system is equal to pulverize and 

extrude the ice within the layer. Using a similar approach and employing the force model used in 

the present analysis, the change in force per unit width during an extrusion cycle can be written 

as: 

 
𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑡 =

1

𝐷
(𝐾𝑠𝛿𝐿 + (𝑎(∆휀𝑒𝑥𝑡)𝑚𝑒𝑛∆𝜀𝑒𝑥𝑡)𝛿ℎ𝑝𝑧) (6.13) 

where 

𝛿𝐿= Change in failure length (e.g. depth of ice extruded in one cycle) during the extrusion phase 

𝛿ℎ𝑝𝑧 = Change in hpz displacement in the extrusion phase = ∆𝑥𝑠 − ∆𝑥𝑖𝑐𝑒 

∆휀𝑒𝑥𝑡 = Change in nominal strain during the extrusion phase 

𝐷= Diameter of the indenter 
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A limit cycle for vibration is only possible when the layer is completely extruded in the extrusion 

phase, and a new layer of the same thickness forms during the hardening phase. For such cases, 

𝛿𝐿 = 𝛿ℎ𝑝𝑧 = 𝑙, and ∆휀𝑒𝑥𝑡 =
𝑙

𝐷
 where 𝑙 is the layer thickness.  

Equation (6.13) can be re-written as: 

 
𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑡 =

1

𝐷
[𝐾𝑠𝑙 + {(

𝑎𝑙𝑚+1

𝐷𝑚
) 𝑒

𝑛𝑙
𝐷 }] 

(6.14) 

For ‘average’ conditions, the equilibrium layer thickness can be calculated on the following basis. 

If the layer thickness is perturbed by the amount 𝛿𝑙, the load changes by an amount:  

 
𝛿𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑡 =

𝛿𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑡

𝛿𝑙
𝛿𝑙 =  

1

𝐷
[𝐾𝑠 + {𝑒

𝑛𝑙
𝐷

𝑎𝑙𝑚

𝐷𝑚
(𝑚 + 1)} + {(

𝑎𝑙𝑚+1

𝐷𝑚
) 𝑛𝑒

𝑛𝑙
𝐷 }] 𝛿𝑙  

 

(6.15) 

The strain energy released is equal to: 

 𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑡𝛿𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑡

𝐾𝑠
=

1

𝐾𝑠
(

1

𝐷
[𝐾𝑠𝑙 + {(

𝑎𝑙𝑚+1

𝐷𝑚
) 𝑒

𝑛𝑙
𝐷 }]

×
1

𝐷
[𝐾𝑠 + {𝑒

𝑛𝑙
𝐷

𝑎𝑙𝑚

𝐷𝑚
(𝑚 + 1)} + {(

𝑎𝑙𝑚+1

𝐷𝑚
) 𝑛𝑒

𝑛𝑙
𝐷 }] 𝛿𝑙 ) 

(6.16) 

The equilibrium layer thickness 𝑙𝑚 can be obtained by assuming that the energy released by the 

elastic movement present in eqn. (6.16) is just sufficient to pulverize an additional thickness 𝛿𝑙 of 

ice. Any further increase in 𝑙𝑚 would cause the load to drop to a level where the strain will not be 

sufficient to pulverize the ice any further. By considering energy of pulverization per unit volume 

as 𝛾, the pulverization energy for the perturbation of the layer per unit width would be 𝛾𝐷𝛿𝑙. 
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Equating this value to eq. (6.16) and solving it numerically, the equilibrium layer thickness 𝑙𝑚 can 

be obtained.  

Jordaan and Timco (1988) used 𝛾=0.05 MJ/m3 for a 9mm thick unconfined ice sheet. For the 

present analysis, we consider 𝛾=0.3 MJ/m3. The higher value used here has been chosen to account 

for the effect of confinement, based on the observation that the failure pressure of a 50mm hpz 

during spherical indentation conditions was found to be 5-6 times higher than the uniaxial 

compressive strength of ice (Birajdar et al., 2016). For the 15 mm/s indentation speed, the constants 

𝑎, 𝑚 and 𝑛 were calculated and the equilibrium layer thickness was found to be ≈ 2mm. A 

simulation using 2mm layer thickness is shown in Figure 6.16, where a continuous formation and 

extrusion of a crushed layer with equilibrium layer thickness results in a sinusoidal oscillation of 

the structure. It is worthwhile noting that, while this average equilibrium layer thickness has been 

assumed to be a constant for the purpose of the above calculation, in reality, random variations are 

expected in the layer thickness. Factors such as differences in localized contact geometry, the 

extent of damage and other material properties contribute to this variation in layer thickness. For 

any given cycle, if the extrusion depth is smaller than the layer thickness, the result would be a 

continuous extrusion of crushed ice, since a fixed amount of damaged ice would form in each 

cycle, but only a portion of it would be removed in the extrusion phase. However, if the extrusion 

depth is higher than the layer thickness, a structural rebound will occur at the end of extrusion 

cycle to release the remaining elastic energy stored in the structure.   
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Figure 6.16 Failure length and structural response in pure crushing; Speed = 15 mm/s, Layer thickness = 2mm 

6.5 Conclusions 

Although ice-induced vibrations (IIV) are fundamental design consideration, full-scale 

observations suggest that such vibrations occur rarely in the lifetime of a structure. Nevertheless, 

the consequence of an IIV event can be extremely catastrophic and disruptive, and more 

understanding is required to address such behaviour, especially regarding the ice mechanics. The 

design guidelines and previous modelling approaches propose simplified conservative approaches 

without the incorporation of fundamental components of ice mechanics such as the dynamics of 

high-pressure zones (hpzs). Since the majority of the load during an ice-structure interaction is 

transmitted through these zones, and their mechanics show similar characteristics over different 

scales, it is imperative to analyze their roles in the context of dynamic ice-structure interaction 

leading to ice-induced vibrations. In this paper, a simplified dynamic ice-structure interaction 

model based on high-pressures zones (hpzs) has been presented to evaluate the conditions for IIV. 
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The stiffness of a single hpz is modelled as a function of nominal strain and strain-rate based on 

the results from triaxial tests. Results from medium-scale crushing tests have been used to model 

the hpz failure strength as a function of hpz size and structural feedback as a function of the degree 

of structural compliance. Preliminary comparison with the experimental data suggests that for 

similar hpz size, interaction speed and indentation depth, the model can reproduce the coupled 

force-time signature observed in the experiments.  

Two distinct failure processes are assessed in the context of periodic sinusoidal response of the 

structure. First, such responses can result from the vibration within the layer of damaged ice, when 

the formation of the damaged layer and the extrusion process becomes cyclical during pure 

crushing. The failure process results in a continuous extrusion, depending on the damage layer 

thickness, and the failure length can be calculated by integrating the extrusion velocity in the 

direction of indentation. Since this is a continuous process, the structure also rebounds in a 

progressive manner. A limit-cycle for continuous vibration can only exist for an equilibrium layer 

thickness when the structural rebound distance is equal to that layer thickness (energy supplied by 

the ram is equal to the energy of pulverization and extrusion of crushed ice). Theoretical 

calculations from previous study were adopted to estimate the equilibrium layer thickness that can 

result in such vibrations, and the model showed reasonably good agreement with the calculations. 

The other failure process considered is when the interaction is dominated by spalls with occasional 

crushing events. Spalling failure causes an instantaneous rebound of the structure, due to the loss 

of contact area, and the results suggest the force drop to be directly linked to the structural stiffness. 

Such failure process can result in frequency lock-in of the structure; however, such responses were 

observed to be highly sensitive to interaction speed and structural parameters. This has been 
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identified as the primary reason for the infrequent observation of frequency lock-in in full-scale 

interaction. 

The modelling framework presented here is a simplified first-order approximation of dynamic ice-

structure interaction; however, the incorporation of fundamental elements of ice mechanics 

presents a promising step toward a complete framework. The preliminary results highlight the 

capability of the model to successfully simulate the vibrations within the damaged layer and 

frequency lock-in under specific conditions, which is similar to the observations in full-scale 

interaction. However, further refinement of the model is needed based on additional experimental 

investigation of hpz dynamics under controlled condition. The pulverization energy estimated here 

needs to be investigated for different interaction parameters and linked to the extrusion distance. 

Experimental investigation to identify the critical strain for hpz failure in pure crushing needs to 

be performed, since the results used in the model involve multiple failure modes. Finally, to 

simulate the interaction with full-scale structures, the dynamics of multiple hpzs and the effect of 

non-simultaneous failure behaviour need to be incorporated.   
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Chapter: 7 Conclusions 

7.1 Summary 

The primary focus of the thesis was to develop a modelling framework of dynamic ice-structure 

interaction incorporating the mechanics of high-pressure zones (hpzs), which are fundamental 

components of the compressive ice failure process. Emphasis was placed on understanding the 

effect of scale on hpz mechanics through a medium-scale ice crushing dynamics test program. The 

main contributions of the thesis can be summarized as follows: 

• A thorough review of ice-induced vibrations (IIV) events at full-scale, theoretical ice-

structure interaction models, mechanics of compressive ice failure and roles of high-

pressure zones (hpzs), and the dynamics of hpzs observed in the indentation test programs 

were presented (Chapter 2). 

• The effect of ice temperature and scale of interaction on the compressive strength vs. 

stress-rate curve used for the self-excited IIV modelling approach were identified. A 

qualitative uncertainty analysis considering these effects showed that an increase in ice 

temperature would require higher ice drift velocity to induce steady-state IIV. For 

pressure-thickness and pressure-width scale effects, an increase in ice thickness and 

structure width also showed a higher threshold speed to trigger steady-state IIV and lower 

dynamic response compared to the predicted response using Peyton’s original curve 

(Chapter 3) 

• A medium-scale ice crushing dynamics test program was carried out to study the effects 

of interaction speed, ice temperature, area of hpz and structural compliance on the 
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dynamics of hpz failure.  Results suggested that larger amplitudes and longer duration 

instances of dynamics, associated with failure behavior, are usually more pronounced for 

colder ice, smaller interaction area, higher interaction speed, and lower structural 

compliances.  (Chapter 4). 

• The failure behaviour of hpzs were characterized considering the effects of ice 

temperature, interaction area and the structural compliance. The failure pressure was found 

to be highly influenced by hpz area and the structure compliance was found to be a major 

contributing factor for the post-failure processes. For structural design, this suggests that 

when the layer of microstrucrally modified ice is thicker, structure with higher compliance 

is more susceptible to experience vibration within the damaged layer (Chapter 5). 

• A simplified ice-structure interaction model based on the mechanics of hpzs observed in 

the small-scale triaxial tests and medium-scale indentation tests were developed. The 

model was able to simulate structural response during a frequency lock-in and identified 

the effects of interaction speed and structural parameters on such response. For a particular 

structure, frequency lock-in was found to exist for a certain speed range; however, this 

speed range was found to vary with the natural frequency of the structure. The structural 

compliance and damping, both were found to influence the maximum amplitude of the 

structural response (Chapter 6). 

7.2 Discussion and Recommendation 

The problem of modelling dynamic ice-structure interaction is a complex one, and the primary 

challenges come from the intricacy of the different processes during compressive ice failure, such 

as spalling, crushing, extrusion and microstructural modifications. An ice-structure interaction 
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model incorporating all of these processes is needed, but this is both complex and computationally 

expensive due to a number of challenges such as: (1) need to develop material modelling approach 

for ice that can handle both local fracture processes, as well as continuum behaviour (especially 

processes in highly confined, central region of hpzs which limit pressures during interactions); (2) 

limitations in computational resources given the sub-mm scale of physical processes that need to 

be modelled and large volumes of ice to simulate for a real interaction scenario (many kms of ice 

floes per year over the design life), (3) challenges in integrating these different theoretical and 

probabilistic frameworks. Simplified assumptions are necessary, but also need to account for these 

processes and identify their roles during ice-structure interaction. High-pressure zones (hpzs) are 

fundamental features of ice-structure interactions dominated by compressive ice failure and the 

processes associated with hpz behaviour are observed to be consistent over a broad range of scales. 

The interplay of different processes associated with compressive ice failure is observed to play an 

important role during dynamic ice structure interactions and given the importance of hpzs in 

transmitting the majority of the loads between ice and a structure during an interaction, continued 

work is needed in modelling hpz behaviour. In this work, incorporating additional details of 

dynamic aspects of hpz failure in an ice-structure interaction modelling framework was found to 

provide new insights into the dynamic interaction process, including the conditions for ice-induced 

vibrations. Continued work to enhance understanding and modelling of these hpz processes is 

recommended. 

The uncertainty analysis presented in Chapter 3 highlighted the sensitivity of response predictions 

from existing methods to changes in ice properties expected when temperature, rate and scale are 

taken into account, which have not been accounted for in past methods. Moreover, it showed that 

even when such effects were accounted for, existing methods do not sufficiently capture the 
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interaction process, particularly the nature of high pressure zones. This highlighted the importance 

of developing a new modelling framework and conducting a careful analysis of the influence of 

interaction parameters at the scale of hpz failure process. The medium-scale ice crushing dynamics 

tests presented in Chapters 4 and 5 clearly demonstrate how ice temperature, hpz area, interaction 

speed and structural compliance influence hpz dynamics and associated IIV in the coupled ice-

structure system. The characterization of the failure process in terms of crushing and spalling 

processes focused on visual observations, as well as force, displacement and acceleration 

responses in the system. These results were compared and found to provide very strong agreement 

with earlier small scale lab experiments, in which detailed assessments of ice failure and localized 

fracture and microstructural changes in the ice have been studied in detail. The dependence of 

dynamic behaviour on  ice temperature was shown to be relatively weak for cold ice in the 

temperature range of -3oC to -20oC, however for warm ice (between 0oC and -3oC) it was observed 

that ice failure modes transitioned towards damage enhanced creep behaviour, which did 

significantly alter the nature of interaction dynamics; significant IIV was only observed for colder 

ice that was dominated by a combination of crushing and spalling; additional testing under more 

controlled temperature conditions are recommended to provide greater insight into these effects.  

The medium-scale ice crushing dynamics tests conducted as part of this research program provides 

valuable new insights into details of the different failure mechanisms and the influence of test 

conditions on interaction dynamics for coupled ice-structure systems involving a single hpz. To 

extend this work to full-scale interactions, additional work is needed to account for multiple hpzs 

that occur simultaneously across the interaction area to better understand how individual hpzs 

interact, and the role structural compliance plays in load sharing across these hpzs. Extension of 
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the experimental program to investigate such influences with a modified medium-scale test 

apparatus is seen as a promising next step to extend this work.  

The novel modelling framework presented in Chapter 6 explicitly accounts for the effects of 

random fracture and continuum pressure-softening associated with microstructural damage 

processes in hpzs using models derived from experiments designed to study these processes in 

detail. This new approach provides promising results and presents a new direction for dynamic 

ice-structure interaction modelling. This approach is linked to the underpinning physics 

responsible for ice compressive failure for a wide range of scales, while also accounting for the 

interplay between randomness in fracture processes and the potential for cyclic ice crushing due 

to softening-extrusion-hardening behaviour that can result in oscillations in the layer of damaged 

ice at the ice-structure interface.  Specific areas for continued work include better understanding 

and modelling of the influence of different interaction parameters on the stiffness-strain curve of 

individual hpzs and additional experimental testing is recommended to help validate and assess 

uncertainties associated with model coefficients. Refinement of the models of damping behaviour 

of individual hpzs and the far-field ice behaviour is another aspect of the model that could benefit 

from additional research. Finally, and perhaps most importantly for application in practice, is the 

need to extend the model to include multiple hpzs and to assess the effects of structural compliance 

on load sharing mechanisms among multiple hpzs. Through continued experimental investigation 

and model refinement, the work presented in this thesis offers promising new directions for 

modelling full-scale dynamic ice structure interactions that are linked to underpinning physics of 

ice failure and which can serve as new tools to better inform design practice to help understand 

and avoid ice-induced structural vibrations. 
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